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Preface 
 
The Eurocast Conferences are particularly unique among the European 
Scientific-Technical Congresses because it is one of the few periodic 
meetings that is promoted and organized exclusively by university and 
socio-cultural institutions, without the tutelage, direction or funding of 
associations, professionals or companies. It is currently the oldest of 
those. It is celebrated every two years. Initially, alternating Las Palmas de 
G.C. and a university in continental Europe, and since 2001, always in Las 
Palmas de G.C. 
 
The idea of the first Eurocast was developed in 1988 by Prof. Franz 
Pichler, of the University of Linz and Prof. Roberto Moreno, at a meeting in 
Vienna promoted by the past Honorary President, the late Dr. Werner 
Schimanovich. The first meeting, Eurocast 1989, took place in February of 
that year, in Las Palmas School of Industrial Engineers, promoted by the 
Faculty of Informatics of Las Palmas and the Institute of Systems of the 
University of Linz. The Opening Session took place in the town of Gáldar, 
February 26th, 1989. 
 
 
Science, and especially Technology, have moved in an almost vertiginous 
way, driven by the need and the promotion of consumerism, associated 
with the change of values that has been printed in the new generations. 
And Eurocast, within what we understand as a certain freedom, and with 
prudence, has been adapting the profile of its organization from a 
meeting of very specific specialists, to a practically multidisciplinary, 
flexible and changing conference, which in each event try to attract the 
experts and especially young researchers, facilitating the interaction 
between them, which is a generator of creativity. 
 
The key to the success of Eurocast for 33 years has been in the quality of 
the contributions of its participants. This has to be recognized in the first 
place. They have made possible, with the help of the Springer Verlag 
publications in Computer Science, the worldwide distribution of the most 
important effect of Eurocast: that of joining together for many years, 
scientists and engineers of ages, training, interests and from very 
different European and non-European institutions. And that they could 
share their experiences in the design and analysis of systems using the 
most advanced mathematical methods to make efficient models and 
algorithms in computers. And this from the socio-economic, biological, 
medical technologies and sciences and information and communication 
engineering topics. All in a multidisciplinary atmosphere, which has 
facilitated the appearance and discussion of new and creative ideas and 
developments. 
 



In this open multidisciplinary spirit, the 2022 edition consists of 11 major 
thematic blocks, which sweep a broad spectrum of cutting-edge research 
in computer and systems sciences and technologies, including theory and 
applications of metaheuristic algorithms, model-based system design, 
verification and simulation, applications of signal processing technology, 
artificial intelligence and data mining for intelligent transportation 
systems and smart mobility, computer vision, machine learning for image 
analysis and applications, computer and systems based methods and 
electronic technologies in medicine, systems in industrial robotics, 
automation and IoT, systems thinking and relevance for technology, 
science and management professionals, cybersecurity and indoor 
positioning systems. 
 
Among the about 110 submissions of papers to participate in the 
Conference, around 90 have been selected and will be presented and 
defended by their authors during the four days of scientific sessions. 
Among them, we will proceed to a final selection, after the Conference, 
which will be published by Springer Verlag and distributed to the scientific 
community. 
 
But, again, the kernel of the success of Eurocast lays in the right 
proposals of subjects for Workshops, their resonance and impact, their 
diffusion and their strict selection of the many intended contributions, all 
by the Workshops Chairpersons. They are Eurocast. 
 
Three invited Plenary Conferences are presented: the first, by Prof. 
Grossmann from the University of Vienna, known expert in Mathematics 
and Statistics. The second, by Prof. Affenzeller, from the Applied Sciences 
University of Upper Austria, one of the first European experts in algorithm 
development in the field of metaheuristic algorithms. And the third, by 
Prof. Nikos Makris from Harvard University and Boston General Hospital, 
known expert in the field of neuroanatomy of the human brain and in 
neuroimaging 
 
Special thanks to our hosts, partners and most of all, friends, colleagues 
of Elder Museum. 
 
The Eurocast 2022 Conference, in line with its 33 years of history, once 
again offers an opportunity for Canary, Spanish, European and global 
science and technology for openness and international relations, which 
will benefit our society. Welcome to Eurocast 2022. 
 
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, February 2022. 
The Editors. 
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Software Development for Early Crisis Detection

Kerstin Albrecht1, Christian Nitzl1, and Uwe M. Borgho↵ 1,2

1 Center for Intelligence and Security Studies (CISS), Munich, Germany
https://www.unibw.de/ciss

2 Campus Advanced Studies Center (CASC), Bundeswehr Univ. Munich, Germany

Extended Abstract

Transdisciplinary between law, psychology, political science, historical science,
sociology and computer science is the central idea in our research. The Figure
shows how Software Engineering approaches—especially the Software Develop-
ment Life-Cycle (SDLC)—together with similar ideas in Intelligence and Security
Studies, like the so-called Intelligence Cycle, can heavily benefit from each other,
and even help to pave the way for new insights into the world of Early Crisis
Detection. It serves as a real-life testbed for particular decisions on the way from
the (software) analyst to the political decision maker.

The year 2020 is marked by COVID-19, a virus that in December 2019
was still reported as a pulmonary disease with unknown causes to the WHO
(World Health Organization) from the Chinese city of Wuhan. In March 2020,
the Director-General of the WHO o�cially declared the outbreak of the virus
a pandemic. There are daily reports in the media about the so-called Corona
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Crisis, the necessary measures and the global impact. Consequently, in the con-
text of the pandemic, numerous questions arise, such as could this crisis have
been prevented and how are goal-oriented measures and decisions made by the
government.

A prerequisite for crisis prediction is first of all the premise that the occur-
rence probability of a nasty event and its level of impact should it materialize can
be predicted to a certain degree. Particularly challenging are so-called creeping
crises, which emerge gradually, become self-reinforcing in a complex system, and
suddenly emerge as a rarely occurring event [4]. A↵ected parts in this system can
be di↵erent population groups, rebellion, ethnic religious violence, insurgency,
and domestic political crises, to name just a few [6]. The prerequisite of statistical
methods is that information is codified and social phenomena are operational-
ized [5]. Borgho↵ et al. [2] describe a latent variable model in conflict research
while Johansen [7] exploits a morphological analysis to scenario modeling.

The 2016 German government Weißbuch [3] explains the need for early de-
tection of crises, with a focus on sound prevention and stabilization of crises and
conflicts that will best position governance in the decision-making process.

In October 2020, the Federal Ministry of Defense (BMVg) founded the Com-
petence Center Early Crisis Detection (KompZ KFE) within the Center for In-
telligence and Security Studies (CISS) at the Bundeswehr Univ. Munich. CISS
organizes and coordinates the master’s program in Intelligence and Security
Studies (MISS) and advises political leaders in the field of security studies. Re-
fer also to https://www.unibw.de/ciss/miss and [1, 8].
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Extended abstract

The need of e�cient methods to search knowledge in data, and thus generate

models, has favoured the development of a lot of Data Mining algorithms and

Data Mining tools. When modeling a data set, di↵erent situations can be consid-

ered. From a theoretical point of view, data is used to build models that causally

explain observed data and predict future data. The models hope to predict the

change, usually averaged over the population, in the outcome variable due to a

change in the causal variables. Whereas, from an algorithmic perspective, data

is used to build statistical models which hopefully will allow making predictions

about the properties of unobserved individuals (or missing attributes of observed

individuals) who are assumed to be from the same population that generated

the data.

Models describe the overall shape of the data [1], and can be thought of

as “global” descriptive summaries of data sets. Pattern discovery is a “local”

structure in a possibly vast search space. Patterns describe data with an anoma-

lously high density compared with that expected in a baseline model. Patterns

are usually embedded in a mass of irrelevant data [2]. Most apparent patterns

in data are due to chance and data distortion, and many more are well known

or uninteresting.

When building models that causally explain observed data and predict future

data, quantifiable uncertainty and unquantifiable uncertainty (ambiguity) should

be considered. Every decision and action that we take in life is associated with

a degree of doubt, whether it be uncertainty or ambiguity: whether we turn

right or left at an intersection, what we invest our money in, what research

idea we follow, . . . and the thousands of other decisions that we make on a

daily basis. Doubt, ambiguity and uncertainty a↵ect decisions, but in di↵erent

and sometimes opposite ways. In [3], we pinpointed how doubt could arise in

Data Mining. In decision making, doubt can manifest itself in a variety of ways:

one could have . . . doubts about the data itself (data accuracy); doubts about

what data is needed (data relevance); doubts about the available processes and

transformations; doubts about the possible models; doubts about the decision

criteria; . . . or even doubts on one’s own preferences for any of these options.
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The study of uncertainty and ambiguity in the Knowledge Discovery process

is complex and challenging. There are di↵erent factors that a↵ect decision mak-

ing process. Why do some researchers avoid ambiguity when others do not? A

better understanding of what drives the researcher’s behavior when dealing with

ambiguity and uncertainty is essential. Research papers provide a wide variety

of opinions and experiences of di↵erent researchers in model construction. There

is not a single “correct” answer; answers are multiple and often contradictory.

Should a full spectrum of possible models be somehow used to generate the final

model? How can we know what makes a good model? It depends on the research

question asked and how it is answered. Should these factors be incorporated in

the process in order to construct a more personalized model?

Model formulation assumes the existence of a “true” model in a pre-specified

known form. In practice, model ambiguity has received little attention. Fur-

thermore, we are modeling uncertain data with traditional techniques. Modern

computing allows a large number of models to be considered and data-dependent

specification searches have become the norm to obtain a good fit. Uncertainty can

be incorporated into the model using: a) Probabilistic approach: it is assumed

that the input parameters of the model are random variables with a known prob-

ability density function. b) Possibilistic approach: the input parameters of the

model are described using the membership function of input parameters.

A major class of problems in medical science involves the diagnosis of disease,

based upon various tests performed upon the patient. The evaluation of data

taken from patients and complex decision making are the most important factors

in diagnosis. Breast cancer is a fatal disease causing high mortality in women.

Constant e↵orts are being made for creating more e�cient techniques for its

early and accurate diagnosis.

In this paper we reflect on the above questions and provide some answers.

We propose that explicitly accounting for uncertainty and ambiguity leads to

quantitatively better models and thus is an improvement in model construction.

In particular, unsupervised learning techniques based on similarity measures and

supervised learning techniques based on ambiguous metrics will be considered.
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The current epoch in the development and evolution of humanity can with
full justification be called the digital era due to the omnipresence of various
kinds of digital devices ranging from many essentially important and extremely
useful to the enormous number of gadgets. Whatever aimed at deep space or
micro cosmos exploring, or intended to simplify and facilitate performing of
everyday tasks, they are all based on the same principles. We are in the era
characterised by laboratory-on-chip, network-on-chip, Internet-of-Things, etc.,
and all this is possible just because we, humans, have learned to represent data
and information encoded in them by binary sequences, and then we have learned
the basic laws how to manipulate this knowledge in order to detect relationships,
interconnections, similarities or differences, and afterwards derive conclusions,
make decisions, and act accordingly. In other words, we have learned how to
represent, model, and interpret, after some simplification and approximation,
the basic laws of human thinking in terms of binary sequences and operations
over them. Exactly this was the subject of study of George J. Boole already in
the mid of nineteenth century.

This paper is a yet another tribute to the work of George Boole. We first
shortly present his professional biography to set the circumstances under which
he was working and understand where from his motivations and selection of re-
search subject were coming. Then, we briefly discuss his three principal works [1],
[2], [3] concerning the subject of the present paper. We also discuss his commu-
nication with contemporary scholars, notably with Augustus De Morgan based
on the collected letters that they exchanged [5], which highlights a bit the style
of work and the attitude towards the research subjects of these two and some
other scholars at that time [4]. The intention is to provide a piece of information
that can possibly be useful for understanding how the mathematical foundations
of modern digital era have been formulated and established by starting from the
work of George Boole and then many others which have followed the same ideas.
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Extended Abstract

Werner Von Siemens, the famous German inventor and international entrepreneur
is considered as one of the most important persons for the development of the
field of Electrical Engineering and Communications Engineering in the 19th cen-
tury. He had the great talent to make important inventions and at the same time
to have the ability to establish a company, the company Siemens & Halske in
Berlin, Germany, of international reputation [1]. Many articles and books have
been written in the past to document his life and his scientific and commercial
success. He himself published by his book “Lebenserinnerungen” the story of
his most interesting life and the adventures and struggles to get the proper ac-
knowledgment for his work [2]. His scientific publications and technical reports
have been collected in two volumes by a special book which got also a transla-
tion into English [3]. In this paper we focus on a specific topic of his research
and practical work, namely to his important inventions to improve the electro-
magnetic system of magneto-electric machines (1856), of Morse- telegraph reg-
isters (1853,1859) and the telephone of Bell (1878). Certainly, these inventions
of Werner Von Siemens have already been documented earlier in di↵erent pub-
lications. Our point is to show, that he had in all the cases just to apply his
scientific knowledge how the magnetic force can be improved.
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Background and Motivation The latest industrial revolution, called Indus-
try 4.0, bundles a multitude of different trends and technologies towards the
ongoing digital transformation of industrial manufacturing. This transformation
is due to various aspects such as an increasing product variety and short product
life cycles, triggered by consumer demands and the economic interest of man-
ufacturers. The manufacturing industry reacts accordingly by either focusing
on highly automated assembly lines, or highly customized manual assembly fol-
lowing the economy of scope. This situation is especially challenging for small
and medium-sized manufacturers, whose small batch size production and limited
funds inhibits an amortization of a higher grade of automation, excluding them
from many benefits of the ongoing digital transformation. The FELICE project1

aims to provide a new solution for digitized and flexible assembly lines to in-
crease both the level of automatism and the ability to react to a dynamic and
changing environment. Premise of this solution is a formal representation of any
given workflow containing all necessary assembly tasks executed during manu-
facturing, for which the ADAPT2 modeling approach [4] is utilized. This formal
representation of a workflow provides the opportunity for computational pars-
ing, monitoring, execution and optimization. This formalization further allows
the integration of adaptive elements (e.g. height-adaptable workstations improv-
ing the ergonomics for human workers [3]) and collaborative robots (reducing
the physical strain of human workers) in workflows. These additional assets can
be utilized at various degrees by manipulating the given, formalized workflows.
The inclusion or exclusion of adaptive elements results in a change of different,
often rivaling key performance indicators (KPIs), such as the total duration of
the workflow execution (makespan), ergonomic penalty, or physical strain of the
human worker. As the available adaptive elements and the corresponding KPIs
are use-case dependent, the need for a generic approach arises. This paper aims
to provide a generic framework for the multi-objective optimization of ADAPT
workflows based on generic user-defined optimization criteria.

⋆ corresponding author, florian.holzinger@fh-hagenberg.at
1 FlExible assembLy manufacturIng with human-robot Collaboration and digital twin
modEls, see https://www.felice-project.eu/

2 Asset-Decision-Action-Property-RelaTionship
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Method In the scope of the herein presented framework, we will consider to
treat the problem of optimizing workflows as a multi-objective optimization
problem [1], utilizing ADAPT [4] for the formal representation of workflows and
the open source optimization framework HeuristicLab [5] for the optimization
of such workflows. Therefore, we employ implementations of a set of suitable
algorithms, such as NSGA-II [2]. The functionality of the implementation is
evaluated on an existing use-case [3], utilizing a height-adjustable workbench, a
robotic arm and LEGO R⃝ DUPLO R⃝ bricks, simulating a simple workflow. The
resulting Pareto front and the corresponding models can be seen as a prescrip-
tive solution that provides the assembly line operator with different optimal
suggestions for fine-tuning of the assembly line according to current demands.
For example, a tight deadline might result in the prioritization of a minimal
makespan, while normally the minimization of the resulting physical strain of
the workflow on the human worker might be the highest priority. In the full
paper version, we provide a detailed description of the approach as well as com-
prehensive experiment results and discussion.

Acknowledgments The financial support by the European Union’s Horizon
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gratefully acknowledged.
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GB;?ir2B;?i AMi2`TQH�iBQM@"�b2/ am``Q;�i2
JQ/2HHBM; 7Q` JmHiB@P#D2+iBp2 *QMiBMmQmb

PTiBKBb�iBQM

�H2t�M/`m@*BT`B�M w�pQB�Mm1,2- "2MD�KBM G�+`QBt1,2- CQ?M J+*�HH1,2

1 a+?QQH Q7 *QKTmiBM;- _Q#2`i :Q`/QM lMBp2`bBiv- �#2`/22M- a+QiH�M/- lE
2 L�iBQM�H am#b2� *2Mi`2- �#2`/22M- a+QiH�M/- lE

qQ`Fb?QT, h?2Q`v �M/ �TTHB+�iBQMb Q7 J2i�?2m`BbiB+ �H;Q`Bi?Kb
E2vrQ`/b, bm``Q;�i2 KQ/2HHBM;- KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 +QMiBMmQmb QTiBKBb�iBQM-

2pQHmiBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?Kb- `mM@iBK2 +QMp2`;2M+2 �M�HvbBbX

1ti2M/2/ �#bi`�+i

_2+2MiHv- i?2 mb�;2 Q7 M�im`2@BMbTB`2/ KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 QTiBKBb�iBQM �H;Q`Bi?Kb
?�b BM+`2�b2/ BM TQTmH�`Biv �+`Qbb KmHiBTH2 `2�H@HB72 �TTHB+�iBQM /QK�BMb (N)X
h?mb- bi�i2@Q7@i?2@�`i TQTmH�iBQM@#�b2/ i2+?MB[m2b- HBF2 KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 2pQHm@
iBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?Kb UJP1�bV Q` T�`iB+H2 br�`K QTiBKBb�iBQM USaPV- ?�p2 #22M
mb2/ iQ /Bb+Qp2` ?B;?@[m�HBiv S�`2iQ 7`QMib 7Q` MmK2`Qmb BM/mbi`B�H T`Q#H2Kb
`�M;BM; 7`QK T`Q/m+i /2bB;M (9) iQ +�HB#`�iBQM (k) �M/ [m�HBiv �bbm`�M+2 (3)X

L2p2`i?2H2bb- i?2 �TTHB+�iBQM iQ `2�H@HB72 KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 QTiBKBb�iBQM T`Q#@
H2Kb UJPPSbV ?�b �HbQ 2pB/2M+2/ `Q#mbiM2bb �M/ 2{+B2M+v HBKBi�iBQMb Q7 2p2M
bi�i2@Q7@i?2@�`i TQTmH�iBQM@#�b2/ bQHp2`bX :Bp2M i?�i 7Q` K�Mv BM/mbi`B�H T`Q#@
H2Kb i?2 [m�HBiv UBX2X- }iM2bbV Q7 � TQi2MiB�H bQHmiBQM +�M QMHv #2 /2i2`KBM2/ �7i2`
� `�i?2` +QbiHv T`Q+2/m`2 U2X;X- MmK2`B+�H bBKmH�iBQM Q` 2p2M QM@bBi2 f ?mK�M@BM@
i?2@HQQT i`B�HV- QTiBKBb�iBQM `mM@iBK2b �`2 HBF2Hv iQ #2+QK2 T`Q?B#BiBp2 �M/ i?mb
7Q`+2 T`�+iBiBQM2`b iQ `2Hv QM bBM;H2 `mMb- `2;�`/H2bb Q7 i?2 r2HH@FMQrM #2M2}ib
Q7 �H;Q`Bi?K �M/ T�`�K2i2` b2H2+iBQM (R)X GBi2`�im`2 BM/B+�i2b i?�i irQ T`QKBb@
BM; `2b2�`+? HBM2b 7Q` �HH2pB�iBM; i?2b2 HBKBi�iBQMb �`2 UBV bm``Q;�i2 KQ/2HHBM;
(j) �M/ UBBV i?2 /2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 bQHp2`b i?�i /BbTH�v � `Q#mbi T2`7Q`K�M+2 Qp2`
H�`;2 T`Q#H2K b2ib rBi? � }t2/ T�`�K2i2`Bb�iBQM (e)X >Qr2p2`- ;Bp2M i?2 b2MbBiBp2
M�im`2 Q7 BM/mbi`B�H /�i�- K�Mv Q7 i?2 T`QTQb2/ bm``Q;�i2@#�b2/ i2+?MB[m2b �`2
/2KQMbi`�i2/ �M/ imM2/ QM ǳ+HQb2/Ǵ f T`QT`B2i�`v `2�H@HB72 JPPS 7Q`KmH�iBQMb
i?`Qm;? 2tT2`BK2Mib i?�i �`2 BKTQbbB#H2 iQ `2THB+�i2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 /2;`22 iQ
r?B+? i?2 �M�HviB+�HHv 2M;BM22`2/ +?�HH2M;2b Q7 #2M+?K�`F T`Q#H2Kb �`2 `2H2p�Mi
iQ `2�H@HB72 JPPSb Bb mM+2`i�BMX

h?2 T`2b2Mi rQ`F �BKb iQ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ #Qi? �7Q`2K2MiBQM2/ `2b2�`+? HBM2b
#v 2tTHQ`BM; i?2 HB;?ir2B;?i bm``Q;�i2 KQ/2HHBM; +�T�#BHBiB2b Q7 i?2 `2+2MiHv BM@
i`Q/m+2/ KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 BMi2`TQH�i2/ +QMiBMmQmb QTiBKBb�iBQM T`Q#H2K UJP@
A*PSV 7Q`KmH�iBQM (d) #�b2/ QM BMp2`b2 /Bbi�M+2 r2B;?iBM; (8)X h?mb- r2 2tT2`B@
K2Mi2/ rBi? /Bz2`2Mi bi`�i2;B2b iQ +`2�i2 JP@A*PS Ubm``Q;�i2V BMbi�M+2b mbBM;
b22/ b2ib Q7 FMQrM #2M+?K�`F T`Q#H2Kb �M/ �bb2bb2/ i?2 +QKT�`�iBp2 T2`7Q`@
K�M+2 Q7 r2HH@FMQrM JP1�b QM #Qi? Q`B;BM�H �M/ bm``Q;�i2 7Q`KmH�iBQMbX 6Q+mb
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72HH QM b22/ b2i b2H2+iBQM f ;2M2`�iBQM bi`�i2;B2b �M/ QM �bb2bbBM; i?2 BKT�+i Q7
i?2 i?2 BMp2`b2 /Bbi�M+2 r2B;?iBM; 7�+iQ` Ĝ i?2 K�BM K2�Mb Q7 imMBM; i?2 }iM2bb
H�M/b+�T2 7Q` JP@A*PSbX

S`2HBKBM�`v `2bmHib BM/B+�i2 i?�i i?2 BMp2`b2 /Bbi�M+2 BMi2`TQH�iBQM bi`�i@
2;v +�M #2 mb2/ iQ bm++2bb7mHHv KQ/2H +QKTH2tBiB2b T`QTQb2/ #v p�`BQmb ivT2b
Q7 T`Q#H2Kb- #mi i?2`2 �`2 �HbQ BKTQ`i�Mi /Bz2`2M+2b #2ir22M i?2 +QMp2`;2M+2
#2?�pBQm` Q7 JP1�b QM i?2 Q`B;BM�H �M/ bm``Q;�i2 JPPS 7Q`KmH�iBQMbX h?Bb
BM/B+�i2b i?�i i?2 BMi2`TQH�iBQM@#�b2/ bi`�i2;v +QmH/ #2 H2p2`�;2/ �b T�`i Q7 QM@
i?2@~v bm``Q;�i2@�bbBbi2/ KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 QTiBKBb�iBQM- #mi Bib �TTHB+�iBQM 7Q`
;2M2`�iBM; #2M+?K�`F T`Q#H2Kb i?�i 7mHHv +�Tim`2 `2�H@rQ`H/ JPPS +?�HH2M;2b
`2[mB`2b 7m`i?2` BMp2biB;�iBQMX

�+FMQrH2/;K2Mib

h?Bb rQ`F ?�b #22M bmTTQ`i2/ #v i?2 *PJ1h@Ek ǳ*2Mi2` 7Q` avK#BQiB+ J2+?�@
i`QMB+bǴ Q7 i?2 GBMx *2Mi2` Q7 J2+?�i`QMB+b UG*JV 7mM/2/ #v i?2 �mbi`B�M 72/@
2`�H ;Qp2`MK2Mi �M/ i?2 72/2`�H bi�i2 Q7 lTT2` �mbi`B�X

_272`2M+2b
RX *Q`M2- .XqX- EMQrH2b- CX.X, LQ 7`22 HmM+? �M/ 7`22 H27iQp2`b i?2Q`2Kb 7Q` KmHiBQ#@

D2+iBp2 QTiBKBb�iBQM T`Q#H2KbX AM, AMi2`M�iBQM�H *QM72`2M+2 QM 1pQHmiBQM�`v JmHiB@
*`Bi2`BQM PTiBKBx�iBQMX TTX jkdĜj9RX aT`BM;2` UkyyjV

kX E�DB- >X, �miQKQiBp2 2M;BM2 +�HB#`�iBQM rBi? 2tT2`BK2Mi@#�b2/ 2pQHmiBQM�`v KmHiB@
Q#D2+iBp2 QTiBKBx�iBQMX S?X.X i?2bBb- EvQiQ lMBp2`bBiv Ukyy3V

jX GQb?+?BHQp- AX- a+?Q2M�m2`- JX- a2#�;- JX, � KQMQ bm``Q;�i2 7Q` KmHiBQ#D2+iBp2
QTiBKBx�iBQMX AM, S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 Rki? �MMm�H *QM72`2M+2 QM :2M2iB+ �M/ 1pQHm@
iBQM�`v *QKTmi�iBQM U:1**PVX TTX 9dRĜ9d3X �*J UkyRyV

9X Pv�K�- �X- EQ?B`�- hX- E2KKQibm- >X- h�ibmF�r�- hX- q�i�M�#2- hX, aBKmHi�M2Qmb
bi`m+im`2 /2bB;M QTiBKBx�iBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 +�` KQ/2Hb mbBM; i?2 E +QKTmi2`X AM, A111
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AM, S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 RNe3 kj`/ �*J M�iBQM�H +QM72`2M+2X TTX 8RdĜ8k9 URNe3V

eX o`m;i- CX�X- _Q#BMbQM- "X�X, AKT`Qp2/ 2pQHmiBQM�`v QTiBKBx�iBQM 7`QK ;2M2iB+�HHv
�/�TiBp2 KmHiBK2i?Q/ b2�`+?X S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 L�iBQM�H �+�/2Kv Q7 a+B2M+2b
Ry9UjV- dy3ĜdRR UkyydV

dX w�pQB�Mm- �X*X- G�+`QBt- "X- J+*�HH- CX, *QKT�`�iBp2 `mM@iBK2 T2`7Q`K�M+2 Q7 2pQ@
HmiBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?Kb QM KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 BMi2`TQH�i2/ +QMiBMmQmb QTiBKBb�iBQM T`Q#@
H2KbX AM, AMi2`M�iBQM�H *QM72`2M+2 QM S�`�HH2H S`Q#H2K aQHpBM; 7`QK L�im`2X TTX
k3dĜjyyX aT`BM;2` UkykyV
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+QKTmiBM; 7`�K2rQ`F 7Q` �miQK�i2/ QTiBKBx�iBQM Q7 KmHiBTH2 T`Q/m+i [m�HBiv +`B@
i2`B� rBi? �TTHB+�iBQM iQ KB+`Q@~mB/B+ +?BT T`Q/m+iBQMX �TTHB2/ bQ7i +QKTmiBM; N3-
Rye3kd UkykRV
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2pQHmiBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?Kb, � bm`p2v Q7 i?2 bi�i2 Q7 i?2 �`iX ar�`K �M/ 2pQHmiBQM�`v
+QKTmi�iBQM RURV- jkĜ9N UkyRRV
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Dynamic optimization problems (DOPs) describe time-dependent optimiza-
tion problems that also change over time. An optimization algorithm that solves
a DOP thus needs to provide updated solutions in reaction to the change [1].
DOPs are also called sequential (stochastic) decision problems or multistage
stochastic optimization problems [2]. In contrast to static problems, the solution
of a DOP is a function ⇡ : S ! a that maps from a state space s to an action
space a and typically called a policy. A natural form to implement such DOPs
in the context of our steel logistics problem is through discrete event simulation.

The problem consists of determining the location and movements of steel
slabs within the hotstorage facility. The slabs appear at a certain time at the
continuous caster and must be stored in the facility until they are removed
by trucks or straddle carriers. Storage is organized in stacks whereby only the
topmost slab may be relocated at any time. An algorithm has to decide on
relocating and stacking the slabs [3], as well as how and when to remove them
in groups [4] and by what means of transportation. In this scenario there are
many dynamic events and uncertainties to consider [5].

The complexity and constraints of such a real-world situation makes it infea-
sible to employ simple policies. Instead a look-ahead policy [2] is used by which
a deterministic optimization problem is solved via metaheuristics or tree-search
methods to derive the next descision(s). Such a decision however can be ob-
tained only after a certain runtime at which the DOP continues to change and
the solution process, in the worst case, needs to be restarted on every change.
This creates barriers for the application of traditional metaheuristics and math-
ematical programming solvers that terminate after some time and forget all they
learned about the problem while solving it. Starting over without prior knowl-
edge on a slightly perturbed problem can be too ine�cient for practical use

? corresponding author, andreas.beham@fh-hagenberg.at
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[6]. The goal of employing open-ended algorithms is to maintain knowledge and
reuse it. This could either happen between calls to an algorithm, e.g., to provide
an initial set of good solutions known from the last run or to remember cuts
that have been generated and evaluate their feasibility the next time the solver
is applied. However, it could also mean that a solver is not terminated at all, and
instead any changing information is forwarded to the algorithm on the next pos-
sibility. We describe and evaluate the performance of an open-ended approach
to solve this problem.

A further challenge arises in that there exist a multitude of di↵erent key
performance indicators (KPIs) that describe the system’s performance and which
are in conflict to each other. In practice, all of these KPIs need to be considered
at the same time. For instance, raising the number of slabs in the facility may
allow better grouping and higher throughput, but poses operational risks and
may lead to starvation at downstream facilities. Thus, the look-ahead policy has
to make decisions that pose a trade-o↵ among the KPIs. Evolutionary multi-
objective optimization (EMO) provides the ability to find a set of solutions
that are Pareto optimal [7] with respect to a number of objectives. While there
have been investigations in applying EMO algorithms to dynamic problems [8],
research on the application in the context of steel logistics is still needed.
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Open-ended algorithms and dynamic problems find their application in op-
timization scenarios where decisions in ongoing processes must be made. One
example are crane scheduling operations [2], where a dynamic set of storage, re-
trieval and relocation moves must be executed e�ciently by two or more cranes.
The problem is dynamic as the set of moves changes over time, i.e. moves get
removed once completed by a crane and new moves are generated regularly over
time. One way to handle these dynamic changes is to restart the optimization al-
gorithm for every occurring change. However, this leads to a loss of optimization
progress, as good solutions that have been built over time are lost. Another op-
tion is to implement algorithms which only ever stop when terminated manually,
and synchronize their solutions and problem data with the processes that are
optimized. Such open-ended optimization algorithms do not lose all optimization
progress, as existing solutions are reused and upgraded to be compatible with
the current situation. Because open-ended algorithms do not start from scratch,
but instead upgrade existing solutions, the time required to provide updated,
optimized solutions is reduced. This is desirable, as decisions should be made
available rather quickly when optimizing ongoing processes. Using the example
of crane scheduling, the crane operators should not have to wait too long for the
optimization system to provide meaningful schedules.

In the context of dynamic optimization, various questions have been tack-
led, e.g., “What algorithm should be used to solve problem X?” [4], “How well
does algorithm X perform compared to algorithm Y?” [3] or “How well is algo-
rithm X currently performing?” [5]. Various answers to these questions have been
found by applying some form of dynamic fitness landscape analysis and other
techniques. Analyzing the impact of di↵erent dynamic changes on the quality
of solutions is a worthwhile endeavor. When dynamic changes occur, solutions
which were optimized for the previous process state, might not perform well
anymore, and therefore their quality decreases. As optimized solutions should
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be made available in due time, this new optimization potential must be exploited
as fast as possible. To quickly recover from the loss of quality, the algorithm’s
convergence can be influenced by adjusting certain algorithm parameters. For ge-
netic algorithms, e.g., o↵spring selection [1] allows to steer selection pressure and
convergence by manipulating the comparison factor C and the success ratio S.

In this paper, the e↵ects of dynamic problem changes in open-ended opti-
mization are analyzed. The goal is to track and process various properties of
a population-based, evolutionary algorithm, such as selection pressure, solution
diversity and solution qualities, to understand how these properties change when
dynamic changes occur and especially how to quickly recover from possible loss
of solution quality. First, it is necessary to recognize the occurrence of changes.
Each change in a simulated crane scheduling scenario is relayed to the optimiza-
tion algorithm, which adjusts the problem data and upgrades solutions. This
synchronization is done after each generation, if necessary. In a second step,
the algorithm’s properties are recorded over the course of multiple optimization
scenarios. The gathered data is then used to draw conclusions on how certain
events influence the algorithm’s behavior by comparing said properties before
and after a change has occurred. For example, upgrading solutions can lead to
increased population diversity, a wider quality range and lower selection pres-
sure. As a final step, the algorithm is extended to accommodate for an eventual
loss in solution quality, e.g., by adjusting convergence behavior. Experiments are
conducted with an open-ended version of the relevant alleles preserving genetic
algorithm (RAPGA) [1], featuring a self-adjusting population size and o↵spring
selection, which o↵ers parameters that can be used to steer convergence. Multi-
ple crane scheduling scenarios that are run for a specified amount of time, e.g.,
one hour, are analyzed. They di↵er in various parameters, such as the average
cardinality of the set of known moves, the inter arrival time of new moves, size
of the warehouse, number and position of handover locations. In these scenarios,
dynamic change events are, e.g., the creation of new moves, the cancellation of
old moves, the breakdown of cranes and the blockage of handover locations, etc.
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Dynamic optimization problems are of significant practical relevance as many
real-world applications of prescriptive artificial intelligence require continuous
decision making rather than solving an optimization problem only once. Clas-
sically, the shift from static to dynamic optimization is labeled as change from
finding an optimum, to tracking it as the problem changes [6]. In the case of
time-linked problems, where decisions of the optimization method influence fu-
ture problem states, this becomes even more involved as solutions that might
seem beneficial at the current time, might have unforeseen consequences in the
future. In order to facilitate the open-ended application of optimization algo-
rithms to dynamic problems, it is necessary to assess the combined state of
algorithm and problem. We have seen in the past, that knowing which phases a
dynamic optimization problem traverses and how those influence the optimiza-
tion algorithm, can help detect divergent behaviour [5], allow for the adjustment
of the optimization method [1] or provide domain insight into the optimization
task at hand. Measuring and describing these system states requires suitable
(discriminatory and e�ciently calculable) quantitative features which we will
collect and develop in this work.

In this work we exemplarily use a Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP)
[3] (see Figure 1a) coupled with a Genetic Algorithm to present, analyze and
combine numerical features of di↵erent levels of the problem-algorithm system
to describe the system’s behavior. The algorithm’s state (e.g. population diver-
sity), the problem’s fitness landscape [4, 2] (FLA) (e.g. Information Content)
and domain specific measures of the problem state (e.g. mean distance between
requesting cities), will all be utilized to track and visualize the progression of
the system over time.

Preliminary results as seen in Figure 1b show that the problem undergoes
various phases with varying di�culty for the optimization algorithm. By design-
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(a) A dynamic vehicle routing prob-
lem state. Cities may activate while the
vehicles are en route. The computa-
tional optimization budget and simula-
tion time are linearly correlated.
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(b) A domain specific (active cities)
and a FLA feature (information con-
tent) that roughly approximate the
current problem di�culty over time.

ing adequate features and selection techniques we hope to describe these state
transitions and potentially even predict future system changes.
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Fitness Landscape Analysis (FLA) has shown promising results on static
optimization problems [7]. It is used to analyze whole problem classes [9] and
allows to establish a range of characteristics as well as a frame of reference for
classifying future problems of the same class [8]. FLA also helps to understand
algorithm behavior and can facilitate selection and tuning of suitable algorithms.
However, for static optimization problems the usual approach is to determine
(with or without FLA) a suitable algorithm and suitable parameters for the given
problem class and use it solve new problems as well. When looking at Dynamic
Optimization Problems (DOPs) [2] however, this strategy is less e�cient. Due to
problem dynamics, it can momentarily vary so drastically that these established
parameters are no longer suitable. Dynamic optimization problems have been
studied both with respect to their algorithmic approachability [3, 6, 2] and with
respect to their fitness landscape characteristics [10]. However, in most of these
studies the important aspect of time-linkage has been missing [6].

In this paper we will therefore focus on dynamic optimization problems with
time-linkage, or in other words, problems, where the choices of the algorithm
influence the subsequent problem instance dynamics. This is a crucial element
in the applicability to real-world scenarios when the results of the algorithms
are intended to by realized and therefore influence future problem situations.
As a first example we have conducted preliminary experiments with a very well
studied dynamic optimization problem, the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem
(DVRP) [4]. Good benchmark problems should be both flexible and simple at
the same time [5] and in our case also contain the aspect of time linkage. This
is achieved by simulating a fleet of service cars for electric power stations in
Upper Austria (Figure 1a). While the cars are moving around, additional ser-
vice requirements can arise and previous choices of where cars go, influence the
distances to future power station defects. With the choice of failure distributions
we have a very well observable and learnable aspect that can be studied.

We have conducted preliminary studies performing repeated fast fitness land-
scape analysis similar to [1] on all intermediate problem situations and correlated
the FLA features with algorithm performance. As can be seen in Figure 1b the
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correlation of problem features, such as the neutral neighbor fraction [7], can be
used as an estimator for solution quality in this case and suggests that it can be
useful for further investigations including dynamic algorithm parameter tuning.

(a) Artificial Problem
with real locations and
distances of power sta-
tions in Upper Austria

(b) Development of Neutral Neighbor Fraction
over Time: An estimate of problem di�culty is
encoded in the color
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Same-day delivery problems [6] are concerned with delivering orders placed

dynamically by customers on the same day. Delivery route planning and driver

dispatching have to be performed online within short time. We consider a prob-

lem variant [3] originating from a real-world online super market in Vienna,

where orders have to be delivered within either one or two hours and where de-

livery deadlines are soft, while every order has to be delivered. The optimization

goal is to minimize and balance the tardiness and the travel times.

Our current solution approach makes use of an Adaptive Large Neighbor-

hood Search (ALNS) [5] with a surrogate objective function [2]. It replaces a

computationally intense online scenario sampling/consensus function approach

[1] by an o✏ine training phase, where we learn to estimate the quality of routes

which start in the future to account for the dynamic and stochastic aspect of

the problem. We observed that di↵erent surrogate models are superior both to

myopic optimization and the sampling approach on artificial instances and also

in real-world use as reported by practitioners. An explanation for the behavior

of the surrogate functions is that they favor routes which have larger slacks and

are more widespread over the delivery area. Routes might look ine�cient in a

static context and would not be constructed considering only the myopic costs,

but are likely to be improved over time when new orders arrive. An extreme

example is a route containing exactly one far away but delayable order.

This approach is targeted at the so-called zero-tardiness regime, where we

have su�cient capacity to satisfy the demand to create routes with (almost) no

tardiness. There, we replaced the myopic travel distance with the aforementioned

surrogate function. When the demand exceeds the capacity, we move to the

tardiness regime, where the goal of the optimization is to reduce and balance the

unavoidable tardiness evenly among the customers. We observe that in this case

the performance decreases, since the travel times are only indirectly respected.

The approach focuses then only on the tardiness in the static context facilitated

by creating shorter routes with as many available vehicles as possible. Due to

the waste of driver resources, these ine�cient routes might then result into even

more tardiness for later orders—a self-amplifying downward trend. This can be

addressed by willingly accepting additional tardiness. In Figure 1, we see on an

exemplary real-world instance the positive impact of the route e�ciency when

allowing extra tardiness of a couple of minutes.
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Fig. 1. Planned routes in a high load situation of a real-world instance in Vienna.
Left: Myopic minimization of the tardiness, where many, partially ine�cient, routes
are planned. Right: Fewer, more e�cient routes are planned when we allow extra 5
minutes of tardiness per order, naturally resulting into more tardy orders (in orange).

In our current work, we formalize our problem as Markov Decision Process

to model explicitly the immediate reward R for an action (i.e., starting a route

with a certain tardiness) and the value V of the resulting post-decision state

(i.e., how much remaining tardiness do we expect). Following [4], a neural net-

work is employed to create a value approximation V̂ using temporal di↵erence

learning in an o✏ine training phase. Both reward and value are then used in the

objective function of the online optimization by the ALNS. Relevant features

for the network need to be investigated—the predicted route costs, the driver

capacity, remaining expected orders, and mean order delivery times are expected

to be relevant. The intuitive goal is to learn making clever sacrifices regarding

the current reward leading to less tardiness over the whole day.
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Beam search (BS) is a well-known graph search algorithm frequently used to
heuristically find good or near-optimal solutions to combinatorial optimization
problems in reasonable time. Starting from an initial state r, BS traverses a
state graph in a breadth-first-search manner seeking a best path from r to a goal
state t. To keep the computational effort within limits, BS selects at each level
only up to β most promising states to pursue further and discards the others.
The selected subset of states is called the beam and parameter β the beam width.
To do this selection, each state v obtained at a level is usually evaluated by a
function f(v) = g(v) + h(v), where function g(v) represents the length of the
path from the root state to state v and h(v), called the heuristic guidance, is an
estimate of the best achievable length-to-go from node v to the goal state. The
states with the best values according to this evaluation then form the beam.

Clearly, the quality of the solution BS obtains in general depends fundamen-
tally on the heuristic guidance function h. This function needs to be developed
carefully for a problem at hand, which is typically a manual and quite time-
consuming process requiring problem-specific knowledge and involving many
computational experiments and comparisons of different options. We propose
to automate this task at least partially by using a machine learning (ML) model
as guidance function h, which is trained offline on a large number of representa-
tive randomly generated problem instances in a reinforcement learning manner.

The overall approach is inspired by the way Silver et al. [2] mastered chess,
shogi, and Go with AlphaZero. In their approach a neural network is trained to
predict the outcome of a game state, called value, as well as to provide a policy
for the next action to perform, and this network is used within a Monte Carlo
Tree Search as guidance. Training samples are obtained by means of self-play.

In a previous work [1] we already described a Learning Beam Search (LBS)
framework following the above concept. In it, an ML model is trained to approxi-
mate the expected length-to-go from a state to the target state, which essentially
corresponds to a value-prediction in the terminology of reinforcement learning.
Training samples are obtained from a subset of randomly chosen states, for
which a Nested Beam Search (NBS) is performed to get target values. Training
is interleaved with sample generation. This approach was investigated on the

⋆ This project is partially funded by the “Vienna Graduate School on Computational
Optimization”, Austrian Science Foundation (FWF), grant W1260-N35.
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well-known Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) problem and a constrained
variant thereof and yielded new state-of-the-art results for some benchmark in-
stances. In the LCS problem, a set of m input strings on an alphabet Σ is given.
A subsequence is obtained from a string by removing zero or more letters from
the string. The LCS problems seeks a solution string that is a longest possible
subsequence of all input strings. In the Constrained LCS, a pattern string is
additionally given that needs to appear in the solution string as a subsequence.

Despite the success of this former LBS, we also recognized weaknesses:
(a) Individual ML models need to be trained for different numbers of input

strings m, original input string lengths, alphabet sizes, and letter distributions
in the strings. Thus, the approach is not flexible to handle instances differing in
any of these aspects with a common model.

(b) Within the BS, the absolute values of the lengths-to-go of the candidate
states at a current level are actually not that relevant. More important are the
differences among them as they already determine an ordering and therefore
the beam selection. Note that the absolute values may be relatively large in
comparison to the differences, and a ML model trained to predict the absolute
values may therefore make stronger errors in respect to small differences.

We are addressing these weaknesses in the current work by the so-called
Relative Value Function Based LBS (RV-LBS). In it, a multilayer perceptron
is trained to predict a relative value indicating the difference of the expected
solution length from a given state represented by a feature vector to the expected
average solution length from all nodes at the current level. Thus, by evaluating
solutions in relation to other states at a current BS level we expect to obtain a
more precise ranking of the states. To support the training of such a model, we
also provide now different features as input, among which is a compact fixed-
size encoding of the distribution of differences of remaining string lengths to the
average string length at the current level. For obtaining training samples, we
now select BS levels randomly and again apply NBS to obtain absolute values,
from which are then the new target values derived.

Detailed experiments are still in work progress, but early results clearly in-
dicate the benefits of RV-LBS. In particular, a model trained for one specific
number of input strings and with only rather small input string lengths now
generalizes well to problem instances with less or more strings which may even
be substantially longer.
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1 Introduction

Road transportation is a popular mode for freight transportation. But consider-
ing the current transportation volume and the caused pollution due to emissions,
the aim is to shift a part of it to rail freight and/or to cargo [1]. Intermodal freight
transportation, where multiple modes of transport (truck, rail and ships) are used
in combination is an attractive alternative for long distance trips (> 700km). The
fact that the first and last mile of such long distance trips (drayage operation)
causes about 40% of the total costs [5] shows the importance of proper and
efficient planning of the first and last mile.

In this work, we consider a real-world container drayage problem (CDP) in
the area of Vienna. The CDP considers the transportation of containers between
an intermodal terminal, a container terminal and customer locations. There are
mainly two types of orders: import orders and export orders. Each order consists
of a sequence of tasks, depending on the order type and the (un)loading process
at the customer location (waiting or decoupling). In the case of an import or-
der, the fully loaded container is transported from the intermodal terminal to
the customer location, and after the unloading operation the empty container
is transported to the container terminal. For an export order, first the empty
container is brought to the customer location, and after the loading process the
container is transported to the intermodal terminal.

We aim to improve the operational efficiency for drayage operations by the
efficient use of the available resources and the increase of service level for the
customers. A solution approach for synchronizing the available trucks, drivers,
trailers, and containers is shown in [6], which presents a meta-heuristic for a
multi-resource CDP for planning active and passive vehicles (which are trucks
and trailers) for a single day. Another solution approach, which addresses the
cooperation of multiple carriers is shown in [4].

? This work has been partially funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry for Climate
Action, Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation and Technology (bmk) in the
“Mobilität der Zukunft” program under grant number 867197 (“SmartCT”).
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2 Multi-day Container Drayage Problem

The contribution of this work is to extend the previous work by considering
the CDP for multiple days (e.g., a week). The objective is to maximize the
number of served requests with the available resources while minimizing the
total operational costs. An important issue addressed here is that in practice,
tasks for empty containers are usually not time-critical. For example, returning
an empty container to the container terminal does not have to be accomplished
on the same day of the import order. Therefore, such a trip can be combined
with a task of the next day(s). Successful approaches for multi-day CPDs are
presented e.g., in [2], [3], but the authors do not consider a multi-resource CDP
and the optimization and planning of active (truck) and passive (trailer) vehicles.

In this work we compare three solution approaches for the multi-day multi-
resource CDP: (i) a single-day variable neighborhood search (VNS) based on [6]
where every weekday is optimized independently. A candidate solution in the
VNS defines the trailer routes and the corresponding truck routes are computed
during the objective evaluation with a PILOT (Preferred Iterative LOok ahead
Technique) heuristic. (ii) A multi-day VNS where all orders of one week are
optimized together. This approach significantly increases the problem complexity
and therefore the overall run-time. And (iii) a bi-level optimization approach
where on the top level a pre-processing heuristic is used to re-distribute the tasks
for empty containers. Across the whole week, potential synergies are exploited
for combining trips to/from the container terminal.
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PM .Bb+Qp2`BM; PTiBK�H h`�/2@Pzb r?2M
AMi`Q/m+BM; L2r _Qmi2b BM 1tBbiBM;

JmHiB@JQ/�H Sm#HB+ h`�MbTQ`i avbi2Kb

E�i2 >�M1,2- G22 �X *?`BbiB21,2- �H2t�M/`m@*BT`B�M w�pQB�Mm1,2-
CQ?M J+*�HH1,2

1 a+?QQH Q7 *QKTmiBM;- _Q#2`i :Q`/QM lMBp2`bBiv- �#2`/22M- a+QiH�M/- lE
2 L�iBQM�H am#b2� *2Mi`2- �#2`/22M- a+QiH�M/- lE

qQ`Fb?QT, h?2Q`v �M/ �TTHB+�iBQMb Q7 J2i�?2m`BbiB+ �H;Q`Bi?Kb
E2vrQ`/b, KmHiB@KQ/�H Tm#HB+ i`�MbTQ`i- K�+`Q@H2p2H KQ#BHBiv bBKmH�iBQMb-

`2�+?�#BHBiv BbQ+?`QM2b- KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 2pQHmiBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?KbX

1ti2M/2/ �#bi`�+i

AM HB;?i Q7 i?2 m`;2Mi M22/ iQ #�H�M+2 2MpB`QMK2Mi�H �M/ 2+QMQKB+ /2p2HQT@
K2Mi ;Q�Hb- i?2 2bi�#HBb?K2Mi Q7 bmbi�BM�#H2 HQr@+�`#QM KQ#BHBiv bvbi2Kb ?�b
#22M B/2MiB}2/ �b � F2v /2p2HQTK2Mi ;Q�H #v MmK2`Qmb HQ+�H �M/ `2;BQM�H i`�Mb@
TQ`i �mi?Q`BiB2b �+`Qbb i?2 ;HQ#2 (d-j)X AM KQbi +�b2b- i?2 2MpBbBQM2/ #�+F#QM2 Q7
bm+? 2MpB`QMK2Mi�HHv 7`B2M/Hv KQ#BHBiv TQHB+B2b Bb �M 2z2+iBp2 KmHiB@KQ/�H Tm#HB+
i`�MbTQ`i UShV bvbi2K i?�i +�M T`QKQi2 � b?B7i �r�v 7`QK T`Bp�i2 +�` mb2X >Qr@
2p2`- i?2 +Qbib �bbQ+B�i2/ rBi? BMi`Q/m+BM; f 2tT�M/BM; �M/ QT2`�iBM; Sh b?QmH/
MQi #2 mM/2`2biBK�i2/ �M/ �`2 Q7i2M i?2 F2v +QMbi`�BMi r?2M U`2@V/2bB;MBM; �
Sh bvbi2K (3-N)X

lMbm`T`BbBM;Hv- i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv iQ BKT`Qp2 2tBbiBM; Sh bvbi2Kb mbBM; x2`Q@
2KBbbBQM +QMM2+i2/ �M/ �miQMQKQmb p2?B+H2b U*�obV ?�b �ii`�+i2/ i?2 BMi2`2bi Q7
i`�MbTQ`i �mi?Q`BiB2b �M/ 2�`Hv i2bi TBHQib BM/B+�i2 � `2H�iBp2Hv ?B;? H2p2H Q7 Tm#HB+
�++2Ti�M+2 (e-R)X h?Bb Bb #2+�mb2- �T�`i 7`QK i?2 TQbBiBp2 2MpB`QMK2Mi�H BKT�+i-
~22ib Q7 �miQMQKQmb #mb2b �M/ b?miiH2b �`2 2tT2+i2/ iQ ?�p2 HQr2` /2THQvK2Mi
+Qbib Ur?2M +QKT�`2/ rBi? HB;?i `�BH �Hi2`M�iBp2bV �M/ HQr2` QT2`�iBQM�H +Qbib
Ur?2M +QKT�`2/ rBi? +H�bbB+�H #mb2bVX h?2`27Q`2- *�ob +QmH/ #`BM; BKTQ`i�Mi
bQ+B�H #2M2}ib iQ HQ+�H +QKKmMBiB2b (k) �b i?2v �`2 bmBi�#H2 7Q` � MB+?2 /2THQvK2Mi
QM `Qmi2b r?2`2 2tT2+i2/ T�bb2M;2` pQHmK2b �`2 iQQ HQr iQ #2 2+QMQKB+�HHv
pB�#H2 Qi?2`rBb2X

_2+2Mi `2b2�`+? `2bmHib (8) BM/B+�i2 i?�i K�+`Q@H2p2H KQ#BHBiv bBKmH�iBQMb
#�b2/ QM QT2M /�i� UBX2X- ;2Q;`�T?B+ BM7Q`K�iBQM bvbi2K BM7Q`K�iBQM �M/ i`�MbBi
iBK2i�#H2bV +�M #2 bm++2bb7mHHv +QK#BM2/ rBi? #�bB+ QTiBKBb�iBQM bi`�i2;B2b iQ
i�+FH2 `2�HBbiB+ *�o@+2Mi`2/ `Qmi2 /2bB;M b+2M�`BQbX

"mBH/BM; QM i?2b2 BMBiB�H }M/BM;b �M/ bm#b2[m2Mi 722/#�+F 7`QK i`�MbTQ`i
TQHB+v Q{+2`b- BM i?2 T`2b2Mi bim/v- r2 /2KQMbi`�i2 �M 2z2+iBp2 r�v Q7 +QK@
#BMBM; i?2 K�+`Q@H2p2H KQ#BHBiv bBKmH�iBQMb rBi? KmHiB@Q#D2+iBp2 2pQHmiBQM�`v
�H;Q`Bi?Kb UJP1�bV (9) iQ /Bb+Qp2` `2�HBbiB+ QTiBK�H i`�/2@Qzb r?2M rBb?BM; iQ
+QKTH2K2Mi �M 2tBbiBM; KmHiB@KQ/�H Sh bvbi2K rBi? � M2r *�o `Qmi2X �b �
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+�b2 bim/v- r2 mb2 � `2�H@rQ`H/ b+2M�`BQ 7`QK i?2 G22/b J2i`QTQHBi�M �`2� �M/
i?2 K�BM Q#D2+iBp2b r2 7Q+mb Qm` �M�HvbBb QM �`2, i?2 �p2`�;2 +QKKmiBM; iBK2
�+`Qbb i?2 rB/2` ;2Q;`�T?B+ �`2�- BMp2biK2Mib `2[mB`2/ #v i?2 M2r `Qmi2 UBX2X-
+�T2tV �M/ +Qbi �bbQ+B�i2/ rBi? /�v@iQ@/�v `Qmi2 QT2`�iBQM UBX2X- QT2tVX

�b i?2 S�`2iQ 7`QMib Q#i�BM2/ #v i?2 bBKmH�iBQM@QTiBKBb�iBQM bi`�i2;v T`Q@
pB/2 mb27mH BMbB;?ib `2;�`/BM; i`�/2@Qzb #2ir22M /Bz2`2Mi `Qmi2 p�`B�Mib- i?2
T`QTQb2/ �TT`Q�+? Bb � 7m`i?2` bi2T iQr�`/b �miQK�iBM; i?2 T`Q/m+iBQM Q7 `2@
�HBbiB+ bQHmiBQMb i?�i +�M i�+FH2 i?2 BM+`2�bBM;Hv +QKTH2t +?�HH2M;2b Q7 Tm#HB+
i`�MbTQ`i TH�MMBM;X

�+FMQrH2/;K2Mib
h?2 �mi?Q`b rQmH/ HBF2 iQ �+FMQrH2/;2 i?2 bmTTQ`i �M/ +QMbi`m+iBp2 722/#�+F
T`QpB/2/ #v q2bi uQ`Fb?B`2 *QK#BM2/ �mi?Q`Biv i`�MbTQ`i TQHB+v Q{+2`bX

h?Bb `2b2�`+? r�b bmTTQ`i2/ �b T�`i Q7 �_h@6Q`mK- �M AMi2``2; T`QD2+i bmT@
TQ`i2/ #v i?2 LQ`i? a2� S`Q;`�KK2 Q7 i?2 1m`QT2�M _2;BQM�H .2p2HQTK2Mi
6mM/ Q7 i?2 1m`QT2�M lMBQMX

_272`2M+2b
RX "2`M?�`/- *X- P#2`72H/- .X- >QzK�MM- *X- q2BbKɃHH2`- .X- >2+?i- >X, lb2` �++2T@

i�M+2 Q7 �miQK�i2/ Tm#HB+ i`�MbTQ`i, p�H2M+2 Q7 �M �miQMQKQmb KBMB#mb 2tT2`B2M+2X
h`�MbTQ`i�iBQM `2b2�`+? T�`i 6, i`�{+ Tbv+?QHQ;v �M/ #2?�pBQm` dy- RyNĜRkj UkykyV

kX "Q`;- aX_X- G�MM;- .X"X, �miQK�i2/ #mbb2b iQ KQ#BHBx2 � bm#m`#X AM, h?2 _Qv�H :2@
Q;`�T?B+�H aQ+B2iv UrBi? A":V �MMm�H AMi2`M�iBQM�H *QM72`2M+2- *�`/Bz lMBp2`bBiv
UkyR3V

jX "`�M/- *X- �M�#H2- CX- h`�M- JX, �++2H2`�iBM; i?2 i`�Mb7Q`K�iBQM iQ � HQr +�`#QM
T�bb2M;2` i`�MbTQ`i bvbi2K, h?2 `QH2 Q7 +�` Tm`+?�b2 i�t2b- 722#�i2b- `Q�/ i�t2b
�M/ b+`�TT�;2 BM+2MiBp2b BM i?2 lEX h`�MbTQ`i�iBQM _2b2�`+? S�`i �, SQHB+v �M/
S`�+iB+2 9N- RjkĜR93 UkyRjV

9X *Q2HHQ *Q2HHQ- *X- G�KQMi- :X- o�M o2H/?mBb2M- .X, 1pQHmiBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?Kb 7Q`
aQHpBM; JmHiB@P#D2+iBp2 S`Q#H2KbX :2M2iB+ �M/ 1pQHmiBQM�`v *QKTmi�iBQM a2`B2b-
aT`BM;2` UkyydV

8X >�M- EX- *?`BbiB2- GX�X- w�pQB�Mm- �X*X- J+*�HH- CX, PTiBKBbBM; i?2 BMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7
+QMM2+i2/ �M/ �miQMQKQmb p2?B+H2b BM � Tm#HB+ i`�MbTQ`i bvbi2K mbBM; K�+`Q@H2p2H
KQ#BHBiv bBKmH�iBQMb �M/ 2pQHmiBQM�`v �H;Q`Bi?KbX AM, S`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 :2M2iB+
�M/ 1pQHmiBQM�`v *QKTmi�iBQM *QM72`2M+2 *QKT�MBQMX TTX jR8ĜjRe UkykRV

eX JQm`�iB/Bb- EX- a2``�MQ- oX*X, �miQMQKQmb #mb2b, AMi2MiBQMb iQ mb2- T�bb2M;2` 2t@
T2`B2M+2b- �M/ bm;;2biBQMb 7Q` BKT`Qp2K2MiX h`�MbTQ`i�iBQM `2b2�`+? T�`i 6, i`�{+
Tbv+?QHQ;v �M/ #2?�pBQm` de- jkRĜjj8 UkykRV

dX L�F�Km`�- EX- >�v�b?B- uX, ai`�i2;B2b �M/ BMbi`mK2Mib 7Q` HQr@+�`#QM m`#�M i`�Mb@
TQ`i, �M BMi2`M�iBQM�H `2pB2r QM i`2M/b �M/ 2z2+ibX h`�MbTQ`i SQHB+v kN- ke9Ĝkd9
UkyRjV

3X _2/K�M- GX- 6`BK�M- JX- : `HBM;- hX- >�`iB;- hX, Zm�HBiv �ii`B#mi2b Q7 Tm#HB+ i`�Mb@
TQ`i i?�i �ii`�+i +�` mb2`b, � `2b2�`+? `2pB2rX h`�MbTQ`i TQHB+v k8- RRNĜRkd UkyRjV

NX o�M GB2`QT- .X- "�/�KB- JX:X- 1H@:2M2B/v- �XJX, q?�i BM~m2M+2b b�iBb7�+iBQM �M/
HQv�Hiv BM Tm#HB+ i`�MbTQ`i\ � `2pB2r Q7 i?2 HBi2`�im`2X h`�MbTQ`i _2pB2rb j3URV-
8kĜdk UkyR3V
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In tourist routing problems and at certain points of interest (POIs), some-

times depending on the time of year and time of day, crowds of visitors can

occur. This can give rise to undesirable e↵ects such as the concentration of ve-

hicles in the area and the congestion of people both inside the site being visited

and in its surroundings. The satisfaction experienced by the tourist and the im-

age projected by the POI can be negatively impacted in such situations. This

work involves the design of a tourist route, taking into consideration the desire

not to exceed certain occupancy levels at the POIs. Recommended occupancy

levels at these points may vary depending on di↵erent circumstances including

maintenance works or sta↵ incidents.

We study a problem of designing a tourist route with time windows where,

in addition to maximizing tourist satisfaction and given recommended levels of

occupancy at the POIs, the aim is to minimize both over occupancy and lost time
in the route. Lost time occurs when the amount of time used to do the route

is higher than the length of the route (where length is defined as travel time

plus visit time). We assume that the travel time, which can be time-dependent,

corresponds to the shortest (fastest) path and that the visit time for a POI is

a given value. Lost time can be interpreted as waiting time. When the route

is planned, future occupancy at the POIs is assumed to be known. This would

be the case if, for example, the visit requires a reservation or advance ticket

purchase. If an advance reservation is not required, occupancy would have to be

otherwise estimated using the available data. The occupancy and travel time are

modeled taking into account their values for a discrete set of points in the time

horizon.

We consider a network N(V,E) where V = {v1, ..., vn} is the set of nodes

and E = V ⇥ V is the set of edges. The travel time between nodes vi and vj ,
denoted as t̃ij , is the length of the shortest (fastest) path from vi to vj . Nodes
v1 and vn are the initial and final points in the route. Node vi, with 1 < i < n
is a POI that has a score si > 0 which represents its attractiveness as a point

to be visited. The POI vi has opening and closing times denoted as Li and Ui,

? Partially financed by the Spanish Government, grants GOB-ESP2019-07 and
COVID-19-04
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respectively, and the duration of the visit is ti. The length of a route, denoted

Tr, is the summation of the total travel time and the total visit time. The time

budget or available amount of time to do the route is Tmax. Moreover, initial

and final times, TI and TF , are given, so that the route should be done in the

time interval [TI , TF ]. Therefore, Tmax  TF � TI .

A POI vi has a maximum recommended occupancy level, ci, such that it is

desirable that a maximum of ci visitors enter point vi at time ⌧ . For vi, the
function �i(⌧) represents the occupancy level at instant ⌧ , and the contribution

of a new visit to the occupancy is ⇢i. On the other hand, besides occupancy,

travel times can also be time dependent so that t̃ij is a function of the time

when the travel from i to j begins, denoted t̃ij = ⌘ij(⌧).
We want to find the route from the initial point v1 to the final point vn which

maximizes the total score, minimizes total over occupancy and lost time, and

satisfies the time limitation constraints. The lost time (also referred to as the

gap) is the di↵erence between the length of the route, given by Tr, and the time

used to do it, Tu = ⌧n � ⌧1, where ⌧1 and ⌧n represent respectively the start

and end time of the route. Therefore, we have a multi-objective optimization

problem.

We formulate the problem as a mixed integer linear model and present a

GRASP to solve it. Fixed the parameter values, a route is built by application

of a sequence of insertions. The insertion of a node in a route has to be done

taking into account the occupancy and time limitations. Once a route where no

other POI can be inserted is built, an improvement procedure is applied and a

solution is obtained.
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Extended Abstract

Tourists who visit a certain destination for one or more days, must decide
which Points of Interest (POIs) to visit and the route to do that. The design of
tourist routes in destination constitutes a class of optimisation problems known
in the literature as Tourist Trip Design Problems (TTDP). These problems have
been modelled in the literature using several variants of the Orienteering Problem
(OP) [4], [7]. The standard model for multiple day stay is the TOP (Team
Orienteering Problem) that considers, for a set of available POIs, a score or
measure of the degree of visitor satisfaction, the time required for visiting it, the
time necessary to move between POIs and the maximum time available for the
route of each day.

The most widespread version is the TOPTW (Team Orienteering Problem
with Time Windows) that also considers the opening window of each POI. Since,
in reality, the travel time between POIs is variable and depends both on tra�c
conditions and on the available means of transport, the TDTOPTW (Time-
Dependent TOPTW) model constitutes an extension of the TOPTW that takes
into account such temporal variability.

In this work we consider the use of the well known Variable Neighbourhood
Search (VNS) metaheuristic [6] to solve this problem. Up to our knowledge this
is the first attempt to apply this method to solve that problem. For the TOPTW
several exact procedures and metaheuristic approaches have been tested. Several
variants of the VNS have been applied to the OP and TOP [1], [8] and for its
extensions [2] but not for the TOPTW. For the Time-Dependent version of the
TOPTW, methods based on ILS (Iterated Local Search) have been proposed [3],
[5].

We experimentally analyse the e↵ect of the main parameters of the Basic VNS
(BVNS) in the performance of the algorithm. Our version of BVNS uses several
neighbourhoods in the shake phase and in the improvement phase. The stopping
criterion is a given number of iteration without improvement. We tested the e↵ect
in the performance of the initial solution generation method, the neighbourhood
structures used in the shaking phase and the neighbourhood structures used in
the improvement. For the initial solution we consider a greedy approach and a
randomised greedy both based on the insertion operation. For the shaking phase
three neighbourhood structures are used. They are the neighbourhood generated

? This work is partially supported by project PID2019-104410RB-I00 founded by
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by the replace moves, by the relocate moves and by the cross-exchange moves.
For the improvement phase two moves were used: the swap and the 2-opt moves.
Since there are not instances for the TDTOPTW in the literature we extend the
instances for the TDOPTW provided in [9] to the TDTOPTW.

The results obtained show that the proposed algorithm is capable of providing
high quality solutions. It is shown how the initial solution, the choice moves and
parameters of the BVNS a↵ect to the performance. However, given the limitation
of experimentation performed, these results should be viewed with caution.
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A major hindrance for the large-scale adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) are

the long battery recharging times. An attractive alternative to directly recharg-

ing batteries of EVs is to replace them. Especially batteries of electric scooters

are small enough that they can be exchanged directly by the customers at des-

ignated battery swapping stations in a short amount of time. Once a depleted

battery is returned to the station, the battery gets recharged and can then be

made accessible to customers again when fully charged.

In this work, we introduce the Multi Objective Battery Swapping Station Lo-

cation Problem (MOBSSLP) and propose a large neighborhood search (LNS) [5]

for solving the problem. In the MOBSSLP the task is to plan the setup of new

stations for exchanging batteries of electric scooters or to extend existing sta-

tions with the aim of minimizing three di↵erent objectives while satisfying an

expected demand. The three objectives are the setup cost for additional stations

and extension modules, the cost for charging batteries, and the total duration

of detours for users to exchange batteries. The number of batteries a station

can handle is decided by the number of battery modules assigned to the station.

Each battery module can hold and charge a certain number of batteries. We

specifically distinguish between the initial module and subsequent modules at a

station, as the initial module generally tends to have a di↵erent capacity as well

as higher setup costs than the subsequent modules. Due to production limita-

tions only a certain total number of battery modules are available for extending

the stations.

Battery swapping stations can be set up at dedicated locations. Each station

is associated with a maximum number of modules that can be added, opening

times at which customers can exchange batteries, as well as setup and charging

costs. A feasible solution to the MOBSSLP indicates at which locations battery

swapping stations shall be built with how many battery modules. When plan-

ning the size of the stations, the charging time of batteries is considered in the

sense that batteries are not available for exchange until fully charged. Moreover,

? This project was partially funded by Honda Research Institute Europe and Honda
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we consider that di↵erent types of vehicles exist requiring di↵erent numbers of

batteries, although all batteries are of the same type.

The MOBSSLP can be classified as location-allocation problem [1] and is

closely related to the capacitated multiple allocation fixed-charge facility lo-

cation problem [2]. Moreover, MOBSSLP is an adaption of the Multi-Period

Battery Swapping Station Location Problem (MBSSLP) [3]. Instead of tracking

customers individually, in the MBSSLP as well as the MOBSSLP customers are

considered in an aggregated fashion, allowing better scalability to large num-

bers of customers and potential locations for stations. The MOBSSLP, however,

extends the MBSSLP by considering finer grained station configurations with

modules, costs for charging batteries, costs for detours, and a constraint on the

number of modules and stations to be newly opened.

In this work we first formalize the MOBSSLP as a mixed integer linear pro-

gram (MILP) and then propose an LNS for solving larger instances heuristically.

For each of the three objectives of the MOBSSLP individual destroy and repair

operators exist. Additionally, a further operator is proposed which conceptually

combines the other three destroy/repair operators. The LNS is implemented as

a matheuristic [4] as the repair operators are based on solving a relaxation of

the MOBSSLP’s MILP for smaller subinstances. Note that deriving a feasible

solution from such a relaxation is not trivial due to di↵erent opening times of

the stations as well as di↵erent capacities of the battery modules.

We experimentally evaluate the proposed LNS on instances generated by

adapted approaches from literature. The LNS with its developed repair and

destroy operators is compared to the MILP model as well as a random LNS.

Results show that the LNS can outperform the MILP w.r.t. larger instances,

achieving solutions up to thirty percent smaller than the MILP. Further, our

proposed LNS operators can also achieve solutions up to two percent better

than the random LNS.
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Background and Motivation With the progressing digital transformation of
all areas of life, more and more continuous data (i. e. data streams) is being
recorded and subsequently evaluated with machine learned models in real-time,
to enable its instantaneous utilization. Prominent examples for this trend can
be found in today’s fast changing production industry (e. g. predictive mainte-
nance), social media (e. g. opinion mining), the financial sector (e. g. real-time
stock trading), or the energy sector (e. g. blackout prediction), to name just
a few. Especially when employed in critical domains, not just accurate, but
interpretable models are necessary to enable trustworthy predictions. Making
the models itself, as well as their predictions explainable has been increasingly
investigated in the past few years [2]. However, most of recent work on inter-
pretability of machine learning models considers batch processed data, whereas
analyzing real-time data streams explicitly, has not gained the same attention
yet. In this paper we tackle this issue, thus, aim to improve the understanding
of system dynamics (i. e. concept drifts) in streaming data and present a novel
extension to a holistic, interpretable machine learning approach.

Method One promising machine learning model type to gain a better under-
standing of a system’s inner workings are variable interaction networks (VIN)
[3] – directed graphs, which represent system variables as nodes and their im-
pact on each other as directed, weighted edges. The algorithm to create such
models reads as follows: For each independent system variable an ensemble of
regression models is trained, using the variable as target and all others as input.
Therefore, arbitrary machine learning methods may be employed, including lin-
ear, random forest or symbolic regression. In a second step, for each ensemble
model, the impact of each input variable for the respective target variable is
calculated. This calculation uses the permutation feature importance [1] – the
model error increase, which results from removing the information of a certain
variable from the data set by shu✏ing its values. In a final step, the graph is
constructed by adding a node for each variable and adding weighted, directed
edges based on the calculated impacts. The resulting model structure provides
a holistic system depiction as a clear-box since it is readable by human experts.
It has proven to be successful, not only to model stable system states, but also
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to analyze system dynamics when evaluating data streams in a sliding window
fashion [5]. However, as stated in [5], these networks currently lack of at least
two things: reactivity, since the used permutation feature importance is a data
set-global analysis method and robustness, due to the non-determinisitc model
creation and impact calculation, which compromises their interpretability.

To mitigate these issues, we extend the work of [5] and introduce a novel
variable importance calculation routine using the Shapley Value method [4]. The
Shapley Value of a variable is the average gain to the mean model prediction,
resulting from adding the variable, over all possible variable coalitions. It is a
solid mathematical concept from coalition game theory and provides robust and
local model interpretation. Hence, variable impacts can be evaluated for data
points individually, which has the potential to show e↵ects of changing system
behavior instantaneously. Based on a structural comparison of trained networks,
we use this technique to detect drifting behavior when monitoring a system over
time. Proceeding from the improved drift detection, we introduce a new eval-
uation routine to record the latest variable interaction changes, which enables
tracking a system’s concept drift back to its root cause. The experiments per-
formed with the novel Shapley Value based variable interaction networks showed
promising results on a set of challenging synthetic benchmark data. In this con-
text, we also identified slight advantages for symbolic regression as modeling
method, which performs a preselection of the most important variables auto-
matically within the underlying genetic algorithm. Furthermore, we successfully
performed preliminary tests on a real-world data set originating from geograph-
ically dispersed, roof-top photovoltaic systems including battery packs. This set
has been compiled to analyze the resilience of a regional electricity network by
evaluating its stability, while facing season-dependent consumption and produc-
tion, due to changing weather conditions, system degradation etc. in real-time. A
detailed description of the extended network creation and evaluation algorithms
and comprehensive experiment results will be provided in the full paper.
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Motivation and Idea Symbolic regression is a machine learning task in which
we try to identify mathematical formulas that cover linear and nonlinear relations
within given data. The most common algorithm for solving symbolic regression
is genetic programming (GP), which optimizes a population of mathematical
models using crossover and mutation. GP is in theory capable of finding mod-
els of any syntactical structure and complexity. However, disadvantages of GP
are its stochasticity, its long algorithm runtime for nontrivial problems and its
complex hyperparameter settings. These characteristics led to the development
of algorithms which produce more restricted models but are superior regarding
determinism, runtime and sensitivity regarding hyperparameters [5, 3].

A common alternative algorithm for symbolic regression is Fast Function Ex-
traction (FFX) [3]. FFX generates a large set of linear and nonlinear functions
called base functions first. Then it learns a regularized linear model using these
base functions as features. The set of base functions is a combination of the orig-
inal features with several nonlinear functions and a predefined set of real-valued
exponent values. Nonlinear functions are e.g. exp(. . . ), log(. . . ) or abs(. . . ) and
exponent values are {0.5, 1, 2}. Examples of base functions for problems with
features {x1, x2} are x1, x2, x1

2, exp(x1), exp(x1
2), log(x1), log(x2

0.5).
The structure of FFX models with features {xi...xj} is outlined in Equa-

tion 1. Parameters {c0, c1, . . . , cn} are linear parameters of a model with n base
functions. They are learned with ElasticNet regression [2]. ElasticNet regres-
sion identifies only the most relevant base functions due to its regularization by
setting linear parameters ci of irrelevant base functions to zero (sparsification).
Therefore, learned models contain only a subset of the original base functions.

f̂(x) = c0 + c1 func1(xi
ex1) + · · ·+ cn funcn(xj

exn)

with func1, . . . , funcn 2{abs(), log(), . . . } and ex1, . . . , exn 2 {0.5, 1, 2}
(1)

A disadvantage of FFX is that only linear parameters are optimized. Param-
eters within nonlinear functions are either not present or their optimization is
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limited. For example functions with nonlinear parameters ki such as log(x1+k1)
or abs(k2x2 + k3) have to be approximated by FFX with a linear model of sev-
eral base functions. In this work, we extend the capabilities of FFX by adding
these real-valued parameters ki to the generated base functions. These nonlin-
ear parameters are optimized in combination with the linear parameters using
a regularized variable projection (VP) algorithm [1]. We call this new algorithm
FFX with Nonlinear Least Squares Optimization (FFX NLS).

Adding several nonlinear parameters to the possible model structure to the
hypothesis space should allow to fit additive functions with fewer base functions,
as we have more degrees of freedom per base function. Given the high compu-
tational e↵ort of nonlinear least squares optimization, we use a variable projec-
tion (VP) algorithm for optimizing parameters. The advantage of VP over plain
nonlinear least squares optimization is that VP utilizes the generated model’s
structure – a nonlinear model with several linear parameters (cf. ci in Equation
1). VP optimizes nonlinear parameters iteratively, while optimal linear param-
eters are solved exactly via ordinary least squares. Given the high number of
linear parameters in FFX (due to the large number of base functions), the use
of VP is a key performance feature of FFX NLS. Similar to FFX, regularization
in the VP algorithm [1] allows FFX NLS to select just the most relevant base
functions and create simple, human-readable models.

Methodology We apply both the original FFX and FFX NLS on the Pen-
nML benchmark suite [4]. This benchmark consist of over 90 regression problem
and provides an performance overview of several common regression algorithms.
First, we apply the original FFX algorithm on these benchmark suite to compare
FFX’s accuracy with other algorithms. Then we test whether FFX NLS leads to
higher accuracy than the original implementation. Further we will analyse the
complexity of the generated models. Given, that every base functions in FFX
NLS has more possibilities to fit given data, we expect to find that it produces
models with a lower number of base functions and therefore simpler models than
the original FFX algorithm.
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Increasing availability of data in the scientific community and digitalization
e↵orts of modern industry have motivated a rapid increase in the application of
data-based modeling techniques. However, in practice, the data science commu-
nity and companies lack the manpower to manually validate these large quanti-
ties of data. Yet data-based modeling techniques are still applied on unvalidated
data, resulting in untrustworthy, or worse, functionally unusable models.

Fig. 1. Simple example of shape-constrained regression. The shape-constrained model
shows a higher training error but fits closer to the base-function due to prior knowledge.

The issue is partially addressed by the data-quality community with frame-
works such as [3], which provide rule-based validators that identify and flag
erroneous datasets or sections of the data. Examples for such rule-based valida-
tors are: min/max values thresholds, null value detection, or statistical outlier
detection. But, these validators only consider individual features. In practice,
however, data is often recorded from (physical) systems that exhibit complex
interactions between multiple input features �!x and one target feature y. In
many cases we have prior knowledge about these physical systems, derived from
first principle or expert knowledge, that we can use to validate the data. Of-
ten, this knowledge can be formulated as constraints, e.g. rising temperature
in an oven causes increasing energy consumption. If data does not adhere to
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these constraints we assume an error in the data pipeline, e.g. an uncalibrated
temperature sensor.

We show the applicability of shape-constrained regression (SCR) algorithms
for data-validation. These algorithms are able to model the complex interactions
of multiple input features, whilst still adhering to the defined constraints. When
applying SCR for data validation, we train prediction models on potentially
erroneous datasets and investigate the model’s training root mean squared error
(RMSE). The principle idea is visualized in Figure 1, where we sampled a small
set of training data y from a base-function f0(x) with added random noise. This
erroneous training data is used to train the parameters of two models f1(x) and
f2(x). The constrained model f2(x) shows a higher training RMSE but fits closer
to the base system f0(x). This serves as an indicator that the data is invalid.

Fig. 2. Receiver operator
characteristic (ROC) curve
showing the classification
capabilities of SCPR for
data validation.

For our previous experiments we only applied the shape-constrained poly-
nomial regression (SCPR) algorithm for data validation. In this submission
we investigate other shape-constrained regression algorithms such as shape-
constrained symbolic regression [2], or XGBoost [1] and compare them to the
baseline as established by SCPR in terms of classification accuracy, feature set
(e.g. possible set of constraints) and runtime performance. Figure 1 shows the
results of SCPR for data validation. We used real-world datasets stemming from
the automotive industry for testing of our approach. The high true positive rate
with relatively low false positives shows useable classification capabilities.
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Motivation. The core of every data-based modeling approach is a suitable
dataset with enough data points to produce a model that describes the rela-
tionship between a defined feature set and the corresponding target with an
adequate accuracy. This implies that the first necessary step of data-based mod-
eling is the acquisition of a satisfying dataset. Nonetheless, there exist scenarios
in which the acquisition of such a dataset is not always possible for a variety of
reasons, e.g. financial or physical limits. However, in some of these scenarios it
is possible to access higher level domain or system knowledge, but the classical
approach of data-based modeling does not use this additional information in the
search process. To overcome this problem the introduction of knowledge descrip-
tions is necessary. The form of this descriptions varies between various machine
learning approaches. This papers focuses on Genetic Programming (GP), which
was initially established by John R. Koza [3]. GP is based on the principals
of Darwinian natural selection and is technically a genetic algorithm with a
population of computer programs, which undergoes an evolutionary process by
crossover, mutation and selection. GP is used in di↵erent applications [1] and one
of them is Symbolic Regression (SR). SR uses syntax trees of mathematical sym-
bols following a predefined grammar to produce closed mathematical formulas
which describe the relationship between the given features and the correspond-
ing target. In contrast to other machine learning methods such as random forests
or neuronal networks, the outcome are formulas, which can be understood by
humans. One approach to introduce additional domain knowledge in SR is the
implementation of shape constraints [4, 2]. A shape constraint allows the descrip-
tion of domain knowledge with the help of interval arithmetic, e.g. f(x) 2 [0, 1]
where x is a set of inputs. It is possible to constrain the model output as well
as the shape of the function using derivations of any order. It was shown in [4]
that the usage of shape constraints improve the model extrapolation behavior.
Figure 1 shows a comparison between an SR model trained with and without
shape constraints.

? This work has been supported by the LCM – K2 Center within the framework of
the Austrian COMET-K2 program.
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Methodology. This paper extends the approach of shape-constrained SR in
form of extended constraints. An extended constraint (EC) consists of a trans-
formation of the target model and a separate set of shape constrains. If an
EC does not fulfill its shape constraints, it will impact the fitness of the target
model in a negative way. Therefore, this approach is an additional tool to steer
the search of SR. To measure the impact of this extension, it is compared with
the initial version of shape-constrained SR. Additionally a comparison between
multiple algorithms is conducted.

Problem Formulation. Our problem formulation consists of applying this ex-
tended approach to fit magnetisation curves (MC) of ferromagnetic materials
with a small number of data points far below the saturation polarisation. An
MC describes the relation between magnetic flux density B and magnetic field
strength H. Starting at the saturation point of the material, the magnetic flux
density B is growing linearly with slope equal to µ0 - the permeability of vacuum.
There already exist some techniques to extrapolate MCs, which approximate
quite well but cannot describe specific e↵ects [5]. We try our approach for di↵er-
ent materials and compare the results with the corresponding Fröhlich-Kennelly
extrapolations.
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Fig. 1. Exemplary comparison of an SR model trained with and without shape con-
straints.
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As more complex and critical systems are modeled, these models can no
longer be created purely on first principles alone, but a data-based approach,
such as machine learning, must be used. This leads to the creation of inter-
pretable models is no longer possible, but none interpretable models have to
be created. Thus, the validation, the trustworthiness and also the explainability
of the models is no longer as easy as it is with interpretable models where the
internals are completely open for further inspections. However, these properties
are of great importance when modeling critical and complex systems such as
medical applications, applications from the financial sector or security-relevant
applications, because it is necessary to ensure that these models adhere to any
underlying physical laws or domain-specific knowledge and can thereby be under-
stood and comprehended by domain experts. Therefore, the inclusion of existing
domain specific prior knowledge into data-based empirical modeling approaches
is a topic of increasing interest.

One concept of including knowledge into data-based modeling is by defin-
ing constraints. In previous work [3], we proposed shape-constrained symbolic
regression (SCSR), a method which allows to constrain certain characteristics
of the model. These constraints are related to the shape of the model and can
either be defined over the model’s output or its partial derivatives (Fig. 1). This
allows to constrain the resulting models in terms of their output range or be-
havior such as monotonicity, concavity or convexity. The enforcement of these
constraints is done with a hard-constraint approach, which divides the resulting
models into two groups: Solutions, which comply with the defined constraints
(feasible) and solutions which do not (infeasible). Using hard-constraints is well
suited for simpler problems were models conforming to all specified constraints
can be found, but for more complex problems, di�culties can arise when there
are no models found. This problem can be avoided by using a soft-constraint
approach instead.

In [2] we describe a multi-objective approach for solving shape-constrained
symbolic regression problems that uses soft-constraints. This approach has an-
other separate objective in addition to the main objective of minimizing errors
for each constraint present, which should also be minimized. Furthermore, the
extrapolation behavior as well as the impact of noise in datasets was tested using
SCSR. The results showed that using shape-constraints can help to find better
models especially under the presence of high noise. Additionally, it was shown
that using soft-constraints works quite well, especially for high-dimensional in-
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stances or instances where it is di�cult to find valid models using the hard-
constraint approach.

Fig. 1. Partial dependence plot for ten models. Left panel shows the variable X1 over
the target with shape-constraints (comply to the constraint). Right panel shows the
variable X1 over target without shape-constraints (does not comply to the constraint).
The known restriction is that the output increases monotonically over X1.

In this study, we extend the work of [2], by implementing and testing a many-
objective (more than two objectives) algorithm using shape constraints. Since
the multi-objective approach showed promising results on previous experiments,
even on instances with many objectives before, we assume that using the Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm III (NSGA-III) [1] helps to increase the
prediction quality of models even more. Since NSGA-III is explicitly designed to
handle an arbitrary number of objectives, it suits our idea of optimizing towards
accuracy as well as potentially many defined constraints in parallel, better than
the multi-objective NSGA-II.

We test the depicted approach on a set of synthetic benchmark data from
physics textbooks and real-world data from automotive industry with highly
promising results. Finally, we compare the achieved prediction errors, the ex-
trapolation behavior as well as the impact of noise with those results from the
previous work. A detailed description of our approach and comprehensive exper-
iment results will be provided in the full paper version.
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Vectorial Genetic Programming (GP) enhances GP by extending the allowed

dimensionality of input features from scalar to vectors, to represent data such

as time series [1]. As a result, the GP model can utilize both regular, scalar

variables and vector variables, e.g. by applying operations component-wise or

performing vector arithmetic. Since regression and classification requires a scalar

output (real-valued or nominal, resp.), the GP model must obtain scalars from

vectors at some point, so that the root node of the GP tree returns a scalar. For

this, simple statistics can be used, such as the arithmetic mean or the standard

deviation, but also more sophisticated features can be calculated, such as the

linear slope of a vector. Di↵erent from regular feature engineering, scalars cannot

only be obtained from vectors directly, but also from intermediate results within

the GP tree, that can represent any combination and interaction of vectors and

scalars. In this sense, the GP model performs feature extraction on vectors itself,

with GP optimizing the proper extraction steps. Literature already shows, that

vectorial GP outperforms standard GP with fixed feature engineering on various

benchmark instances [2].

In traditional feature engineering, extraction is usually performed on the

entirety of vectors, unless promising extraction segments are already known in

advance. Since the raw vector data is available for vectorial GP, the model is

not only capable of extracting over an entire vector, but also over a segment

of the vector, with GP optimizing the segment bounds. This gives vectorial GP

an additional advantage over classical feature engineering. Naturally, performing

extraction on segments of vectors do apply to vector variables directly as well

as to intermediate vector results within the GP tree.

Focusing on identifying the optimal segment bounds, the underlying opti-

mization problem can be described as a minimization problem with two integer

index-bounds î and ĵ, that are used for denoting a segment from the vector v
before applying the aggregation function fagg. The objective is to minimize the

deviation from the calculated value using indices î and ĵ, to the target value

?
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using the known indices i and j:

argmin

î,ĵ

⇣
fagg(v[̂i : ĵ])� fagg(v[i : j])

⌘2
, (1)

where v[i : j] obtains the segment of the vector v from index i to index j and

fagg : Rn ! R is a function that aggregates a vector into a scalar.

In the context of GP, however, the indices i and j are not known and the

target fagg(v[i : j]) becomes the residuals of the tree-node within the GP model

when applied on the training data. Also, since the optimization has to run various

times during a single GP run, runtime is a critical aspect.

In this paper we propose multiple optimization strategies for the described

optimization problem, such as

– greedy strategies that optimize either the lower or upper bound by testing

all available indices,

– sampling strategies that only trying a subset of potential indices and

– gradient-based optimization strategies that use a numerically approximate

gradient of the bounds to steer optimization.

We also discuss di↵erent means of integrating such strategies in GP, for instance,

via specialized mutation operators.

To compare the di↵erent optimization strategies, we conduct experiments

in two stages. At the first stage, we use the simplified problem from Eq. 1,

where we define problem instances with di↵erent vectors, aggregation functions

and predefined segment bounds and analyze how well the di↵erent strategies

can identify the real segment bounds. Only at the second stage, we analyze the

strategies in the context of GP, where we create new benchmark instances with

vectors as input variables and target variables that includes extracted features

from vectors over predefined segments. For both stages we analyze the ability

of the strategies to identify good segments and analyze the required runtime.

For the second stage, we also compare our method to traditional GP with a

prior, fixed feature engineering step. Preliminary results show that a simple,

greedy strategy already outperforms vectorial GP without specialized strategies

for identifying the segment bounds, especially for vectors with lengths larger

than 50.
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Since 2015, FH Upper Austria and Oberösterreichische Gesundheitsholding
(OÖG) have joined forces and develop the platform LeiVMed for the monitoring
and analysis of data of treatments of patients. In the current research context,
our main goal is to identify models that are able to detect complications (a
posteriori) in the data of treatments; we here distinguish between minor compli-
cations such as hematoma and major complications such as, e.g., heart attacks
and pneumonia. Our data base consists of more than 15,000 samples storing
information about the surgeries and treatments of seven di↵erent medical case
classes (hernia, colon, thyroid, etc.).

We use machine learning (ML) for identifying models that are able to detect
complications in patient records. In general, machine learning is understood as
that branch of computer science that is dedicated to the development of meth-
ods for learning knowledge and models from given data. In supervised machine
learning the modeling algorithm is given a set of samples with input features
as well as target / output values - i.e., the data are “labeled”. The goal then is
to find a model (or a set of models) that is (are) able to map the input values
to the designated target variable(s). In our particular case there are two target
variables, namely on the one hand wether there was a complication at all and
on the other hand whether the complication was minor or major.

In this research we especially analyze the performance of several modern
white box machine learning methods. White box modeling produces models
whose structure is not hidden, but can be analyzed in detail, whereas black
box ML techniques are methods that produce models which are functions of the
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inputs and produce outputs, where the internal functioning of the model is either
hidden or too complicated to be analyzed.

For white box modeling we use symbolic regression, a method for inducing
mathematical expressions on data. The key feature of this technique is that the
object of search is a symbolic description of a model, whose structure is not
pre-defined. This is in sharp contrast with other methods of nonlinear regres-
sion, where a specific model is assumed and the parameters / coe�cients are
optimized during the training process. Using a set of basic functions we apply
genetic programming (GP, [1]) as search technique that evolves symbolic regres-
sion models as combinations of basic functions through an evolutionary process.
Multi-criterial optimization can be used to guide the search process towards
compacter, more concise models. This information reveals variable interactions,
which can be shown as interaction models.

We compare the so achieved results (especially accuracies and variable im-
pact analyses) with those achieved using the following black-box modeling
methods:

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are networks of simple processing ele-
ments, which are called neurons and are in most cases structured in layers. ANNs
have been used in computer science for several decades, in recent years they have
gained popularity massively due to development of deep learning algorithms [2].

Random forests are ensembles of decision trees, each created on a set of ran-
domly chosen samples and features from the available training data basis. The
most frequently used algorithm for inducing random forests combines bagging
and random feature selection [3]. These methods have in common that a basic
model structure is assumed and then parameters are optimized during the train-
ing phase. Additionally, the structure of the model does not give information
about the structure of the analyzed system; the models are used as black box
models.

Additionally we will focus on the analysis of variable impact factors and
variable relevances; we are especially interested in how far variables that are
available at the beginning or in the course of the treatment can be used for
detecting complications. Furthermore, we also aim at creating models that are
able to detect treatments for which anomalies (complications) can be ruled out.
First preliminary results show that models are able to classify 77.6% of the
samples (treatments) correctly; specific models are able to correctly identify
treatments without complications with 23.7% false negative rate.
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Background and Motivation Approximately 422 million people world-

wide are diagnosed diabetes, and diabetes is accounts for an estimated 1.5 million

deaths per year. Diabetes results from the ine↵ective use of insulin by the body,

thereby the blood glucose absorbed through food cannot be transported into the

body’s cells which can damage the heart, blood vessels, eyes, kidneys and nerves

over time [1]. Dynamics of blood glucose levels are often modelled using ordi-

nary di↵erential equations (ODE). Systems of ODE describe the change of one

or multiple values over one variable most typically time, or in other words, the

change behaviour of physical quantities in relation to each other [2]. In this work

we use Sparse Identification of Nonlinear Dynamics (SINDy) to model blood

glucose dynamics based on insulin and carbohydrate inputs. Since the most im-

portant indicator to detect diabetes and react to its e↵ects is measuring the level

of glucose in the blood, which is mostly done manually and irregularly, models

that predict blood glucose levels play an important role in treatment of diabetes.

Prior Work The evolution of blood glucose levels of diabetic patients has

already been modelled using di↵erent machine learning (ML) methods such as

support vector machines, gradient-boosting, or di↵erent types of neural net-

works. To better represent and analyse the dynamic behaviour of blood glucose,

methods that provide less complex and more interpretable models are preferable

[3]. SINDy has been used to produce accurate models for medical data sets and

produces interpretable models [4].

Methods SINDy uses sparsity techniques and ML to discover di↵erential

equations underlying a dynamical system. SINDy takes advantage of the fact,

that most dynamical systems have only a few relevant terms, making it sparse

in the space of possible functions. The numerical di↵erence at each time step

t for each parameter is used to create a matrix X. For each parameter of X
a so called library �(X) with nonlinear functions of the column of X, such as

constants, polynomials and trigonometric is created. Each column of �(X) rep-

resents a term for the right hand side of a di↵erential equation. Using sparse

regression only those terms with relevance to the system are kept [4]. The data
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used in this paper is the OhioT1DM Dataset, which includes the health and well-

being of multiple patients. We used the basal insulin (long acting insulin) and

bolus insulin (short acting insulin) values, which are recorded every 5 minutes,

to predict the glucose value in the future. Since the distribution of substances in

human bodies happens delayed we included a model to describe the dissolution

of bolus insulin as a function over time.

Results First results shown in Figure 1 demonstrate, that it is possible to

predict glucose values using insulin values over a longer period.

Fig. 1. Prediction of the blood glucose level.

As an extension to the first results we include historical values, because we

hypothesise that using those values can improve the accuracy of the model. We

will also include more parameters such as carbohydrates intake, which are known

to a↵ect blood glucose levels.
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Abstract

Diabetes is a disease that appears when the pancreas is not able to generate
enough insulin (type 1) or when it does not act correctly in the organism due
to a poor response of the cells (type 2) [1]. Therefore, the person with diabetes
must strive to maintain glucose levels within a range of acceptable values in
order to avoid health complications. For this purpouse, some of them need to
inject some insulin in their bodies and hence calculate the units of insulin to
inject before meals to control their glucose levels. In order to help people with
diabetes make decisions when calculating insulin dosage, we investigate how to
develop trustable models to predict glucose levels based primarily on current
glucose value, basal rate of insulin administration, carbohydrate intakes, and
bolus insulin injections.

It has been shown that Symbolic Regression (SR) techniques can be used
for obtaining those expressions [2]. As it is well known, one of the best ways for
solving SR problems is to apply Genetic Programming (GP) or some variant of
it. Our proposal is to investigate Structured Grammatical Evolution (SGE) [3]
to obtain Ordinary Di↵erential Equations (ODEs) that fits the glucose dynamics
of the person with diabetes. In this sense, the SGE search process can be seen
as a common universal approximator, as it is capable of representing, up to any
accuracy level, any function within a discretional range. Therefore, it represents
an alternative to other mathematicals (as Fourier or Chebyshev expansions)
or machine Learning approaches for defining Universal Di↵erential Equations
(UDEs) [4]. The ODEs will be derived by SR from historical data of the patient
measured at 5 minutes time-steps; interstitial glucose values, G(t), basal rate
of insulin administration, Ib(t), bolus insulin injections, IB(t), and food intakes
measured as carbohydrates units, Fch(t). This experiment was performed with
a data set lacking the carbohydrate information.

SGE is a variant of Grammatical Evolution (GE) that aims to solve some
of the main problematic aspects of GE, in relation with the preservation of the
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structure of solutions from one generation to another. One of its most signifi-
cant di↵erences is the one-to-one mapping between genetic encoding and non-
terminals, ensuring that changes in one position of the chromosome will not
a↵ect the derivation options of the other non-terminals. This change gives SGE
greater locality, meaning that with a small change in genotype we will also get a
small change in phenotype, allowing e↵ective sampling of the search space and
avoiding random searches. Figures 1 and 2 present the preliminary results. We
are using the mean squared error of glucose values as fitness function. The figure
represents the solution expressed by Equation 1.

dG(t)

dt
= Ib(t)

2 + IB(t)�G(t) · IB(t) + 4.45 (1)

Fig. 1. Plot of Train predictions Fig. 2. Plot of Test predictions

Using the equation obtained with SGE and the initial state, glucose values are
computed by Equation 1 using the values obtained in the previous step and the
current values of basal rate and bolus insulin injections. This process will be re-
peated until the chosen time window is completely covered. For this experiment,
a dataset has been taken that stores information of approximately 8.5 hours
for the training of the system and 11.5 hours for the testing phase. As for the
parameters used for this problem, a population of 1000 individuals and a total
of 100 generations has been chosen.
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Extended Abstract

The increasing interconnectivity of devices does not only extend to the pri-

vate domain with examples like connected car or smart home systems but is a

development that is equally present in critical infrastructure including the en-

ergy supply domain. While o↵ering various services to allow remote control and

surveillance of for example power plants or other production facilities, these on-

line services increase the attack surface and introduce novel vulnerabilities into

critical infrastructure systems [2]. In this paper we discuss the analysis of threats

focusing on energy infrastructure. While classic IT threat modeling approaches

can be applied within this scope, there are certain limitations to these models.

We demonstrate the shortcomings of existing methodologies and suggest the ex-

tension of these models in order to more accurately describe cyber attacks on

energy infrastructure.

One common approach to threat modeling is the STRIDE model to iden-

tify attacks involving Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information Disclosure,

Denial of Service and Elevation of Privilege [5]. Another model more suited to

attacks on energy supply networks is the AVD (attack, vulnerability, damage)

model [4]. Applying the STRIDE model for analyzing previous incidents, most

attacks center on tampering of data, information disclosure and elevation of priv-

ileges. Regarding the AVD model, it was found that most attack sources natu-

rally are of remote origin with only few threats present internally in the targeted

system. Typically, cyber hacks involve reading, copying and deleting data as well

as executing malware. Table 1 shows an example classification of a cyber hack of

a German energy supply company. Attackers attempted to blackmail the energy

supply company by utilizing ransomware in the internal company network. Parts

of the network including data storage and communication services were out of

service during several days. Our results in threat model application show that

the STRIDE model can o↵er basic evaluation of threats, however most previous

cyber attack incidents display a complexity which is not su�ciently captured

by this modeling approach. For example, the distinction between espionage and

ransom ware threats cannot be accurately expressed with STRIDE. Generally,

the AVD model allows the identification of several aspects of cyber threats in-

cluding an attacker’s approach. In combination, this allows a prioritized analysis
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Table 1. a) AVD and b) STRIDE Models for a Cyber Attack on a German Energy
Supply Company.

a)
Origin Action Target Damage Severity
Remote Execute, Delete Data State E↵ect: Integrity, Availability High

b) Tampering Denial of Service

of threats, which can be of advantage when dealing with a broad attack surface

in commercial and critical infrastructure applications.

We identified the following aspects not covered widely enough by the afore-

mentioned approaches. For example, many attacks are only preliminary intru-

sions for reconnaissance actions in order to gain in-depth information about

the compromised system in order to prepare and deduct further, more complex

and potentially more damaging actions. Furthermore, an attacker’s motivation

is not considered in detail in these models. For example, commercial or policital

motivations can contribute to risks a system would otherwise not be exposed

to depending on the circumstances at the time in question. Existing limita-

tions have previously been noted regarding the expression of complexity and the

analysis of financial impact of cyber threats on infrastructure [4]. Various other

models exist regarding cyber threat models [1], partly with a focus on energy

control infrastructure [3]. Future work should analyze the individual advantages

and shortcomings of these approachs to yield a more aptly suited model taking

into account the limitations as discussed in this work. Such a fine-tuned mod-

eling approach can then be applied to develop early warning systems to help

safeguard critical infrastructure against the growing threat of cyber attacks.

Acknowledgement We thank B.Sc. Moritz Schwab for compiling and analyz-

ing the list of cyber incidents.
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1 Extended Abstract

This article deals with the infrastructure for a simulation setup designed to sup-
port the development of an infusion pump controller using the NMTcu↵™ (RGB
Medical Devices) technology as relaxometry measuring technique. Its first ver-
sion was the popular TOFcu↵™ equipment, but it has now evolved incorporating
the most advanced features in the VISION DUO or VISION AIR multiparame-
ter monitors. They allow the objective monitoring for the surveillance of neuro-
muscular transmission (NMT) during the automatic infusion of neuro-muscular
blocking agents (NBA) such as rocuronium or cisatracurium. These drugs are
administered during general anesthesia for various types of surgery with the in-
tention to inhibit the patient’s neuro-muscular transmission. Various states of
neuro-muscular blockade may be necessary for di↵erent stages of surgery and
anesthesia.

Our mission described herein is to develop a safe, reliable and e�cient control
algorithm for an automated intravenous infusion of NBA. The objective of the
infusion algorithm is to administer over time the right amount of the NBA that
ensures the required level of neuro-muscular blockade, which in turn is measured
in the usual units of standard relaxometry: train of four ratio (TOFr), train of
four count (TOFc) and post-tetanic count (PTC) [1]. The two corresponding
goals are: 1) to maintain the necessary level of NMB during surgery, and 2) to
enable the fastest possible recovery from NMB as soon as the surgery is over
and the patient should emerge from anesthesia.

The algorithm takes into account the patient’s response to drug doses (Pa-
tient Model) based on pharmacokinetic data from the literature that has been
obtained in clinical practice [2, 3]. The mentioned algorithm has at its core

? Part of VALU3S (Verification and Validation of Automated Systems' Safety and
Security) EU research project, No. 876852. Contributing: RGB Medical Devices,
Brno University of Technology, QRTech, University Hospital Zurich, Universidad de
Castilla-La Mancha.
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the whole distributed simulator with components connected via RE-
DIS (data transfers are shown with solid lines, message sending with dashed lines).

a 3-compartment pharmacokinetic model, which reflects reasonably well the dy-
namic changes in of drug concentration in plasma. The calculated concentrations
give an estimated pharmacodynamic e↵ect on blocking the neuro-muscular trans-
mission on a simplified surrogate relaxometric scale encompassing TOFr, TOFc
and PTC levels. The validity of the Patient Model is obviously essential for over-
all performance of the algorithm. Due to lack of relevant clinical studies, we have
to substitute the insu�cient clinical data with experimental data.

The employed simulation infrastructure consists of independent software and
hardware components communicating with each other based on the REDIS
database engine. REDIS provides two essential functionalities: centralised data
storage and communication via message sending. The distributed architecture
has a star topology with REDIS in the central position.

Figure 1 gives the schematic overview of the entire architecture. The compo-
nents of the infrastructure may be both, either simulated or in their hardware
form connected via REDIS physicaly real. This means that we can connect the
physically existing VISION™ device to the infusion pump. The entire system is
flexible enough to allow experiments in geographically di↵erent locations of our
international team. The so called Test Case Manager generates individual exper-
iments following predefined case scenarios for various circumstances that might
occur during anesthesia such as di↵erent anesthesia strategies, interindividual
variations of patients sensitivity to the drug, failures in infusion pumps, failures
of the sensor and many more.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a new approach for an automated

test tool to characterize the behaviour of Smart Textiles. Smart Tex-

tiles are a combination of textile fabrics and conductive elements which

change their electrical properties as a result of applied pressure, tension

or temperature. The used materials as well as the manufacturing method

result in a complex response caused by thread rearrangements, abrasions

or tensions in the fabric and is reflected in overshooting and undershoot-

ing, drifts and o↵sets during the measurements. In order to test and

characterize the textiles, we have developed an automated test environ-

ment that can generate mechanical stress and temperature changes and

drive the textile with dedicated waveforms that are then measured and

analysed. The response is used to iteratively refine the models of the

textiles and provide more reliable measurement results under various

mechanical and thermal loads.

Keywords: Conductive Textiles System Design Verification and Sim-

ulation.

1 Introduction

Textile sensors are well suited for the detection of movements and vital param-

eters due to their natural proximity to the human body. In the field of motion

detection, di↵erent sensor concepts have been presented in prototype series in

conjunction with conventional clothing [1, 2]. It was noticeable that despite the

use of similar sensor material, a separate investigation of the textile and its

electronic and mechanical characteristics was necessary in each individual appli-

cation [3]. A reuse of existing textile sensor strips for future projects is therefore

only possible with reduced accuracy or increased e↵ort in the design phase.

As a reference to the established test and development standard of Hardware in

the Loop, this paper discusses the possibility of automated characterization and

evaluation of conductive textiles. Similar to Hardware in the Loop, testsignals

from simulations are applied to a textile under test and the material’s response

to these signals is recorded. By looping the response back, a behaviour model of

the textile can be created and improved through iterative simulations.
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2 Concept

MATLAB is used for the automatic generation of SPICE models and netlists.

These models can be used and tested in simulations with the new sensor front

end. The simulated test signals are transferred to a server. A supervisor notifies

the corresponding microcontroller of a new test run. The measurement and test

devices can be addressed via the standard SCPI. The environmental parame-

ters are controlled and measured via various test rigs. The system response of

the textile is transmitted from the microcontroller back to the server and to

MATLAB or Python. By matching the textile response from the test bench and

the simulation results, the accuracy of the model is improved iteratively. An

overview of the whole system can be seen in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Concept visualisation of a Textile in the Loop system.

3 Results

As a result, reproducible tests can now be carried out and the complex piezoresis-

tive nonlinear behavior of the textiles like overshooting and undershooting, drifts

and gain errors can be comprehensibly characterized. The separation of measure-

ment devices at the textile manufacturer and the developer of the measurement

circuits allows faster iteration cycles and better integration in the developed

prototype or product.
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1 Introduction

One of the main challenges of Industry 4.0 is to develop secure and bug-free compo-
nents, especially in distributed, manufacturing execution systems. These systems usu-
ally include manufacturing machines paired with controlling terminals, industrial con-
trol systems (ICS), and/or system that controls the whole manufactory process (manu-
factory execution system). Development and testing of such systems is quite complex
because their components (1) work in distributed environment, (2) use different commu-
nication protocols, (3) use different software ranging from low-level embeded software
to complex information systems, (4) require interaction between human and machine,
and (5) often cannot be tested in real environment of production factory during common
traffic. Moreover, any bug or security issue may lead to expensive losses which can be
substantiated by the expected grow of the market of ICS security up to 22.2$ billions by
2025 [1]. Hence, quality assurance teams usually utilize some form of test automation
which is hard for distributed manufacturing system especially for two reasons.

First, testing in real environment (so called out-of-the-lab testing) is expensive.
Hence, we usually construct the so called digital twin: virtual environment where com-
ponents (such as production machines) are emulated or simulated to replicate digital
copy of manufacturing process. Such a copy of the system can then be used for soft-
ware testing in an environment identical to a real system.

The other problem is creating a framework for modelling communication between
number of quite distinct components required in manufacturing process. The commu-
nication within the system is often purpose-specific and requires strong domain knowl-
edge. Hence, creating the automated test suite is complicated as it requires effort spent
on precise test environment setup and deterministic test case description.

In this work, we propose a general framework for creating automated test suites for
digital twins of manufacturing execution systems (MES). We first analyse a communi-
cation from a captured run of the real system, and learn a model of the communication
protocol and models of sent data. Based on these models, we generate test scenarios
that can be used for orchestration of digital twin. Such scenarios can later be used for
automated testing of systems, e.g., when a new version of MES is being developed.

2 Orchestrating Distributed Digital Twins

We propose a general framework that can be applied to various settings for distributed
MES systems. In this paper, however, we will limit ourselves to a particular use case.
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We assume the following infrastructure: the distributed system consists of an Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system, MES system that controls the actual production, and
manufacturing machines and their corresponding terminals used by human operators.
We assume that the communication between particular components uses the following
protocols and data: (1) MES and ERP communicate using REST protocol with XML
data, (2) MES and Terminal communicate using REST protocol with JSON data, and
(3) MES communicates with machines using OPC-UA protocol.

In particular, a suitable data representation is a challenging task of modelling the
communication among different nodes. This representation should be unified for differ-
ent kinds of data, should preserve the semantics, as well as allow generating new test
cases from observed data (e.g., choosing extreme values from the underlying domains).

We address this particular problem by employing data structure inspired by the Trie
structure. We propose to classify seen messages based on the so called fingerprint of
the message (i.e. the spanning tree of the nested structure wrt the fields of the data). For
each class, we then keep one trie that represents all seen messages of the given class
along with metadata allowing reconstruction of the seen traffic.

We represent the whole communication in the system using calendar of events. Each
event contains information about sender and receiver of message, timestamp, and trie
representing data in message. We use the calendar itself to generate scenario that pre-
cisely reproduces the learnt communication. Moreover, we propose how to generate
new test cases allowing to experiment on scenarios which have not yet been seen but
are similar to real-world situations. To achieve this we transform the calendar of events
to finite automaton and apply, e.g., length abstraction which over-approximates the trace
of events, and trie abstraction on the level of particular data contained in the leaf nodes
or on the level of tree structure.

Finally, we generate a scenario for orchestration of the digital twin of the tested
system. We iterate over the event calendar and, for each event, we generate one step
in the scenario. Each step consists of sending messages in the digital twin. We use the
YAML format that is supported by the Cryton tool [2] — tool for orchestration of digital
twins. We implemented the described techniques in our tool Tyrant [3].

Moreover, we extend the Tyrant to support the performance testing of the digital
twins. In particular, we propose to mine selected performance metrics (e.g., among
others, the duration of communications) from the captured communication. The metrics
are then used for comparison of runs from different environments or from different
system versions to detect, e.g., anomalies in the performance.

Acknowledgement. The work was supported by the project No. 20-07487S of the Czech Science Foundation,
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Regular expression (regex ) matching plays a significant role in software devel-
opment. They are powerful means of automatically manipulating text, e.g., search-
ing, finding and replacing, data validation, or syntax highlighting [11]. As stated
in [3,4,2], about 30 � 40% of the Python, Java, and JavaScript software uses
regular expression matching.

Regular expressions are only small parts of big projects so they often lack
testing and analysing. However, a single poorly-written regex may lead to catas-
trophic consequences, such as failed input validation, leaky firewalls and even
events such as the recent catastrophic outage of Cloudflare services [7] or Stack
Overflow [1]. The problems are caused by the so-called regular expression denial
of service (ReDoS), a denial of service attack based on a high-complexity eval-
uation of matching regex against a malign text, where an attacker provides a
crafted text that forces the worst-case time complexity of the matching engine.

This may severely impact the performance especially of the backtracking-
based regular matchers (such as regex matching engines of wide-spread program-
ming languages .NET, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python, etc.) since the evaluation
of vulnerable regexes against the malign input takes polynomial or exponential
time in the length of the input. A backtracking regex engine constructs a non-
deterministic finite automaton (NFA) from the regex and then simulates the NFA
on the input text [4].

An alternative approach is to use so-called static DFA simulation [9] that
uses a precomputed deterministic finite automaton (DFA) with much lower
worst-case complexity (wrt the length of input text). The major drawback of
static DFA simulation is the state explosion of the DFA construction, which can
cause significant performance issues when using this method in practice [11].

To prevent the state space explosion, some matching engines (such as RE2 [6],
grep [8], or Rust [5]) use a variant of Thompson’s algorithm [10] (an on-the-
fly subset construction). However, they work with highly non-deterministic au-
tomata which can cause a slowdown due to the computation of large DFA states.
This problem can be partially solved by caching already visited parts of the DFA
(a technique used by modern matchers). A step within a cached part is then
a constant time operation, the same as for the static DFA simulation. However,
regexes that cause exploding determinization are problematic for all variants,
explicit determinization, as well as cached or non-cached NFA simulation [11].

A frequent cause of the DFA explosion are regular expressions with the count-
ing operator, also known as the operator of bounded repetition. Repeated pat-

? This work has been supported by the FIT BUT internal project FIT-S-20-6427 and
the Czech Science Foundation (project No. 19-24397S).
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terns, such as (ab){1,100}, can be succinctly expressed by a novel succinct and
fast deterministic machine called the counting-set automaton (CsA) proposed
in a recent paper by Turoňová et al. [11]. This machine is an automaton with
so-called counting sets, a special type of registers that can hold bounded integer
values. It also supports a limited selection of simple set operations that can be
implemented in constant time.

The main contribution of this paper is an e�cient implementation of regu-
lar expressions pattern matching using this novel CsA within the state-of-the-art
matcher RE2 [6] and its evaluation against the original CsA-based matcher of [11]
implemented in C# and other state-of-the-art matchers. We show that RE2 ex-
tended with CsA is faster compared to the original C# matcher from [11] and for
regular expressions with counting operator it can beat existing state-of-the-art
matchers.
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 Extended Abstract 

Building automation systems today offer great opportunities to measure 
environmental parameters. Sensory elements allow for more and more possibilities of 
mapping the values that surround us in the digital world. A perfect example is the 
KNX automation system. This system was developed by the world's leading 
electrotechnical companies. The basic element of this system is a common 
communication bus through which devices exchange information with each other. 
Mutual compatibility of all devices based on a standardized communication protocol 
enables the aggregation of various measurements, such as temperature, air humidity, 
CO2 concentration, concentration of volatile organic compounds (VOC), atmospheric 
pressure, light intensity. The latest sensors can also determine the risk of viral 
infection [4]. 

Occupancy sensors are a standard in building automation. Presence detection is 
performed with the use of popular PIR transducers and with the use of other methods. 
Examples include techniques using high frequencies, ultrasounds and vision 
converters - cameras. The latter, equipped with artificial neural networks, make it 
possible to identify the human figure and count people in designated zones. Such a 
wide range of sensors allows for obtaining comprehensive measurement information 
from the space where people are located. The KNX system also offers archiving 
devices for data transmitted over the communication bus [7]. Thanks to them, 
building automation collects a very large amount of data. Numerical analysis of these 
data is computationally very complex. Methods using artificial neural networks come 
to the rescue. The use of such algorithms leads to many interesting conclusions. An 
innovative idea is to implement devices that are able to select the necessary 
measurements and on their basis determine the values sought according to a given 
criterion. For example, identify a person in the room or determine the number of these 
people [6]. 

Another issue in building automation where measurements are very important is 
the analysis of electrical parameters. These are most often the measurements of the 
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current consumed by electrical receivers in the building. These measurements are also 
carried out using special measuring devices in the KNX system. Thanks to its 
dispersed structure, this system enables the construction of even the most complex 
measurement network. 

In order to be able to correctly define the parameters according to a given criterion, 
it is necessary to save the measurement data [3] in the form of measurement time 
series. These series must be pre-classified [1]. This classification is an essential step 
in preparing the time series for neural analysis [2]. Appropriate classification of the 
time series allows for an initial answer whether it will be possible to draw appropriate 
conclusions from the data stored in it. The artificial neural network then classifies it 
according to previously saved patterns. The use of the classification possibilities of 
artificial neural networks gives, in most cases, very good results, minimizing the 
computational expenditure [5]. The disadvantage of using an artificial neural network 
is the need to identify patterns by teaching it. However, with a sufficiently large 
amount of measurement data, it is possible to minimize the number of samples 
indicated in the network as training data. 
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1 Motivation

Due to the ever-growing software complexity, a wide variety of automated design, analy-
sis, and verification tools needs to be used as part of the software development process. Yet,
many of such tools struggle to find their applications in practice despite the functionality
they offer being of high interest. From our experience, the reasons for this are often of a
quite practical nature: their installation and configuration is difficult even for experienced
developers, they require a lot of computational resources not available locally, the work
they perform run for long periods of time, their integration with other software develop-
ment tools is not easy, etc.

A common way to deal with these issues is to provide a tool’s functionality as a web
service which can be used remotely, allowing the tool to be offloaded to a remote server
where it hasmore resources available and can bemaintained by specialists.Withmore tools
exposed in this way, standardized communication and representation of data is important.
OSLC [2] provides both and therefore is often the technology of choice. Moreover, there
are tools, such asUnite [3], which transform command line tools intoOSLC-compliantweb
services. Still, it is difficult for users to communicate with such services directly via their
OSLC interface. It is expected that an OSLC-compliant client will perform these tasks on
behalf of the users, yet many users do not have such client at their disposal.

To address this issue, we have developed Unic, a Unite Client for Eclipse, which is also
a universal OSLC client usable with any OSLC-compliant service. With Unic, users can
invoke remote tools directly from the Eclipse IDE with a single press of a button and get
the results. Each toolmay require different inputs and configuration, and produce different
outputs. Unic was thus designed to be highly extensible and configurable to meet the needs
of any tool. In the next section,wewill describe the architecture ofUnic, how the invocation
of remote web services is done, and how inputs are collected and outputs processed.

2 Architecture and Integration Overview

Unic utilizes the jTE (Java Task Executor) and jSEM [1] (Simple Extension Manager for
Java) libraries to provide all of its functionality. It provides jTE tasks which handle collec-
tion of input data, communication with Unite, and processing of output data (e.g. analysis
results). The jTE library handles (parallel) execution of tasks (or sequences of task) and the
jSEM library allows anyone to add their own tasks through extensions. Unic for Eclipse
then uses the eTE (Eclipse Task Executor) plugin to integrate jTE’s task execution func-
tionality into the Eclipse IDE.Moreover, it also provides tasks for collecting input data and
visualizing results in the Eclipse UI. Utilizing these libraries is crucial for providing flex-
ibility to support any tool Unite may be wrapping. Users can either write their own tasks
handling the communication or configure and use the built-in tasks which are sufficient
for most of the tools wrapped by Unite.

Figure 1 shows the architecture and basic principles behind Unic. The eTE plugin uses
the jSEM library to load all built-in and user-provided tasks and register them in jTE. Based
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Fig. 1: An overview of the architecture of Unic.

on the configuration, eTE determines which tasks should be directly executable and thus
exposed to the users via context menu entries in the Eclipse UI.

While one may use a single task to handle the interaction with a specific tool, a more
common way is to define sequences of tasks called jobs. Jobs can chain simple tasks to-
gether to provide complex functionality while fostering modularity and reusability. This
is important as interaction with most of the tools boils down to the same communication
sequences which only differ in their input data and ways to process their output data. With
this in mind, eTE categorizes tasks into generic tasks, input data collectors and output data
processors.

Generic tasksmainly handle interactionswith the tools wrapped byUnite. They handle
registration of required input data, remote execution of tools, polling for execution state,
and fetching output data once it is available. Input data collectors are tasks that are able to
provide input data required by the remotely executed tools. For example, a static analysis
tool needs source code files to analyze as its input. For this purpose, the eTEplugin provides
an input data collector that can collect files from an Eclipse project, which is usually what
the userswant to analyze.Output data processors are tasks that are able to transformoutput
data produced by the remotely executed tools into amore user-friendly representation. For
example, a static analysis tool may produce reports on issues found in the analyzed source
code. These reports usually contain information such as the type of the issue and the line(s)
of codewhere the issuewas found. The eTEplugin provides an output data processorwhich
can parse these reports and transform them into Eclipsemarkers, automatically associating
the reported issues with specific lines in the source code which are visible in all Eclipse
source code editors.
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Introduction

We are developing an application for walking in the forest. Forest bathing at-
tracts attention as a form of post-COVID-19 and to solve problems of forest
protection. The strong point of forest bathing is not only income for the lo-
cal people but also brings them an awareness that forests are not an obstacle
to cultivation but a meaningful resource for tourism. In addition, tourists can
cultivate attitudes toward the importance of forests and the diversity of life in
nature. Forest bathing is also beneficial for tourists to reduce stress and affirm
the power of the forest. However, tourists feel some effects ambiguously. The
new guidelines of the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)
(Global Guidelines to Restart Tourism, 2020.6) proposed to create personalized
and small group tours for post-COVID-19. It is not practical for a tour guide to
provide information on forests one by one when considering tourism for a small
number of people, so we will use ICT to supplement information and guide
tourists. We are developing an application to realize this new trend in tourism.

Previous works

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) Beacons are mainly used indoors, and there are
rare use cases outdoors. Forest bathing is now spreading from Japan to the world.
The effects of forest bathing were introduced, such as featured in TIME (QING
LI, May 1, 2018). It was reported that even if it takes only 20 minutes, there is a
decrease in blood pressure, pulse rate, stress hormones such as cortisol in saliva,
an increase in parasympathetic nerve activity, and a decrease in sympathetic
nerve activity [1]. From a psychological point of view, there is an improvement
in mood, positive emotions, and a higher sense of recovery. However, it is pointed
out that these methods are influenced by the weather conditions in the forest
and the personal factors of the subjects [2], and the measurement methods are
complicated, especially about the physiological aspects.
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Our Application in Oku-Nikko

We have developed an application for local deployment using BLE Beacon at
Oku-Nikko National Park for small-group tours. According to our experiments,
BLE beacons provided information within 80m on the street on the town in
Nikko. However, the waves reach about only 20 1 meters in the forest of Oku-
Nikko. We installed solar panels to secure a power source on the beacons. The
contents are information on the location, map, distance to the bus stop, timetable
of the bus schedule, botanical book, and local weather forecast. However, there
were several problems. One was the impact of the forest environment on the
beacons. Since it is in a high place and the climate is changeable. The area is
a wetland ratified by the Ramsar Convention. We sometimes find the box of
beacon cause condensation. In addition, it snows in winter, and in the summer,
the foliage can be overgrown, making it difficult for sunlight to reach the device.
After several improvements, including selecting solar panels and waterproofing,
the system is now ready for regular use in 2021. We are now demonstrating it for
walks that will allow tourists to feel the effects of forest bathing in Oku-Nikko.

An Experiment and future research

We had an experiment for beacon operation check and for contents’ evaluation
of the application in August 2021. We also performed brain waves measurement
to know whether participants were relaxed or not. The lightweight EEG sen-
sor attached to a bandana We have a plan to show the relaxation level of the
EEG sensor to tourists through an illustrated display on a smartphone applica-
tion. Then, tourists can directly see and feel on the spot on the application. 10
Participants walk with the sensors along several routes on the experiment. The
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) was also used for subjective
evaluation. When a group walked along the waterfall in the forest and stopped
to enjoy nature, their α waves simultaneously increased. Organizing the data
through experiments, we will improve the application. If tourists can feel that
the experience is suitable for their health, and if it can be incorporated into
information, it could be a factor in attracting more tourists.
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Extended Abstract

Probabilistic programs are a powerful modelling language used to describe sys-

tems containing probabilistic uncertainty or employing randomisation. Their cor-

rectness and e�ciency can be described as a conjunction of probabilistic temporal

constraints. Modern probabilistic model-checkers such as Storm [5] or Prism [6]

can automatically verify that a given finite-state program meets the constrains.

The existing model-checkers typically require a fixed program, which is often

not the case in practice. In the early stages of the system development, we

still have an incomplete description containing some holes. A hole represents

some undefined component or a partially implemented controller. The aim of

the program synthesis is to complete these holes such that the resulting program

meets a given specification. To automate this process, one usually starts with

the so-called sketch [1] – a system description with holes representing a family of

programs (realisations) – and let the automatic synthesizer fill in this description

to obtain a program that satisfies a given specification. Figure 1 illustrates the

synthesis process for probabilistic programs.

Automated synthesis of probabilistic programs represents a tremendous chal-

lenge, particularly due to the state-space explosion problem that a↵ects the syn-

thesis in a twofold manner: not only the amount of possible solutions is expo-

nential wrt. the number of considered holes, but also the state space of each

program usually grows exponentially wrt. the length of the program’s descrip-

tion. Over the last years, there has been a significant improvement in analysing

probabilistic program sketches. The state-of-the-art method [2], implemented in

the tool PAYNT [3], combines two orthogonal approaches: abstraction refinement
on families of realisations and counterexample-guided inductive synthesis.

In the last decade, we have seen the emergence of many-core single in-
struction, multiple threads hardware – a GPU – as a high-performance general-

purpose processing device utilised in various computationally-intensive scientific

applications. The GPU computing has also brought innovations in the field of

analysis of probabilistic programs. Several GPU-accelerated model-checking al-

gorithms have been implemented [4, 7] in order to increase the scalability of the

program verification. In this paper, we leverage modern GPUs to speedup the

inductive synthesis methods [2] which is crucial for designing complex programs.

Key contributions. We extend GPU-accelerated model-checking algorithms [4,

7] for Markov chains and Markov decision processes (MDPs) to be e↵ectively

used in the synthesis of probabilistic programs. In the case of model-checking

?
This work has been supported by the Czech Science Foundation grant GJ20-02328Y.
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...
// X, Y are holes
while (rand() % 3 < 3){
    a = a + 1;
}
...

...
// X, Y are holes
while (rand() % 3 < 2){
    a = a + 1;
}
...

...
// X, Y are holes
while (rand() % 3 < X) {

a = Y + 1;
}
...

...
while (rand() % 3 < 1){
    a = a + 1;
}
...

...
while (rand() % 3 < 2) {

a = a + 1;
}
...

Fig. 1: The workflow of the synthesis process.

of individual sketch realisations, we achieve an acceleration of up to two orders

of magnitude compared to the sequential baseline. In the case of the analysis

of MDPs representing an abstraction of the given family, we achieve an accel-

eration of up to one order of magnitude comparing to the sequential baseline.

Our detailed experimental analyses, however, reveal that for structurally simple

families and family members our parallel algorithms are not able to overcome a

sequential approach based on topological solver [8]. Therefore, we design a metric

that helps the synthesizer choose the most suitable model-checking algorithm.

To evaluate the GPU-acceleration of the synthesis process, we consider pro-

gram sketches from several application domains. Despite the significant accel-

eration of the model-checking steps, representing a cornerstone of the synthesis

process, the achieved overall speed-up is only up the factor 4. Our careful analysis

shows that the amount of parallelizable parts of the synthesis loop is decreased

due to a di↵erent work distribution compared to the sequential counterpart.

This indicates that the e�cient data-paralelisation of the synthesis process is

very challenging. On the other hand, our analysis also reveals that other parts

of the loop (e.g. model construction or counter-example generation) can be ef-

fectively accelerated provided that a suitable load-balancing scheme is found.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, programs often use multithreading to utilise the many processors of current
computers better. However, concurrency does bring not only speed-ups but also a much
larger space for nasty errors easy to cause but difficult to find. The reason why find-
ing errors in concurrent programs is particularly hard is that the concurrently running
threads may interleave in many different ways, with bugs hiding in just a few of them.
Such interleavings need not be discovered even by many-times repeated testing.

Coverage of such rare behaviours can be improved by approaches such as systematic

testing [9] and noise-based testing [5]. Another way is using extrapolating dynamic

checkers, such as [6], which can report warnings about possible errors even if those are
not seen in the testing runs, based on spotting some of their symptoms. Unfortunately,
even though such checkers have proven quite useful in practice, they can, of course, still
miss errors. Moreover, monitoring a run of large software through such checkers may
be quite expensive too.

On the other hand, approaches based on model checking, i.e., exhaustive state-space
exploration, can guarantee the discovery of all potentially present errors. However, the
scalability of these techniques is so far not sufficient to handle truly large industrial
code, even when combining it with methods such as sequentialisation [8], which repre-
sents one of the most scalable approaches in the area.

An alternative to the above approaches, which can scale better than model checking
and can find bugs not found dynamically (though for the price of potentially missing
some errors and/or producing false alarms), is offered by approaches based on static

analysis, e.g., in the form of abstract interpretation or data-flow analysis. The former
approach is supported, e.g., in Facebook Infer — an open-source framework for creating
highly scalable, compositional, incremental, and interprocedural static analysers based
on abstract interpretation [2]. Currently, Infer provides several analysers that check for
various types of bugs, such as buffer overflows, null-dereferencing, or memory leaks.
As for concurrency-related bugs, Infer provides support for finding some forms of data

races and deadlocks, but it is limited to high-level Java and C++ programs [1, 3]. In this
work, we propose a deadlock checker that fits the common principles of analyses used
in Infer and is applicable to C code with lower-level lock manipulation. Our checker is
called L2D2 for “low-level deadlock detector”.

Out of existing static deadlock detectors, L2D2 is probably the closest to RacerX [4],
and some of the approaches used in L2D2 are inspired by RacerX. However, unlike
L2D2, RacerX uses a context-sensitive analysis, meaning that each function needs to
be re-analysed in a new context, which reduces the scalability.

2 Static Deadlock Detection in Low-Level Concurrent C Code
For scalability reasons, L2D2 runs along the call tree of a given program, starting from

its leaves. Each function is analysed just once without any knowledge of its possible
call contexts. For each analysed function, we derive a summary that consists of a pre-

condition and post-condition. The summaries are then used when analysing functions
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higher up in the call hierarchy. Intuitively, the pre-condition of a function states which
locks are expected to be locked or unlocked upon a call of the function to avoid possi-
ble double-locking or unlocking, resp. The post-condition contains information about
which locks may be locked or unlocked at the exit of the function. Next, the summary
contains so-called lock dependencies in the form of pairs of locks (l1, l2) where lock-
ing of l2 was seen while l1 was locked. At the end of the analysis, detecting cycles in
the lock dependencies is used to detect possible deadlocks. Finally, the summary also
contains information on which locks may be locked and then again unlocked within
the given function, which is needed for detecting lock dependencies with such locks in
functions higher up in the call hierarchy.

L2D2 further implements several heuristics intended to decrease the number of
possible false alarms. For instance, since double-locking/unlocking errors are quite
rare, their detection may instead be used as an indicator that the analysis is over-
approximating too much, and it may reset (some of) the working sets. An example
of another heuristic used in L2D2 is the detection of so-called gate locks, i.e., locks
guarding other locks (upon which deadlocks on the nested locks are not reported).

Within our experimental evaluation of L2D2, we have applied it on a set of 1,002
C programs with POSIX threads derived from a Debian GNU/Linux distribution, orig-
inally prepared for evaluating the static deadlock analyser based on the CProver frame-
work proposed in [7]. The benchmark consists of 11.4 MLOC. Eight of the programs
contain a known deadlock. Like CProver, L2D2 was able to detect all the deadlocks.
On the remaining 994 programs, it produced 39 false alarms (78 of the programs failed
to compile since the Infer’s front-end does not support some of the constructions used).
We find this very encouraging, considering that the CProver’s deadlock detector pro-
duced 114 false alarms, 453 timeouts (w.r.t. our 30-minute time limit), and ran out of
the available 24 GB of memory in 135 cases. Altogether, L2D2 consumed less than 1 %
of the time taken by CProver.
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1 Background and Objective

In recent years many innovative gesture recognition products to augment the
user experience for device and application control came to market. Depending
on the application these devices are often based on inertial measurement unit
sensors for wearables or, for example, on the sensing of E-field variations [1] for
desktop units. At the same time di↵erent technologies including ultrasound (US)
sensor technology for gesture capturing are actively researched. For example an
US based hand gesture recognition system is reported in [2].

The work on fingertip tracking presented in this contribution is based on
US echo path length measurements. It is shown that with the latest capacitive
micromachined ultrasonic transducer technology [3] it is possible to enhance the
resolution of the measured acoustic echo path. This enables the tracking also of
small reflecting targets such as a fingertip.

2 Ultrasound Gesture Tracking Demonstrator

As depicted in Fig. 1 a planar array of four US transducers was built to perform
US distance measurements to reflecting objects in the vicinity of the array. For a
single measurement one transducer transmits a short US pulse (duration ⇡ 60µs)
while the echos are recorded on the 3 remaining transducers. To cover all possible
echo paths the transmitting transducer is changed in a circular fashion for each
consecutive measurement.

The transducers are mounted with the sound port facing upwards. However,
since the mounted US transducers have an approximate cardioid directivity [3]
also a strong direct path signal will be recorded. Latter is often much stronger
than the echo signal except for large reflectors in close proximity of the array.
To aid the echo path measurements it is thus necessary to pre-record the di-
rect path signals in an initialization phase and subtract those signals from the
measurements during run-time.

The recorded signals are passed via a micro-controller to a host PC where
the distances to the reflecting objects are extracted. The final paper will discuss
in detail the applied signal processing methods to extract the echo path lengths.
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Fig. 1. Ultrasound transducer ar-
ray for gesture tracking

Fig. 2. Fingertip trajectory

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2 depicts the result of a fingertip tracking experiment. Initially, the hand
with the index finger pointing towards the transducer array is approaching the
array from outside the maximum recording range of 15 cm. Once the fingertip
is approximately 4 cm above the array the index finger performs a clockwise
circular motion. By modeling the fingertip as a sphere of 1.2cm diameter it is
possible to calculate its trajectory based on the echo path length measurements.

It should be emphasized that although the fingertip is the closest reflector to
the transducer array it is not the strongest. The echos from the fist behind will
interfere with the small fingertip echo. The final paper will hence demonstrate
that in order to successfully perform fingertip tracking high spatial resolution is
essential. This in turn necessitates a su�cient high bandwidth of the ultrasound
transducer signals.
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Abstract. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive

technique that allows the detection and localization of impedance changes.

By applying impedance tomography to a non-conducting rubber-base

material filled with various densities of well-conducting carbon nan-

otubes, an artificial skin for robots can be envisioned, allowing to mimic

in some sense the pressure dependent mechanoreceptors like Meissner’s

or Pacinian corpuscles. The ultimate aim of this work is to provide a

basic mechanoreceptor for small to medium forces of pressures that also

allows to some extend the spatial mapping based on solving an inverse

problem in impedance tomography. For this purpose a carbon nanotube

filled synthetic rubber was used whose local resistivity is modulated via

a locally applied force. The percolation theory provides the theoretical

background of the functional dependency of resistivity vs. local pres-

sure. The necessary electronics for the excitation of the electrodes and

for the measurement was developed and the evaluation of the inverse

reconstruction problem was implemented on a computer.

Keywords: Electrical impedance tomography Carbon nanotubes In-

verse problem.

1 Introduction

Human-robot communication and interaction is an interesting field of research.
To bring robot and human closer together not only visual and oral communica-
tion but also tactile communication are of great importance. For this purpose it
is necessary to create an artificial skin able to recognize caresses and strength
at the same time. Many di↵erent techniques have been experimented to create
an artificial skin: piezoresistive, optical, magnetic and electrical [1]. The use of
impedance tomography is inexpensive and very versatile.

2 Method and Results

For the development of an artificial skin rubber with carbon nanotubes was used.
Carbon nanotubes enable conductivity of rubber and thus make the application
of impedance tomography possible. In impedance tomography, electrodes are
placed around the perimeter of the region of interest (ROI). A current source
is connected to one electrode another is connected to ground and the resulting
potential distribution is measured at the remaining electrodes. The whole oper-
ation is then performed for each electrode. A local change in impedance in the
ROI causes a di↵erent potential distribution and can thus be measured at the
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electrodes. By derivation from Maxwell’s equations, the problem of impedance
tomography can be formulated mathematically as follows.

r · (�ru) = 0 (1)

where � = � + ı!✏ is the complex admittivity and u is the potential. [2]
The electrodes for the measurement were selected by an Arduino through

multiplexer. For the transfer of the measured values to the computer, the AC
voltage was converted to a DC voltage with a lock-in amplifier and the values
were transferred to the computer with an Arduino. The inverse ill-posed problem
was solved in Matlab. For this, a sensitivity matrix was calculated by finite ele-
ment (FEM) simulation and the inverse problem was solved with regularization.
An example of the results obtained when force is applied to the rubber with a
finger can be seen in Fig. 1. If the rubber is compressed, on the one hand, the
cross section becomes smaller, on the other hand the concentration of carbon
nanotubes increases locally, resulting in a positive change of conductivity [3].

Fig. 1: Change in conductivity due to application of force as shown in the photos.
Red pixels mark a positive change.

3 Conclusion and Outlook

A prototype for an artificial skin based on impedance tomography was devel-
oped. This is capable of detecting and localizing applied force. The disadvantage
of EIT is the poor spatial resolution, which is compensated by the cheapness and
versatility of the method. In further work, a more accurate FEM model of the
sensor will be created in FEniCSx and a sensitivity matrix will be created which
also takes into account the complex part of the admittivity. Furthermore, the
control of the multiplexer, the recording of the measured values and the calcula-
tion of the solution of the inverse problem will be implemented on a Raspberry
Pi.
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1 Introduction

In robotic systems the precise knowledge of the relative position and speed of
the machine’s components is key for controlling their movement in exact posi-
tioning tasks. To be able to control the position, speed, and angular acceleration
of a robotic arm, the relative angular position, the angular speed and angu-
lar acceleration in each pivot joint must be known precisely. To obtain these
state variables angular encoders and appropriate processing power to estimate
properly the time evolution of speed and acceleration are used in each joint.

Angular encoders in particular if they are to fit into joints have a very lim-
ited, and typically too low an inherent angular resolution and clearly deliver
non-synchronized, to the clock of the controlling processor, their samples. These
problems are further aggravated by the inherent temporal derivatives in estimat-
ing speed and angular acceleration, necessary for optimal control strategies.
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Fig. 1. Left: Error of the sensor’s measured position signal. Blue: original signal. Green:
filtered signal using the SG-Algorithm. Right: Simulation of the sensors output signal
(red) as the real position (blue) superposed with an interpolating sine curve.

The angular encoder we analyzed is constructed of two annular discs, each of
which connects to one rotating component in a joint. The sensor itself provides a
low noise, complex valued (in-phase and quadrature) signal for discrete angular
increments that need to be resampled to fixed in time increments.

Several sources of error (lateral and angular displacement of the rotational
axes of encoder, base, jitter stemming from an uneven graduation, etc) can be
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registered via calibration and corrected for by appropriate digital processing of
the encoder signals. A typical error signal is shown in Figure 1, left.

This error is of systematic nature but is dependent on a displacement or
tilt of the sensor’s discs. A simple measure to overcome this error would be to
measure the error for di↵erent states and to save that result in a lookup table for
later corrections to be applied. However, since the data processing of the sensor
is executed on a rather small sized FPGA, creating and using a lookup table at
the desired update rate of the measurands to correct the error typically is not
possible.

2 Approach

The sensor’s signal can simplified be modeled as

↵m(t) = ↵r(t) +A ⇤ sin(k ⇤ ↵r(t)), (1)

with the true angle ↵r, the measured angle ↵m, the error amplitude A and a fac-
tor k to describe its spatial periodicity (depicted in Fig. 1, right). Consequently,
the error signal’s temporal frequency is dependent on the velocity @↵r/@t.

We identified the problem as trying to estimate the signals trend line which
should be close to ↵r. One intuitive solution would be to find the best fit line of a
certain order in the data. One filter that bears on this idea is the Savitzky-Golay-
Filter [1]. Mathematically the Savitzky-Golay-Filter is based on a least square
based polynomial fit of a number of data points. The SG-Filter is normally
used in post processing data to reduce noise without attenuating high frequency
components e.g. in EEG data processing [2]. For this aim the central data point
of a given data set is corrected. This would in our case lead to a lag of half the
filter length. So in order to be applicable for online filtering of data we utilized
the mathematical properties of the least square estimation to actually correct
the last point of the data set.

3 Conclusion and Outlook

We analyzed the behavior of the filter by simulating di↵erent situations in terms
of acceleration/deceleration and speed with di↵erent orders and lengths of the
Savitzky-Golay-Filter. As expected, the choice of order depends on the dynamics
of the signal to be filtered. For steady velocities the filter showed good results.
The green line in Fig. 1, left depicts the filtering result on the real data with a
filter length of 300. For higher dynamic signals, especially when the acceleration
is non constant, the filter’s accuracy decreases.
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The limited transmitter-to-receiver stop-band isolation of the duplexer in
long term evolution (LTE) and LTE advanced (LTE-A) frequency division du-
plex (FDD) transceivers causes a leakage signal from the transmitter (Tx) into
the receiver (Rx). These leakage signals result in a multitude of self-interference
(SI) problems in the receiver path(s) diminishing the receivers sensitivity. This
work proposes a novel architecture combating Tx induced modulated spur inter-
ference, arising in LTE-A transceivers operating in downlink carrier aggregation.
In contrast to traditional adaptive filter solutions, the presented work relies on
an approach inspired by neural networks (NNs).

In the case of LTE-A FDD transceivers operating in downlink CA with at
least two active receive paths and one transmit path (cf. Fig. 1a), modulated
spurs may cause an SI signal under certain conditions. The duplexer, connecting
the Tx and Rx paths to the antenna, has a limited stop-band attenuation of
typically 50 dB [1], which allows for part of the Tx signal to leak into the Rx
paths. In combination with multiple clock sources and dividers needed for all
possible CA scenarios, which create various harmonics in the analog front-end
of the transceiver, this can lead to a downconversion of the distorted Tx leakage
signal into the baseband of one of or more of the receive paths. This leaked and
frequency shifted Tx signal in the RX paths represents the SI signal.

The total received Rx signal (including the SI signal), for the considered case
of modulated spurs, after the channel select filter (CSF) with sampling frequency
fs can be mathematically formulated as [2]

yTotBB [n] = ATot

⇣
xTx
BB [n] ⇤ hTx,L

BB [n]
⌘
e

j2⇡f�t
fs ⇤ hs [n]

+ALNA

�
yRx
BB [n] + nBB [n]

�
⇤ hs [n] , (1)

where ATot = APAALNAAsp (amplification factors of the power amplifier, low
noise amplifier and the spur, respectively) and with the transfer function hs [n] of
the CSF. Further, xTx

BB is the complex valued BB Tx signal, hTx,L
BB [n] the impulse

response of the Tx-Rx leakage channel, f� = fRx2 � fTx the frequency shift,
yRx
BB [n] the wanted Rx signal, and nBB [n] the thermal noise. After cancellation,
ideally, only the wanted Rx signal and some noise is left of this signal.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Block diagram of an LTE RF transceiver (a) and the proposed architecture (b).

In this paper, we propose a novel real-valued architecture which borrows
concepts from NNs. Similar to a black-box NN implementation, the proposed
architecture (cf. Fig. 1b) learns its parameters via backpropagation [3]. Each
block of the overall system is modeled separately (FIR filter, frequency shift,
IIR filter) and, unlike state-of-the-art methods, is completely real-valued. This
is achieved by using the real- and imaginary parts of the input and output signals
as separate input/output paths. By doing so, we will show, that the resulting
architecture cannot only out-perform state-of-the-art models significantly, but
also results in a low-complexity solution. Furthermore, we will show that the
presented architecture is able to cope with any allocation pattern of both Tx
and Rx signals, which proved to be a di�cult challenge for adaptive algorithms
of former works.

For evaluation, we ran the proposed architecture and the variable step-size
LMS (VSSLMS) algorithm presented in [2] 10 times and averaged their perfor-
mance (not shown due to space constraints). The VSSLMS reaches a steady-
state normalized mean squared error (NMSE) performance of �26 dB while the
proposed architecture reaches an NMSE value as low as �36 dB. Clearly, the
proposed learning architecture outperforms the VSSLMS significantly. In the fi-
nal paper, we will present further simulation results with di↵erent signal powers
and allocation patterns. Furthermore, we will present the proposed architecture
in greater detail and will provide complexity considerations.
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In single-carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) communication
systems [3], data is transmitted using a single-carrier (SC) modulation scheme
and transformed to frequency domain on receiver side for equalization, also re-
ferred to as data estimation. With this approach, beneficial properties of both
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and SC modulation schemes
can be combined. In this work, we investigate neural network (NN) based SC-
FDE, i.e. we aim to substitute the model-based equalizer with an NN. We already
employed NN based data estimators for unique word OFDM systems [1], where
close to optimal bit error ratio (BER) performance could be achieved.

Like in OFDM systems, in SC-FDE systems the data transmission is carried
out in a block-wise manner, i.e. blocks of payload data are separated in time
domain by a guard interval. In this paper, a known deterministic sequence, re-
ferred to as unique word (UW), is employed as a guard interval. Due to the
block-based data transmission, the transmission chain of an SC-FDE system,
shown in Fig. 1, distinguishes from the transmission chain of a standard SC sys-
tem. That is, on transmitter side, the data symbols are grouped into blocks and
a UW is inserted as a guard interval between these blocks. After upsampling and
root-raised cosine pulse-shaping, the data blocks are transmitted over a multi-
path channel and are disturbed by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In
SC-FDE systems, the received data blocks including the UW guard intervals
are transformed to frequency domain, where matched filtering (MF), and down-
sampling are performed. Traditionally, equalization is carried out by a linear
estimator like a linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) or zero forcing
(ZF) equalizer. The computational complexity of linear equalizers is very low,
however, they provide only suboptimal BER performance.

As shown in Fig. 2, our preliminary results on NN based data estimation
for SC-FDE systems are promising since the LMMSE and the ZF equalizer can
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Fig. 1. Transmission chain of an SC-FDE system.
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Fig. 2. BER performance of model-based and NN equalizers for data transmission
without channel coding.

be beaten by an NN equalizer. However, it can also be observed from Fig. 2,
that the BER curve of the NN equalizer flattens out at higher signal-to-noise
ratios3, which necessitates further investigations. In the full version of this pa-
per, we will show how to incorporate domain knowledge into the design of NN
equalizers to reduce their computational complexity and/or improve their per-
formance, whereby interesting approaches have already been shown e.g. in [4, 2]
for general multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. Moreover, we plan
to investigate the optimal position of an NN based data estimator in the receiver
processing chain.
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Trend break detection, or step filtering, is a prolific problem that manifests
in multiple areas of science, from econometrics [5] to fiber monitoring [4] (here,
e.g., to detect faults in fiber-optic cables), and from quantum computing [2] to
biochemistry [3]. Since often, but not always, the localization of the step occurs in
a processing phase subsequent to data acquisition, the data is contaminated with
the characteristics of the physical system responsible for the latter. Following a
simplistic system theory analysis, one could conjecture, thus, that the response
of the measurement system (MS) is the combination of the impulse responses
of the data acquisition system (DAS) and data processing system (DAP), such
that:

hMS = hDAS ⇤ hDAP, (1)

where hDAS and hDAP denote the impulse response of the individual systems,
respectively.

In a recent study [1], Guzman et al performed a thorough analysis on the (ap-
proximate) intrinsic response hDAP of a sparse estimation algorithm, the Kacz-
marz variant of the Linearized Bregman Iterations (LBI) algorithm, when used
at the core of a DAP for fiber fault detection. A so-called cluster of potential
step positions was found around the true position in the LBI estimation result.
Due to the consistency of the cluster shape, primarily being scaled by the step’s
magnitude, a deconvolution method was proposed to increase the DAP’s reso-
lution. It was shown that a so-called approximate deconvolution compensation
routine, that locally acts on the identified clusters, outperforms an equalization
filter with coe�cients determined through a least squares optimization.

As is the norm in the literature, the work in [1] considered an abrupt tran-
sition in the dataset, i.e., a discontinuous step. Such discontinuous features are
scarcely observed in real field data, either due to a limitation of the probe sig-
nal or of the measurement apparatus, both integral parts of the DAS. Under

? The research reported in this paper has been funded by BMK, BMDW, and the
State of Upper Austria in the frame of the COMET Programme managed by FFG.
This work is supported by: the COMET-K2 “Center for Symbiotic Mechatronics” of
the Linz Center of Mechatronics (LCM), funded by the Austrian federal government
and the federal state of Upper Austria. The authors would like to acknowledge the
support from Brazilian agencies CNPq, Capes, and FAPERJ.
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such real conditions, a continuous, non-abrupt – or smooth – step manifests in
the dataset. In this work, the intrinsic characteristics of the DAS are investi-
gated as well, and a model is built to reflect the so-called smooth steps in the
dataset. Fig. 1 shows abrupt and smooth steps with corresponding clusters in the
LBI estimation results. We investigate how the recently proposed approximate
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Fig. 1. Fiber profiles with abrupt and smooth steps with corresponding clusters in the
LBI estimation results.

deconvolution method, proposed and validated in [1] to deal with the DAP’s
detection cluster, can be utilized to tackle the smooth step detection problem
in case information about the individual subsystem responses (DAP and DAS)
are known. The aim is to improve the accuracy of the MS, identify otherwise
indiscernible events, and decrease the overall computational e↵ort.
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1 Measuring the Stress-Strain Curve of Thin Fibers

In order to characterize material properties, amongst other methods, stress-

strain diagrams are utilized. Obtaining these from specimen which are small in

at least one dimension requires contactless measurement of the strain. Therefore,

for the characterization of thin fibers we propose using the laser-speckle-pattern

based system presented in this paper. Both, laser-speckle-imaging as well as video

extensometers follow the same principle of tracking markers on the specimen’s

surface to estimate the strain. In case of laser-speckle-imaging, laser-speckle-

patterns, such as the one depicted in Fig. 1(a), are used as fiducial markers.

These patterns are randomly looking and can be observed when an optically

rough surface is illuminated by su�ciently coherent light. They can be thought

of as a fingerprint of the corresponding surface area. Laser-speckle-patterns o↵er

the benefit of having a contrast equal to unity as well as being applicable for a

very wide temperature range.

2 Optical Preprocessing

For strain estimation, one has to estimate the displacements ay,EA and ay,EB

of two, ideally infinitely small, surface elements A and B separated by the

baselength dAB. Then the strain can be calculated using the expression " =

(ay,EA � ay,EB) · d�1
AB. In practice, it is not possible to estimate the displacement

of an infinitely small surface area. Instead, the average shift of a larger area

ay,Spot is to be estimated.

One problem which arises when trying to estimate the average displacement

of one of the two surface areas is that the laser-speckle-pattern, on which the

estimate is based on, also gets displaced in x�direction [1]. Therefore, it is im-

portant to minimize the measurement system’s sensitivity to such a transverse

motion. This can be achieved by employing filtering in the Fourier plane of the

4f-optical setup [2]. The filtering also reduces the dimensionality of the estima-

tion problem to one dimension and therefore allowing for the use of a linescan
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camera instead of an areascan camera. Additionally, Fourier filtering allows con-

trolling the speckle size in y�direction. This is important in order to minimize

the occurrence of spatial aliasing.

3 Digital Signal Processing

In the context of strain measurement via laser-speckle-patterns digital signal

processing is used for estimating the displacements ay,SpotA and ay,SpotB. As out-
lined in Sec. 1 this then directly leads to an estimate for the strain. The goal is to

reach a resolution and an accuracy of about 0.1 m equating to 1/70 of the CCDs

pixel pitch for the displacement measurement of each spot. This is achieved by

using the phase of the cross-spectral density spectrum and the Fourier shift the-

orem. The estimate is further improved by calculating the weighted average of

the phase over all frequency bins. For weighting the squared coherence value of

each bin is utilized. Fig. 1(c) shows an exemplary application of this method to

a continuously displaced human hair.
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Fig. 1: (a) Image of a typical laser-speckle-pattern. (b) Dumbbell shaped speci-

men with two coherently illuminated spots on the surface. (c) Measurement of

the displacement of human hair mounted on a piezoelectric translation stage.
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1 Introduction

The final quality of pellets is influenced by quite a number of production param-
eters of the pelletizer, like extrusion temperature, pressure, pelletizing speed,
humidity of the feedstock, cutting knife sharpness, to name just a few. One
quality measure can be assessed by determining the shape of the final product.
Close to a spherical shape (like shown in Fig. 1, left, upper image) is considered
best and deviations are an indication of deteriorating quality up to the point
where the pellets exhibit fraying like is shown in Fig. 1, left, lower image. Since
production parameters typically vary rather slowly it is su�cient if only a very
small fraction of pellets are analyzed via a side-stream port with an attached
camera to acquire a sequence of color-separated images that are analyzed (see
Fig. 1, right for a typical result of the smoothness estimator).

Fig. 1. Left: sample of high (upper image) and low (lower image) quality pellets. Right:

The smoothness describes the normalized value of the first Fourier Descriptor. Green

crosses represent high quality pellets, red crosses low quality pellets and blue crosses

represent pellets that can’t be separated from the vantage point of the camera.

?
Supported by Pro2Future GmbH.
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We could show that shape feature extracting image processing steps allow to
characterize with a high level of statistical confidence a quality measure similar
to human inspection.

These shape features are based on a limited subset of normalized length
Fourier Descriptors [1] applied to appropriately binarized and edge-extracted
monochrome video images. Fourier Descriptors treat the object’s contour pix-
els as sequence of complex-valued, discretized coordinates, where the real part
constitutes the line index and the imaginary part the column index of each con-
tour pixel. With this sequence Fourier transformed one obtains more generalized
information on the shape, as is shown below.

2 Methodology

The result of this Fourier transform is a two sided spectrum of the contour.
We normalize this spectrum, omitting the zeroth order representing the center
of area, to get an assessment on the intensity of certain shape features. The
descriptors of lower orders contain information on more general features of the
shape. The positive first order descriptor for example is linked to the roundness
of the object. The magnitude of the negative first and the second and third order
descriptors deliver information on oval, triangular and rectangular shape features
of the object. Higher order descriptors contain information on the complexity
of the contour. The distribution of the magnitude in certain low order Fourier
Descriptors is used to determine the production quality. To determine the quality
of cylindrical pellets e.g. the information in the positive first order and third order
Fourier Descriptors was shown to be significant.

3 Conclusion and Outlook

The first tests showed that the Fourier Descriptors can give a similar assessment
of high and low quality pellets to a visual inspection (Fig. 1 right). The next step
is to implement the developed algorithms on the production machine. With this
setup the machine will deliberately be operated out of the optimal working point
with di↵erent erroneous parameters, e.g. artificially blunting the cutting knifes,
setting too high/low extrusion temperatures etc. Based on this data set we want
to analyze whether it is possible to link certain faults to specific distributions
in the Fourier Descriptors. To identify the relevant Fourier Descriptors we will
perform the Principal Component Analysis [2] on the recorded data. On this
result the controlling process will be based.
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Today, gesture control can be used in many areas, and it makes everyday work

easier for many people. Gesture recognition is an extension to human-machine

communication in the sense of virtual reality by evaluating human input (ges-

tures) transmitted to a computer to perform a specific function. Especially the

fields of computer vision and machine-learning have a great interest in gesture

recognition, where human gestures are analyzed to provide non-intrusive tech-

nology results [3]. Plenty fields of application already exist for gesture recognition

(e.g., sign language interpretation [4], smart home applications [2], smart infras-

tructure control [1]). Controlling a height-adjustable treatment table by avoiding

the operation of a switch or button as well as the use of force would facilitate

personnel in their work. For this purpose, a gesture control system is being de-

veloped, which enables the contactless control of the height of a treatment table

using a pocket-worn tag, which is wirelessly connected to the control of the

treatment table and which allows to classify a set of simple lower-limb gestures.

The delay time must be minimized in order to perform the function as fast as

possible. Essential challenges of this work are the carrying position of the tag (it

is to be carried in the users’ trouser pocket) and the required implementation of

a gesture recognition algorithm on an edge device.

In the field of gesture recognition based on motion data, movements are

captured by measuring acceleration, angular velocities, or changes in pressure,

strain, temperature or distances (w.r.t. a static reference location) as time-series

signal. Due to their availablity as low-cost component, acceleration sensors as

well as sensors measuring angular velocities are frequently used for gesture recog-

nition (see e.g.[5]) and are also used in the present contribution. Gesture recog-

nition requires software that further processes the raw data from the sensors and

performs classification. To finally perform the desired gesture control based on

3D acceleration data and 3D angular velocities, a machine learning algorithm is
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implemented, which allows to distinguish the di↵erent defined gestures. For this

first consideration and implementation, the k-nearest neighbour (knn) algorithm

based on learned features is used. It is implemented based on data acquired in a

measurement campaign, in which eight test participants performed the defined

gestures in 10 repetitions. Due to the di↵erent test persons and their di↵erent

speeds when performing the gesture, only a low accuracy of 75 % was achieved,

so two alternative approaches were tested. First a binary classifier was imple-

mented, which distinguishes whether a control by a defined gesture is present

or not. Next, the categorical classifier was tested, focusing on distinguishing the

executed gestures.

The actual implementation of those algorithms provides information on how

successfully the system can work and whether gesture control is possible for this

project. It is evaluated using the dataset, that was already used for validating

the knn algorithm. This recorded data is split into training (80%) and test (20%)

data. Then both the knn algorithm and binary/categorical classifier approach

are executed and the data is sent to the system. It can be observed that after

each learned run the accuracy of the categorical classifier approach increases and

finally reaches a value of 89.1% correct classifications. The binary classifier ap-

proach obtains 93.7% of correctly classified blocks. Comparatively, using the knn

method, an accuracy in the range 75%-82% was achieved on the same dataset.

The application is promising, as despite challenges imposed by the infavor-

able position, at which the tag is worn, di↵erent gestures can be distinguished

with high accuracy. Next steps involve further parameter optimization of the im-

plemented algorithms in the algorithms as well as continuing the development

demonstrator.
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JKU-ITS Automobile for research on autonomous 
vehicles 
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Abstract. In this paper, we present our brand-new platform for Automated Driv-
ing research. The chosen vehicle is a RAV4 hybrid SUV from TOYOTA pro-
vided with exteroceptive sensors such as a multilayer LIDAR, a monocular cam-
era, Radar and GPS; and proprioceptive sensors such as encoders and a 9-DOF 
IMU. These sensors are integrated in the vehicle via a main computer running 
ROS1 under Linux 20.04. Additionally, we installed an open-source ADAS 
called Comma 2, that runs Openpilot to control the vehicle. The platform is cur-
rently been used to research in the fields of autonomous vehicles, human and 
autonomous vehicles interaction, human factors and energy consumption.  

Keywords: ADS-equipped vehicle, Autonomous vehicle, drive-by-wire, 
ADAS, ROS1. 

1 Introduction and Approach 

Most of the research platforms that can be found in the literature rely on 
complex adaptations of expensive and sometimes unreliable electro-me-
chanical structures to develop an automated-driven vehicle for research 
purposes. 

We present in this paper the steps followed to provide the research 
vehicle at the Intelligent Transportation Systems Chair Sustainable 
Transport Logistics 4.0. at the Johannes Kepler University in Linz (JKU-
ITS), TOYOTA RAV4 hybrid SUV (Fig.1) with drive-by-wire capabil-
ities. We focus on the placement of the sensors, power management sys-
tem, and data management along with the software architecture of the 
vehicle. 
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Fig. 1. Research vehicle at the JKU-ITS. 

2 Results & Future work 

The vehicle has been used in several demonstrations and also it has been 
a key part of two already published projects. In [1], the battery energy 
estimation model in SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) was com-
pared with the battery energy consumption of the vehicle finding out 
huge differences between the estimated model and the real data. Then in 
[2], the behavior of human drivers while using the Automated Driving 
System (ADS) available in the vehicle was studied. They studied the re-
sponse of the driver to a take-over request at different driving speeds 
while being engaged in non-driving-related tasks. 
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Abstract.  This paper presents the development of the JKU-ITS Last Mile De-
livery Robot. The proposed approach utilizes a combination of one 3D LiDAR, 
RGB-D camera, IMU and GPS sensor on top of a mobile robot slope mower. An 
embedded computer, running ROS1, is utilized to process the sensor data streams 
to enable 2D and 3D Simultaneous Localization and Mapping, 2D localization 
and object detection using a convolutional neural network. 
Keywords: Last Mile Delivery, Mobile Robot, Sensors, Sensor-Fusion, ROS1 

1 Introduction and Method 

Autonomous delivery robots can overcome challenges related to navigation in an urban 
environment, including parking and its effect on fuel consumption, fuel costs and CO2 
emissions [1, 2]. 
We present a software and hardware architecture for a mobile robot for the delivery of 
packages and letters within the campus of the Johannes Kepler University in Linz 
(JKU). 
The Last Mile Delivery Robot (LMDBot) was built using as base platform a “spider 
ILD01” lawn mower [3]. The following equipment was then added as illustrated in 
Fig.1: 3D LiDAR Ouster OS1, Phidgets Spatial IMU and Ublox GPS and an Intel Re-
alsense RGB-D camera. A 2D map was generated by relying on the hector-SLAM [4]. 
The corresponding 3D map was produced using LIO-SAM [5]. Finally, the objects in 
the vicinity were detected relying on the YOLO convolutional neural network V4 [6].  

2 Results 

Fig. 2 displays the results of the object detection, the generated 2D map and the 
corresponding 3D map. 
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Fig. 1: Developed mobile robot platform, (1) 3D LiDAR Ouster OS1, (2) Phidgets Spatial 
IMU and Ublox GPS, (3) Intel Realsense RGB-D camera, (4) Slope lawn mower 

Fig. 2: a) Object detection, b) generated 2D map of the JKU campus, c) Dense 3D map of 
the JKU campus 
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Extended abstract

Perception systems based on LiDAR information play a crucial role in Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems guaranteeing a better driver understanding of the en-
vironment. In particular, deep learning methods oriented to object detection [3]
and semantic segmentation [6] provide high accuracy in the localization and
classification of the provided data. In general, these approaches require large
amounts of data with a wide range of conditions to endow the model with the
ability to cope with the most challenging urban scenarios. Consequently, syn-
thetic data becomes an enticing option, as all simulation data can be param-
eterized. However, the gap between both domains features is, in general, large
enough to entail a loss of detection performance. To tackle this problem, we
propose an approach that relies on domain adaptation techniques for image-
to-image translation [4], adapted to harness the characteristics of LiDAR data.
Unlike other methods that use representations with a certain degree of infor-
mation loss [5], our algorithm encodes the raw point cloud features to obtain a
voxelized representation of the LiDAR information [3]. Our goal is to generate
new samples similar to those captured by a real sensor, created from a simulator,
to provide a larger catalog of scenes that can be used indistinctly by detection
algorithms.

As a first objective, we create a dataset through the CARLA simulator [2] in
which real sensor specifications involved in the SemanticKITTI dataset [1] are
mimicked, the number of samples is similar and multiple types of scenarios such
as cities, mountain roads or highways are provided.

Afterwards, we adapt a well-known algorithm that addresses the image-to-
image translation problem [4], using a Generative Adversarial Network approach,
to transform the style of a simulated point cloud to one closer to the real samples,
while maintaining its content in an unsupervised fashion. However, we noticed
the generator may be too shallow for our task, unable to create deep associations
between our features. Therefore, we decided to replace the generator architecture
with Polarnet [6], which can exploit the Point Pillars [3] representation, after
adapting some task-related aspects.

We assess the quality of the generated representations through the Frechet
Inception Distance (FID) metric as in [4]. However, since it uses a network
already trained on a 3-channel representation, some changes are necessary. As
a solution to this problem, we propose an encoding with unique combinations
in which each slice of height takes the value of a power of 2 and the sum of the
groups will result in an RGB value.

For our experiments, we implement two di↵erent encodings: first, to see the
contributions of replacing the architecture, we use a binary encoding represented
by a 1, if any point falls inside, and 0 otherwise, and second, we choose the
encoding presented in [3] to fully grasp the features within each voxel.

Preliminary results are shown in Table 1 and the same example is depicted
for all encodings in the Fig. 1.
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Table 1. FID metrics (lower is better) comparing synthetic and generated images with
the SemanticKITTI images of the validation split. If the proposed encoding + Resnet
generator is used, they su↵er from mode collapse, producing no data.

Source Synthbinary Resnetbinary Oursbinary Synthppillars Resnetppillars Oursppillars

FID 172.85 60.63 44.91 100.03 > 500 39.02

(a) Synthetic (b) Resnet gen. (c) Ours (d) Real

Fig. 1. Comparison between synthetic samples, generated with Resnet and with our
method and real samples, respectively. In the first row, the binary encoded samples are
placed, while in the last row, the proposed encoding is used.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose the integration
of this voxelized representation of a point cloud in domain adaptation. We can
summarize our main contributions in three points: 1) a simulated dataset that
exhibits rich diversity, 2) the solution that adapts an image-to-image domain
adaptation method to handle LiDAR information in a unique way that can
subsequently be used by detection networks and 3) the experiments resulting
from our method with a new encoding to compare voxelized LiDAR data easily.
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Deep Learning Data Association Applied to

Multi-Object Tracking Systems
?
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Abstract. In this work, a robust and reliable multi-object tracking
(MOT) system for autonomous vehicles is presented. In crowded urban
road scenes accurate data association between tracked objects and in-
coming new detections is crucial. To achieve that, a combination of deep
learning techniques and a square-root unscented Kalman filter is used.
The system follows a tracking-by-detection paradigm and the new deep
learning architecture presented is based on Siamese and convolutional
LSTM networks.

Keywords: Autonomous driving · Deep learning · Multi-object track-
ing.

1 Multi-Object Tracking

Following the tracking-by-detection paradigm, the MOT task is composed of
three di↵erent stages, the prediction, association and update stages. For those
systems based only on classic algorithms as the Kalman filter, the key challenge
is to achieve a robust and reliable data association. We approach this problem
by designing a new deep learning architecture for the association stage.

1.1 Deep Learning Re-Identification

A new deep learning approach based on two di↵erent architectures has been
used for the association stage. In the proposed architecture, for each track and
frame, first, an LSTM convolutional network (convLSTM) [3] extracts the spa-
tiotemporal features from the input sequence. This sequence is formed by the
N = 8 previous detections of the current track. Next, a Siamese convolutional
neural network [1] have been used to compute the similarity distance between
the output of the convLSTM network and all the new detections coming from
current frame. This architecture, called AppNet, is shown in figure 1.

Once all the similarity distances have been computed for the current frame,
a cost matrix is made. This cost matrix is solved using the Hungarian algorithm,
whose output is the final result of the association step.

? Supported by organization Universidad Carlos III de Madrid.
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Fig. 1. AppNet network architecture.

The two networks that compose AppNet are trained together as a single one
using the Triplet Loss [4]. Moreover, one of the major contributions of this work
is that the anchor used is a sequence of l = 8 images of the same tracked object.

1.2 Kalman Filter Tracking

In addition to the prediction and update stages, we use the SR-UKF [2] to
implement a fault-detection system based on the filter innovation vector and the
�2 distribution calculated from it. This fault-detection system is applied before
the AppNet cost matrix calculation to reduce the computational cost of the
association stage.
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Abstract. This work presents a methodology to obtain Dynamic User Equilib-
rium (DUE) over a road network considering the exhausted gas effect of motor-
ized traffic. On purpose, three emission models are integrated in part to the traffic 
simulator AIMSUN and, an entire modeling structure is proposed. The proposed 
methodology is tested on both a hypothetical test network and a real-world net-
work from Istanbul, Turkey. With the use of dynamic traffic assignment compo-
nents of AIMSUN, emissions are incorporated to dynamic cost functions. Fur-
thermore, link travel times are considered in the dynamic cost functions in con-
junction with emissions. The DUE condition is converged according to dynamic 
cost functions. Results with the employment of different emission models on a 
real road network are visualized, compared, and discussed. 

Keywords: Dynamic Traffic Assignment, Vehicular Emissions, Traffic Simula-
tion, Optimization. 

1 Introduction 

The environmental aspects of transportation problems have been gaining significant focus in re-
cent years. According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) [1], road 
transportation has become the greatest source for carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NOx), 
and sulfur dioxide (SOx) emissions. One of the ways of addressing such issues in transportation 
engineering requires the consideration of environmental perspectives for transportation network 
flow modeling. Integration of such environmental perspectives to modeling methodologies (i.e., 
Dynamic Traffic Assignment) is an active topic in the literature [2]. In the work summarized in 
this paper in part, a methodology is developed considering explicitly the dynamic variation of 
emissions throughout the modeling horizon. On purpose, the DTA module in AIMSUN [3] is 
used in the integrated model structure. Different emission models, i.e., Barth and Boriboon-
somsin [5], MOVESTAR [6], and QUARTET [7], are integrated to AIMSUN as a part of dy-
namic cost functions. Using the DTA module of AIMSUN, Dynamic User Equilibrium (DUE) is 
aimed to be obtained considering emission effects of traffic. To observe the effects of emissions 
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on vehicle routing, two scenarios are created. In the first scenario, the dynamic cost functions are 
written considering only the link travel times. For the second scenario, emissions and travel times 
are considered together in the dynamic cost functions. Prior to case study modeling, the proposed 
methodology is tested on Nguyen-Dupuis test network with hypothetical traffic demand data. 
Following trials at the test network, the proposed modeling structure is used to simulate flows 
over a medium-large scale road network of the main campus of (ITU) using real-world measure-
ments. Real-world measurements, i.e., observed speeds on links and turning ratios at intersec-
tions, have been used to calibrate the model and to obtain demand profiles for the morning and 
evening peak hours. The test network and ITU network, which is modeled in AIMSUN network 
editor, are given respectively in Fig.1a and Fig. 1b.  

Fig. 1. a) Nguyen-Dupuis Test Network, b) Istanbul Technical University Campus 
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Abstract. Microscopic traffic simulation is a very powerful tools to evaluate 
transportation systems. For a simulation model to represent reality at a satisfac-
tory level, models require calibration. Calibration implies that inputs to the 
model (e.g., driving behavior), must be set correctly so that modeled traffic 
conditions can mimic reality properly. However, calibration is a cumbersome 
process. As the complexity of the model increases, even running the simulation 
alone can be time-consuming. Sensitivity Analysis (SA) can be used in this re-
gard. SA can be defined as the study of model parameters to determine which 
input parameter (or combination of them) influences the model output more 
than the rest of the parameters. This study provides a preliminary SA for the 
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Controlled vehicle car-following model with the 
use of microscopic simulation environment SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mo-
bility).  

Keywords: Sensitivity, Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control, Hf controller,
Traffic Simulation. 

1 Introduction 

Sensitivity Analysis (SA) can be defined as the study of model parameters to determine which input 
parameter(s) influences the model output more than the rest of the parameters. SA can give qualita-
tive and quantitative insights to the modeler about the effect of parameters which can be crucial for 
traffic modeling. The modeling literature is very extensive and rich in terms of SA studies. However, 
in terms of traffic engineering, current literature is still very young and few examples exist [1-5]. 
This study provides a preliminary SA for a car-following model proposed for Cooperative Adaptive 
Cruise Controlled (CACC) vehicles with [6] with the use of microscopic simulation environment 
SUMO (Simulation of Urban Mobility) [7]. This work is an extension of the study from [8] which 
has proposed a novel Hf  controller for the combined control of freeway traffic by adopting coordi-
nated Ramp Metering (RM) and Variable Speed Limiting (VSL) strategies. The test case in [8] is a 
real freeway segment with four on-ramps and off-ramps in the city of Istanbul and field observations 
are used to calibrate the IDM car-following model on SUMO. This paper expands upon this previous 
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work to investigate the variance of throughput on the bottleneck area with respect to varying CACC 
vehicle penetration ratio and τ (minimum time gap) parameter of the CACC car-following model. 
For comparisons, simulations are repeated for four different control scenarios. Results are given in 
Fig. 1. Based on the results mentioned above, the sensitivity of the CACC car following model will 
be investigated in further studies, in which both the flow and the control characteristics of traffic 
vary. 

Fig. 1. Total throughput for varying penetration rates and different minimum time headway parameter 
values. 
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1 Introduction

Smart Mobility is a concept within Smart Cities, which are ”cities in which
ICT is merged with traditional infrastructures, coordinated and integrated using
new digital technologies” ( [2]). According to the United Nations 2/3 of world
population is expected to live in cities by 2050. Therefore, mobility is a keystone
for providing citizens access to services. In this context, Smart Mobility allows to
make the most from a multi-modal transportation planning ([3]), while providing
urban managers and planners data intensive decision making support tools.

In this context, two important elements nowadays are on one side the avail-
ability of data and on the other the need of online machine learning methodolo-
gies. First, many elements in smart mobility are Data-Driven, such as Connected
Vehicles, the Internet of Things, Sensor Networks[1] or Indoor Localization.

However, it is obvious that with the accelerating rate of growth of the data
constantly springing from mobility systems, it becomes harder and harder to
apply traditional Machine Learning methodologies, in order to extract knowledge
from it. It becomes too big and obsolete too fast. A smarter approach is to
extract such knowledge – to build the models – while data is being produced.
That strategy is sometimes called Data Stream Mining, which can process and
apply preprocessing, machine learning techniques, etc. on the fly, without any
need for storing all the coming data. Two key characteristic of Data Stream
Mining based strategies is that they can be adaptive and incremental.

In this communication, our intention is to share a few paradigmatic examples
of the application of that kind of machine learning to smart mobility projects, in
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order to motivate practitioners to consider the pros and cons of such approach.
Two examples worth mentioning follow. First, the work in [4], where they share a
”smart tra�c management platform”, (STMP). Their goal is to integrate online
data streams coming from heterogeneous sources, such as Internet of Things
(IoT) networks, smart networks or social media. A very important element to
this platform is their argued capability of detecting concept drift, which is a
useful feature in order to trigger adaptation or model commutation strategies.

In [5] a tra�c sign detection, tracking and recognition methodology is shared
including an incremental framework with three components, an o↵-line detec-
tor, an online detector, and motion model predictor, to achieve simultaneous
detection and tracking. The sensor used as an input to the system is merely a
mono-camara on a moving vehicle under non-stationary environments.

These and some other State of the Art works will be discussed in order to
present the topic an its current penetration in the Smart Mobility arena.
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Abstract. Periodical vehicle inspection is a common practice amongst

European countries. The paper describes the transition of technical in-

spections in Slovak Republic towards smart technologies. It presents the

smart phone application utilization in the inspection process. The paper

discusses the outcomes of the first year of using this app at Slovak techni-

cal inspection stations. The smart phones are not used only to help with

the process management but the novelty is that they collect data from

the sensors and they also use their own sensors for the vehicle dynamics

measurements.

Keywords: vehicle inspection; smart phone application; on board diag-

nostics, vehicle safety, brake testing

1 Introduction

Presented mobile application, mSTK can be found at [1]. Since 1st of January

2020 it has been mandatory to use this smartphone app during the PTI tests in

Slovakia to perform the following tasks:

– taking and uploading photograph of odometer to national server,

– taking and uploading photograph of vehicle identification number (VIN) to

national server,

– reading diagnostic trouble codes from car’s on board diagnostics port (OBD)

and uploading them to national server,

– measuring acceleration of the vehicle during brake test, calculating the re-

sults and uploading measurement and the results to the national server.

The smart app utilization in PTI process contributes to fraud prevention at

PTI service stations in the following way:

1. The internet connection is necessary to perform any task using the app,

2. the technician has to enter his credentials to be able to perform any task,

3. the VIN photograph prevents using di↵erent vehicle for tests,
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4. the odometer photograph prevents from faking the odometer values in the

national system,

5. the app sends location of the taken photographs to prevent performing the

test outside the PTI service station (the photograph can not be taken with-

out localization services enabled),

6. it double checks VIN by reading it from OBD as well,

7. it reads diagnostics trouble codes via OBD, these can not be ignored by the

technician,

8. the location of the device is stored and uploaded to national server during

the brake driving test, to make certain that it was performed at declared

location under the declared conditions.

Fig. 1. Main activity screen (left), Inspection detail (right)

2 Conclusion

The number of brake driving test performed by the presented app shows the

importance of designing such tool. The fact it became mandatory in 2021 will

bring a lot of supervision option preventing fraud in brake assessment at PTI

stations.
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Abstract. The Epiretinal Membrane (ERM) is an ocular pathology

that can produce irreversible vision loss if not treated on time. Although

the diagnosis of the ERM is routinely performed by visual inspection of

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) images, it is possible to automat-

ically segment the ERM in OCT images via the classification of image

patches extracted from the inner limiting membrane. In this work, we

study how di↵erent image patch sizes a↵ect segmentation results, helping

to improve the diagnosis of this relevant ocular disease.

Keywords: Computer-aided diagnosis, Optical Coherence Tomography,

Epiretinal Membrane, Segmentation, Deep Learning

1 Introduction

The Epiretinal Membrane (ERM) is a layer of fibrocellular tissue that may ap-

pear over the retina. It may develop as a response to the detachment of the

vitreous body, or to trauma to the eye. This layer appears as a transparent film

attached to the retina, leading to the alternative name cellophane maculopathy.

If left untreated, it may start to harden and contract, dragging the retinal tissue

with it. This causes a thickening and deformation of the tissue responsible for

sight, producing a distortion in vision known as metamorphopsia. ERM diag-

nosis is typically performed by visual inspection of Optical Coherence Tomog-

raphy (OCT) images. OCT is a medical imaging technique which can produce

high-resolution cross-sectional images showing the histological structure of the

analysed tissue. In these images, the ERM appears as a bright, hyper-reflective

layer. Despite its high visibility, the visual analysis of the OCT images is a costly,

time-consuming and subjective process. Thanks to current advances in computer

vision algorithms and deep learning models, Computer-aided Diagnosis (CAD)

systems are becoming increasingly common in medical settings. By making use

of such algorithms and models, it is possible to automatically segment the ERM

in OCT images by extracting image windows from the region susceptible to ERM

presence.
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2 Methodology

In this work, we propose a study of the window size on the performance of

automatic ERM segmentation in OCT images. To do this, the Internal Limiting

Membrane (ILM) of the OCT images is first segmented using active contours or

snakes. Afterwards, a series of image patches centred on the pixels of the ILM

are extracted from the OCT slices via sliding window. Then, these windows are

classified by a convolutional neural network into whether they are situated over

a healthy or a diseased tissue patch. The size of these windows determines the

amount of surrounding tissue that is analysed in order to classify each of the

ILM pixels, as seen in Fig. 1.

224x224

112x112

56x56

Fig. 1. Example of the extraction of di↵erent sized windows centred on the same pixel.

3 Results and Conclusions

A dataset consisting of 2, 427 OCT images that were annotated by an expert

was used to train and cross-validate Densely Connected Convolutional Neural

Network models. These models were trained to classify square windows extracted

at di↵erent widths and then resized to a standard 224⇥224 resolution, comparing

the results obtained using each window size. Overall, the results obtained have

shown that the presented system is capable of helping the doctors in the early

diagnosis of this relevant disease.
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Abstract. This manuscript presents a performance analysis of chest X-

ray synthetic image generation for COVID-19 screening. The proposed

system translates chest X-ray images from Normal to COVID-19 and

vice versa, without needing paired data, representing a powerful data

augmentation approach. To this end, we analyze the performance of 3

representative state of the art architectures for image translation, as-

sessing the impact of oversampling on improving the performance of

automatic COVID-19 screening.

Keywords: Computer-aided Diagnosis, Portable Chest X-ray, COVID-

19, Deep Learning, Synthetic Image Generation

1 Introduction

COVID-19 is a highly infectious disease that represents a great challenge for
the worldwide health care services. It mainly a↵ects the pulmonary regions and,
therefore, chest X-ray imaging is an useful visualization technique to study the
severity of the pathology in every patient. Moreover, in the context of the global
pandemic, it is critical to cut chains of transmission and, as the portable chest X-
ray devices are easier to decontaminate, radiologists are asked to give preference
to this kind of capture devices instead of the fixed machinery.

Data scarcity is a critical aspect in many biomedical imaging domains and
is even more accused in this context due to the recent emergence of the dis-
ease. Image generation represents a powerful approach to artificially augment
the dimensionality of a particular chest X-ray imaging dataset. This data aug-
mentation strategy can improve the performance of other related tasks, as the
automatic COVID-19 screening. This image generation can be performed using
image translation models, i.e., models that can convert images from a certain
domain to another domain (a typical example is the translation model that is
able to convert a summer landscape to a winter landscape and vice versa).
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2 Methodology

In this work, we analyze the performance of 3 representative state of the art
image translation models for portable chest X-ray image generation for the
COVID-19 screening: the Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks (CycleGAN),
the Contrastive Unpaired Translation (CUT) and an implementation of a condi-
tional GAN denoted as Pix2Pix model. To this end, we use a dataset provided by
the Complexo Hospitalario Universitario de A Coruña (CHUAC) specifically de-
signed for this study, consisting of 797 Normal control cases and 2,071 COVID-19
cases. The methodology followed to study the performance of chest X-ray image
generation is divided into 2 main parts. In the first part of the methodology, the
models are trained to translate between the 2 main scenarios of reference: Nor-
mal to COVID-19 and COVID-19 to Normal. For the second part, the trained
models are used to perform the synthetic image generation. The image trans-
lation is performed in both directions as it can be seen in Fig. 1. For the first
direction, Normal images are converted to their representation with COVID-19
and, for the second direction, COVID-19 images are converted to their Normal
version.

Fig. 1. Diagram of the image translations that are performed.

3 Results and Conclusions

Overall, the developed system achieved satisfactory results, generating realistic
synthetic portable chest X-ray images. In the same way, the translation models
are able to synthesize well defined di↵erences in pulmonary regions, which are
the most important parts of the images, where the COVID-19 is mainly shown.
The novel sets of images can be used as a data augmentation strategy to improve
the performance of related tasks, as the automatic COVID-19 screening.
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Abstract. This paper presents a clinical decision support tool for the

identification of pathological structures associated with age-related mac-

ular degeneration (AMD) using optical coherence tomography (OCT)

and optical coherence tomography angiography (OCT-A) images. The

system provides a useful tool that facilitates clinical decision-making in

the diagnosis and treatment of this relevant disease.

Keywords: Computer-aided diagnosis, Optical Coherence Tomography,

Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography, Age-Related Macular De-

generation

1 Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) represents one of the main causes of

vision loss in older adults. This relevant disease is associated with age and grad-

ually deteriorates central vision. AMD mainly a↵ects peripheral blood vessels,

causing di↵erent signs of systemic and retinal vascular impairment. In more ad-

vanced stages, blood vessels start to grow from the choroid (the region of blood

vessels under the retina) and penetrate the main retinal tissues, leading to fluid

leakage and thus severe retinal damage. Currently, clinicians use di↵erent imag-

ing modalities to diagnose AMD. In particular, optical coherence tomography

(OCT) and optical coherence tomography angiography (OCT-A) are emerging

ophthalmic imaging technologies with great potential to support early diagno-

sis of this relevant pathology. On one hand, OCT is a non-invasive imaging

technique that uses low-coherence light to capture two and three dimensional

images of micrometer resolution within optically scattering media (e.g., biologi-

cal tissues). OCT is based on low-coherence interferometry, which typically uses

near-infrared light. The use of long wavelength light allows penetration of the

scattering medium. This capture device allows us to obtain detailed images of

the inner retina. On the other hand, OCT-A is a more recent technique for the

capture of high-resolution images of the choroidal and retinal circulation. This
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ophthalmologic test is performed without the injection of a contrast medium and

is therefore a non-invasive technique. Being non-invasive, it does not cause any

damage to the eyeball and can therefore be performed repeatedly. This technique

is used for fundus analysis, being able to generate images of the retinal vascular

structure at di↵erent depths, based on the detection of blood flow movement.

2 Methodology

In this work, we present a clinical decision support tool for the identification of

di↵erent pathological structures associated with AMD using OCT and OCT-A

images. For this purpose, we have designed a fully automatic solution based on

deep learning, which is initially composed of 3 modules. A first module that

automatically distinguishes between OCT and OCT-A images; it is useful to

di↵erentiate the type of image we are working with for an accurate and e�cient

diagnosis. The second module is able to di↵erentiate healthy patients from those

with the following pathologies on OCT images: choroidal neovascularization,

diabetic macular edema and drusen. The third module is able to automatically

classify the OCT-A images as retinal vein occlusion or healthy.

3 Results and Conclusions

Two datasets have been used for the validation of this work. The first dataset is

composed of 84,484 OCT images di↵erentiated into four classes: 26,315 images of

healthy patients, 37,205 images of patients diagnosed with choroidal neovascu-

larization, 11,348 images of patients diagnosed with diabetic macular edema and

8,616 images belonging to patients diagnosed with drusen. The second dataset

is composed of 1,551 OCTA images di↵erentiated into two classes: 870 images of

patients diagnosed with retinal vein occlusion and 681 images of healthy patients.

The proposed system provided accurate results in all designed modules, demon-

strating enormous potential in the early diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of

AMD.
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Deep Features-based approaches for
Phytoplankton Classification in Microscopy

Images?
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Abstract. In this work, we present a novel improvement for our previ-
ous phytoplankton detection, identification, and classification methodol-
ogy. Our previous work is able to automatically segment and classify phy-
toplankton from multi-specimen conventional microscopy images. Herein
we present a study regarding the performance of di↵erent pre-trained
deep neural networks using them to extract deep features for the iden-
tification and classification of phytoplankton. We improve our previous
results and thus beat the state of the art in these particular tasks.

Keywords: Microscope Images · Phytoplankton Classification · Deep
Features

1 Introduction

Certain phytoplankton species can increment their numbers exponentially, given
the right conditions, a process called blooming. Additionally, some species can
produce toxins that are harmful to humans. Thus, experts must manually mon-
itor freshwater reservoirs in a lengthy and error prone process that involves
gathering, treating, and preserving representative samples. These samples are
observed through a microscope and the specimens are manually classified and
counted to determine their approximate quantity per liter. In recent works [1,
2] we built a fully automatic pipeline capable of helping the experts. In this
work, we propose an improvement, studying di↵erent deep learning networks to
extract deep features for specimen identification and classification.

? This research was funded by Conselleŕıa de Cultura, Educación e Universidade,
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2 Methodology and results

In this work, we use the segmentation approach presented in [1, 2], which obtains
single-specimen images from the original multi-specimen microscopy images. We
tested several networks, extracting deep features from these single-specimen im-
ages, for the classification steps presented in [2]. These involve separating phy-
toplankton from non-phytoplankton objects (phytoplankton identification) and,
after that, classifying the genuine phytoplankton specimens into relevant species
(species classification). We propose the use of ResNet and Densenet pretrained in
ImageNet, testing di↵erent configurations of each one. Furthermore, two di↵er-
ent approaches to compute deep features are tested, obtaining the features from
the whole single-specimen image (unmasked), or masking these images using the
segmentation mask (masked). Masking the images focuses the information on
the specimen while removing the contextual information contained in the back-
ground. To classify these deep features, we use Support Vector Machines (SVM)
due to their accurate results in previous works [2]. The results for these tests
are shown in Table 1, evidencing the suitability of deep features from di↵erent
networks for phytoplankton identification and classification. We improve the re-
sults from previous works [2] without the need for complementing deep features
with classical features which eliminates the need for feature engineering.

Table 1: Results for the di↵erent combinations of networks with masked and
unmasked images. Best results, highlighted in bold.

Phytoplankton identification
(Precision at 90% Recall)

Species classification
(Accuracy)

model unmasked masked unmasked masked
ResNet-18 78.39% 65.55% 86.72% 86.72%
ResNet-34 80.56% 69.48% 82.81% 82.81%
ResNet-50 84.06% 69.06% 81.25% 85.95%
ResNet-101 78.39% 72.51% 79.69% 89.06%
ResNet-152 84.06% 64.11% 84.38% 83.56%
Densenet-121 79.46% 70.32% 87.50% 85.94%
Densenet-169 80.56% 67.07% 83.59% 83.59%
Densenet-201 84.68% 69.47% 82.81% 85.16%
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Abstract. This paper presents a fully automated methodology for the

retinal layer segmentation using optical coherence tomography (OCT)

images. The system provides a useful tool that facilitates the clinical

evaluation of key ocular structures, such as the choroid or inner retinal

layers, as potential computational biomarkers for the analysis of di↵erent

neurodegenerative disorders, including multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer’s

disease.

Keywords: Computer-aided diagnosis, Optical Coherence Tomography,

Computational Retinal Biomarkers, Neurodegenerative Disorders

1 Introduction

Neurodegenerative diseases represent a major concern for countries with ageing

populations, as their prevalence tends to increase dramatically, partly due to the

rise of the elderly population in the recent years. In particular, multiple sclerosis

(MS) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), two of the most important neurodegener-

ative diseases, cause neuronal damage that, according to recent studies, can be

detected early by morphological changes in the main structures of the retina,

such as thinning of the nerve fibre layer. As there are currently no e↵ective ther-

apies, early diagnosis with appropriate treatment is essential to ensure a good

quality of life for patients a↵ected by these relevant neurodegenerative diseases.

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is an emerging optical imaging modal-

ity that allows the capture of highly detailed images of the morphology of the

retina and choroid, non-invasively and in real time. Once captured, these images

must be visually inspected by clinical experts to detect possible morphologi-

cal alterations, which is a subjective, tedious, and time-consuming task. In this

sense, diagnostic support systems allow the automatic extraction of objective

and valuable data to provide support for decision-making in clinical practice.

In addition, the automatic extraction of reliable retinal biomarkers is a cost-

e↵ective way to screen large populations at high risk for these relevant diseases,

enabling faster diagnosis and quicker treatment for a better quality of life.
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2 Methodology

In this work, we propose a fully automatic solution for the segmentation and

representation of the di↵erent retinal layers using OCT images. For this pur-

pose, the designed pipeline consists of two main steps. First, the main retinal

layers and the choroidal region are segmented using di↵erent deep learning ap-

proaches. Then, the system obtains a set of clinically relevant computational

biomarkers based on the morphological features extracted from the OCT im-

ages with great potential for early diagnosis, treatment and monitoring of these

relevant neurodegenerative diseases, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Examples of segmented retinal layers and choroidal region from the complete

methodology.

3 Results and Conclusions

For validation, an exhaustive study has been conducted to assess the e↵ect of

applying learning strategies such as transfer learning and data augmentation

as well as the use of di↵erent deep learning architectures. The overall results

were satisfactory for all configurations. Consequently, the developed system has

been integrated into a web app, which proves its great potential to be applied

in healthcare, both for decision-making and automatic batch data processing in

a centralized system.
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Impact of increased centerline weight on the
joint segmentation and classification of arteries

and veins in color fundus images?
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Abstract. The analysis of the retinal vasculature represents a funda-
mental step on the diagnosis of multiple diseases. A comprehensive anal-
ysis includes both the segmentation of vessels and its classification into
arteries and veins. So far, multiple deep learning-based approaches have
emerged that perform both tasks jointly. In this work, we study the im-
pact of increasing the importance of the central pixels of the blood vessels
in training deep neural networks following one of these approaches.

Keywords: Retina · Artery/vein classification · Deep learning

1 Introduction

The analysis of the retinal blood vessels is a key step in diagnosing several dis-
eases. This analysis requires to segment and classify the vessels into arteries and
veins (A/V). These tasks, however, are arduous. Therefore, several automatic
methods were proposed. The current state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods are based
on fully convolutional networks (FCN). In [1], authors propose training an FCN
using a loss function that weights more heavily the vessel centerline pixels. This
weighting aims to mitigate the unequal contribution to the error of background
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Fig. 1. AUC-PR (%) in segmentation of arteries (left) and veins (right) for di↵erent
weighting factors and areas: full ROI and only around small vessels (width <5 px).

and A/V classes and to uniformize the error contribution of smaller and bigger
vessels. In a previous work [2], we presented an FCN-based approach that decom-
poses the joint task into three related problems: the segmentation of arteries,
veins and the whole vascular tree (A/V/VT). This approach causes complete
A/V segmentation maps and improves VT segmentation. In this work, we study
the impact of applying the weighting strategy from [1] in our approach [2].

2 Methodology and results

To jointly classify and segment A/V, we follow a similar approach to the one
presented in [2]. The only di↵erence here is that, instead of calculating the direct
Binary Cross-Entropy between predicted A/V/VT maps and the ground truth,
we apply a custom weighting that increases the weight of vessel centerline pixels.
Specifically, we performed experiments with weighting factors of 1, 2, 5 and 10.

Figure 1 depicts the area under Precision-Recall curve (AUC-PR) in the
A/V segmentation for di↵erent weighting factors. In addition to the traditional
evaluation, which considers the full Region Of Interest (ROI), we add the AUC-
PR values only for the areas where small vessels are located. We consider a vessel
small if its diameter is less than 5 pixels. As can be seen, increasing the weight
of vessel centerline improves the segmentation of small vessels, but worsens the
overall segmentation. These experiments suggests that the improvement achieved
by increasing the centerline weight is actually a trade-o↵ to be taken into account.
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Extended abstract

Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is an ocular complication of diabetes that is caused
by the deterioration of the blood vessels that supply the retina [3]. As this dis-
ease progresses, there is a very significant loss of vision; and, therefore, screening
eyes, together with a timely consultation and treatment, is instrumental for early
detection and diagnosis of this pathology. Unfortunately, the manual interpre-
tation of retinal fundus images is a time-consuming task for ophthalmologists,
and this has led to the development of computer-aided diagnosis systems based
on computer vision techniques and, currently, deep learning methods [1]. One
of the main challenges in the construction of such systems is how to deal with
highly imbalance datasets.

In this work, we have studied di↵erent approaches existing in the literature
to deal with the problem of highly imbalanced data in the context of predicting
DR. The DR dataset employed in this work was created from retinal images
of a private database collected from patients attending to optometrists. Images
of the database were acquired using di↵erent non-mydriatic fundus cameras,
and the patients’ information from the images was anonymised. The dataset
consists of 148027 images (139816 for training, and 8211 for testing) from 6
di↵erent classes (normal, mild, moderate, severe, proliferative and treated) that
were annotated by retina specialists. The dataset is highly imbalanced; namely,
in the training set, 115535 images belong to the normal class, 9905 are mild,
12027 are moderate, 1124 are severe, 476 are proliferative, and 749 are treated.
Similarly, the testing set contains 7092 normal images, 361 mild, 639 moderate,
24 severe, 7 proliferative, and 88 treated.

Using the DR dataset, we have studied the impact of 4 techniques for dealing
with data imbalance using 8 deep learning architectures (3 ResNet architectures,
2 Inception architectures, 2 E�cientNet architectures and a HRnet architecture).
First of all, we established our baseline using the standard cross entropy loss

? This work was partially supported by Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación [PID2020-
115225RB-I00 / AEI / 10.13039/501100011033].
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and using the whole dataset. Subsequently, we replaced the cross entropy loss
with the focal loss that is employed to deal with extreme imbalances [2]. The
last three approaches are undersampling variants [2]. First, we applied random
undersampling; that is, we randomly selected 476 images from each majority
class (any class larger than the smallest class size is considered a majority class)
and discarded the rest. Secondly, to construct the new dataset, we grouped
the images of each majority class in 476 cluster using the K-means algorithm,
and, subsequently, we took one element of each cluster to have 476 images of
each class. Finally, we applied a stratified undersampling; that is, we randomly
selected a 10% of the images from the normal, mild and moderate classes.

All the experiments were implemented using Pytorch, and have been trained
thanks to the functionality of the FastAI library and using a GPU Nvidia RTX
2080 Ti. We have evaluated the models on the test set using the weighted Kappa
coe�cient with quadratic weights, and the results are summarised in Table 1.
From those results, we can draw two conclusions. First of all, undersampling
methods perform poorly and obtain worse results than the baseline. On the
contrary, using the focal loss instead of the cross entropy loss generally improves
the results from the baseline models, in some cases more than a 5%.

Algorithm Base Focal Loss Undersampling Clustering Stratified

Resnet50 0.5917 0.6446 0.3590 0.2438 0.1195
Resnet50d 0.6938 0.7120 0.4579 0.244 0.5224
Resnet50RS 0.7112 0.673 0.4453 0.2419 0.554
Inceptionv4 0.6169 0.6571 0.2709 0.2207 0.5448
InceptionResnetv2 0.5688 0.6531 0.4435 0.2554 0.4920
E�cientNetB3 0.6884 0.6932 0.2732 0.2635 0.5424
E�cientNetv2 0 0.7021 -0.0139 0.2649 0.5680
HRnetw40 0.6358 0.6052 0.4512 0.3209 0.0092

Table 1.Weighted Kappa Cohen of the di↵erent networks and methods when evaluated
on the test set of the DR dataset.
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Abstract. When it comes to visual based gait recognition, one of the
biggest problems is the variance introduced by di↵erent camera viewing
angles. We generate 3D human models from single RGB person image
frames, rotate these 3D models into the side view, and compute gait
features used to train a convolutional neural network to recognize peo-
ple based on their gait information. In our experiment we compare our
approach with a method that recognizes people under di↵erent viewing
angles and show that even for low-resolution input images, the applied
view-transformation 1) preserves enough gait information for recognition
purposes and 2) produces recognition accuracies just as high without re-
quiring samples from each viewing angle. We believe our approach will
produce even better results for higher resolution input images. As far as
we know, this is the first appearance-based method that recreates 3D
human models using only single RGB images to tackle the viewing-angle
problem in gait recognition.

Keywords: Gait Recognition · Machine Learning · Image Analysis.
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1 Introduction

In the past years, gait has become an increasingly important modality for person
recognition. While there are various sensors that can capture gait information,
predominantly visual-based data such as videos are used.

The human gait has some properties that make it very attractive for recog-
nition purposes, such as its long-distance recognizability, not requiring physical
contact or not requiring user cooperation. On the downside, there are a lot of
factors which influence visual-based gait recognition negatively, such as walking
speed, clothing-variations or carrying objects for instance. One of the biggest
problems regarding visual based gait recognition is the variance introduced by
di↵erent camera viewing angles, i.e. the similarity between two di↵erent persons
viewed under the same viewing angle can be bigger than the similarity between
two images of the same person under di↵erent viewing angles [1].

2 Proposed Method

We use low resolution RGB images of the CASIA-B gait dataset [3] as input.
After preprocessing the images we compute a 3D model from a single RGB
image for each image of this dataset using PIFuHD [2]. We rotate the 3D model
into a 90 degree view as it contains the most discriminating person information
and project it onto a 2D space. Based on the 2D representations we compute a
feature similar to the well-known Gait Energy Image (GEI) which serves as input
to a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The last CNN layer produces class
membership probabilities with which the final recognition accuracy is computed.

We compare our approach with a CNN-based method [4] using the same
architecture and hyperparameters but without implementing view transforma-
tion, meaning we train this CNN with gait information from all views available
instead of computing a normalized view beforehand. The top-1 accuracy of our
method regarding the CASIA-B gait dataset is with 92.1% almost as high as
the CNN-based method that learns each view separately which achieves 95.1%.
Our top-5 accuracy on the other hand is slightly better with 99.1% compared to
98.2% which underlines the potential of this approach.
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1 Introduction and Related Work

Due to the steady improvement in the field of machine learning and computer
vision, more and more visual areas of application are digitized, e.g. in indus-
trial [1] or agricultural [2] contexts. Also in forestry, computer vision applications
are expanding. In this context, e.g. Decelle and Jalilian [3] compare segmentation
methods for log front faces. Kryl et al. [4] review multiple methodologies in the
area of wood species classification using approaches such as gray level covariance
matrices or k-nearest neighbor, or also deep learning. Next to both publications,
this work introduces a segmentation and classification process using U-Net and
YOLO deep learning model architectures.

2 Material and Methodology

The neural networks as presented in this work are trained using a base data
set of 440 wooden pile images with 18521 logs. Currently, 25% of these logs are
labelled according to the wooden type, which is connected to one of two forest
types typical for Austria (Group 1: 15.3% spruces, 0.1% firs; Group 2: 1.9%
douglas firs, 0.4% pines, 6.1% larches), and 20% according to the type dependent
log quality classes AC, BR, CX and K. Additionally, 2412 logs are segmented
using binary masks. The proposed process is based on previous log localization
results [5]. A U-Net segmentation model is used for the segmentation of the logs
and multiple YOLO models for the wood species and quality classification.

3 Evaluation

The proposed process is evaluated using randomly selected images from the base
data set with 90 labelled logs for the evaluation of the segmentation. The U-Net
model is able to detect 55.84% of the pixels correctly as logs (FG) and 37.5%
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of the pixels as background (BG). 5.39% BG and 1.26% FG pixels are classified
wrongly. This results in an accuracy of 93.35%. Due to unbalanced distribution of
the manually classified logs in the first forest group, the wood type classification
is currently only trained and evaluated for the second group using 87 images (28
larches, 0 pine, 57 douglas firs). The associated results are shown in Table 1a
with an accuracy of 74.53%. The evaluation of the log quality model is tested
for spruces based on good availability of training data (68.8% AC, 8.49% BR,
1.2% CX and 21.0% K). This is done using 231 randomly selected logs from the
created data set in combination with the associated ground truth quality class.
Table 1b shows the confusion matrix comparing the detected classes with the
associated ground truth. The evaluation results in an accuracy of 86.58%.

Table 1: Confusion matrices showing the detected classes of (a) wood type and
(b) spruce quality models compared to the ground truth (GT).

(a)

Douglas Fir (GT) 32.18% 0 0
Pine (GT) 0 0 0
Larch (GT) 24.14% 0 41.37%

Douglas
Fir

Pine Larch

(b)

AC (GT) 75.75% 0.43% 0 4.76%
BR (GT) 3.03% 2.16% 0 0
CX (GT) 0.43% 0 0 0
K (GT) 4.76% 0 0 8.65%

AC BR CX K

4 Summary and Outlook

As shown in the results, the presented approach combining multiple deep learning
models for the instance segmentation as well as classification of individual logs
in wooden piles is promising for the utilization in forest industry in the context
of analyzing logs. Next to that, the robustness of the classification approach is
improved based on the proposed forest groups, allowing to compensate the bias
in the highly unbalanced training data set by focusing on a specific subset of the
available data using specialized models. In the future, the trained models and
especially the underlying data set should be further extended and improved.
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Since Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), a.k.a. drones, became available to the
civilian public, it has witnessed dramatic spread and exponential popularity. This
escalation gave rise to privacy and security concerns, both on the recreational
and institutional levels. Although it is mainly used for leisure and productiv-
ity activities, it is evident that UAVs can also be used for malicious purposes.
Today, as legislation and law enforcement federations can hardly control every
incident, many institutions resort to surveillance systems to prevent hostile drone
intrusion.

Although drone detection can be carried out using di↵erent technologies, such
as radar or ultra-sonic, visual detection is arguably the most e�cient method.
Other than being cheap and readily available, cameras are typically a part of
any surveillance system. Moreover, the rise of deep learning and neural network
models rendered visual recognition very reliable [2, 5]. In other words, a drone
detector software model can be conveniently installed on an existing camera-
based security system to upgrade it with drone-detection ability.

In addition, as a complementary sensor for night vision in surveillance sys-
tems, IR based on thermal imaging is most commonly used. It out-performs
regular RGB cameras in two conditions: bad weather and low visibility or com-
plete darkness [3].

This work focuses mainly on the modern and more accurate deep learning ap-
proach to perform the vision task of drone detection. In real-time applications,
the speed and simplicity of the detector become the most important features
besides acceptable accuracy. This makes simple algorithms such as background
subtraction (a.k.a. foreground detector) an appealing algorithm for video and
real-time applications. Although the algorithm is not capable of classifying ob-
jects based on their appearance, its simplicity makes it an attractive option to be
used as a first step moving objects detector. Several authors in literature utilize
this method as a first step in their flying object detector pipeline [1, 4].
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What makes drone detection a challenging task is the characteristics of drone
appearance and movement. There exists a myriad of drone models that can
look very di↵erent from each other. From the number of rotors to the skeleton
structure and color, drones constitute a real generalization challenge to detection
algorithms. They can also come in a huge range of sizes, from a few centimeters
to a couple meters span. Finally, they have common shape characteristics with
leafy branch endings of trees, birds and distant airplanes. In indoor environment,
they can be hidden in complex backgrounds and can have similar appearance to
other devices.

The goal of this work is to test and compare the state-of-the-art object de-
tectors to find the best performing detectors on our drone data set of 23,863
collected and annotated images. Videos were recorded with a total length of 17
minutes and 21 seconds. The videos were taken in 3 indoor locations, however,
di↵erent angles, elevations and lighting conditions were planned. Moreover, 4
of the videos of the data set include 2 drones to train the models on multiple
detections. Transfer learning is utilized here to adjust the output layer of these
detectors and retrain them on our collected training drone data set.

The project mission is to train a high accuracy real-time drone detection
model that is to be used for drone localization and tracking afterward. Three
DNN detection models, namely YOLOv4, SSD-MobileNetv1 and SSD-VGG16,
are retrained and tested on the data set. The main work covers detailed reportage
of the results of each model, as well as a comprehensive comparison between
them. This goal was achieved successfully by the SSD-VGG16 model, which
scored average precision (AP50) of 90.4%, average recall (AR) of 72.7% and
inference speed of 58 frames per second on the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier kit.

The next steps of this work are indeed planned in the direction of the local-
ization and tracking.
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State-of-the-art hand prostheses di↵er from those of previous generations, in

that more hand positions and programmable gestures are available to the user.

As an example, consider multi-finger prostheses like the i-limb
TM

ultra from

Touch Bionics or the Bebionic
TM

Hand from RSLSteeper. Both prosthetic e↵ec-

tors are primarely controlled by myoelectric signals, derived with two or more

cutaneously applied sensors, placed atop residual muscles. After preprocessing

and classification of these signals, three to five di↵erent movement states or hand

positions can be accurately distinguished. Zardoshti-Kermani et al. [4] show that

the classification becomes increasingly di�cult as the number of gestures grows,

because decision spaces and feature clusters overlap [3]. Since static separation

becomes increasingly di�cult, Hudgins et al. [3] and Attenberger [1] used time-

dependencies inherent to EMG signals, yielding almost perfect results after the

completion of action.

In this contribution, we bring forward a method to classify, for example,

EMG-signals before a motion or gesture is finished, by using continuously nor-

malized EMG feature trains. Building on previous work [2], in which we classified

EMG signal traces after the completion of a movement sequence, we here depart

from established approaches. The advancement presented starts with signal-

trains to classify gestures and motions. Figure 1, shows 15 normalized RMS

signal-trains, derived from two sensors for a hand-flexion, which obviously look

very similar. If one combines several such EMG-feature-trains of a motion se-

quence into an enveloped body, the similarity of the individual signal courses

become even more obvious. When a new signal-train is generated during the

use-phase of the prosthesis, it is then very easy to determine whether it belongs

to this body or not. The body represents hereby the training data and a single

signal-train within relates to a single motion. When building feature-trains, out-

lier points are detected by calculating a probability density function or by the

Mahalanobis distance followed by select point removal. Due to the normaliza-

tion, the bodies can only be generated when the movement is complete and this

poses the main drawback. To take advantage of normalization before a gesture

is finalized, we switched to building a body in discrete time-intervals for classifi-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1: 1(a): Feature-trains of 15 repetitions of the gesture cocontraction.

1(b): Body of normalized Gestures: Flexation, Extension and Fist

cation. For this, recorded samples are added at each time step until the gesture

is completed, resulting in characteristic bodies for each time step. Figure 1b

shows resulting envelopes for, e.g., flexion-, extension- and fist-gestures. During

the use-phase of the prosthetic device, a signal-train is generated from sensor-

data, normalized and matched to the body envelopes of the training phase. In

contrast to the established complete normalization after movement completion,

continuous normalization leads to a nearly perfect classification and achieves

uniqueness significantly before close of action. Initial experiments with five sub-

jects and 4050 recorded signals yield promising results for a number of di↵erent

classifiers including KNN and SVM. The dataset encompasses nine di↵erent ges-

tures over six recording days. Experiments were performed using a DELSYS

Bagnoli-4 EMG system and a National Instruments Ni USB-6229 16-bit data

acquisition system
TM

. This research is funded by dtec.bw – Digitalization and

Technology Research Center of the Bundeswehr - project VITAL-SENSE.
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The validation of predictive models in healthcare is an important and necessary
step in removing the deployment barrier of AI systems in these environments.
A central aspect of model validation, in particular in biomedical settings, is the
so-called external validation of models with datasets di↵erent from those used
during model development [5, 7]. In external validation, the performance of pre-
dictive models is assessed on one or more datasets that were not used during
original model building, not even in the validation part of this process. This
means that a model makes predictions on patient data with possibly di↵erent
characteristics, such as age distribution, prior case histories, or geographic ori-
gins. Only this kind of external validation allows researchers and practitioners
to gauge the performance of a model on di↵erent datasets.

Evaluating a predictive model’s performance is most easily done by com-
paring the model’s predictions on external validation data with known gold
standard information. In healthcare environments, this seemingly easy task is
often hindered by a temporary lack of ground truth information: diagnostic in-
formation may only be available after some time, and the e↵ects of therapeutic
interventions may only become known after months, if not years. One possibility
of checking whether a model is applicable to new unseen data is to measure to
which degree this new data di↵ers from the data used in model building.

A predictive model may show decreased performance when it is applied to
datasets with distribution Pd(x, y) di↵ering from the distribution Pt(x, y) of
the training dataset. A dataset shift Pt(x, y) 6= Pd(x, y), alternatively called
concept drift, can be characterized by a number of factors [3], depending on which
terms in the factorization P (x, y) = P (x | y)P (y) = P (y |x)P (x) change between
distributions. Here, we focus on covariate shift, which occurs when Pt(y |x) =
Pd(y |x), but Pt(x) 6= Pd(x). This means that the way the class labels y depend
on the covariates x does not change, but the distribution of the covariates does
change between model building and deployment.

Some publications have summarized and empirically evaluated various ap-
proaches for detecting covariate shift [4]; a review of this particular area is also
available [8]. In this paper, we utilize the following methods to detect whether
the underlying distribution of two datasets is di↵erent:

– maximum mean discrepancy calculation, a kernel-based method for assess-
ing the di↵erence of two distributions via the distance of so-called mean
embeddings of two samples from these distributions [1];
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– a combination of Bonferroni-corrected univariate tests (Kolmogorov-Smirnov
for numerical features, and binomial tests of proportions for binary features),

– a domain classifier that is trained to distinguish between the two datasets.

Furthermore, following [4], we also investigate the e↵ects (if any) of first trans-
forming the data via principal component analysis, and then performing all the
tests above on the dimensionality-reduced datasets.

We use two di↵erent datasets from the medical domain in our experiments
on covariate shift detection methods: a dataset on stroke prediction, publically
available on Kaggle [6], and a dataset on acute myocardial infarction [2]. A
portion of these datasets is perturbed to three di↵erent degrees (by randomly
changing the values of categorical features according to varying probabilities,
and by adding white noise of varying variance to numerical features).

In the full version of the paper, we will give a comprehensive analysis of the
relative merits of the covariate shift detection methods listed above. Preliminary
results indicate (a) that they are all capable of detecting even small di↵erences
in the distribution of the datasets, provided the sizes of the datasets are large
enough; (b) that univariate testing works slightly better in most scenarios inves-
tigated; and (c) that dimensionality reduction via principal component analysis
has a detrimental e↵ect on the methods’ abilities to detect changes in distribu-
tions.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a method for surgeons to acquire tactile
feedback during robot-assisted surgery. The prototype used to obtain
such feedback consists of two strain gauges installed to the outer jaws of
scissors’ forceps. The prototype is used to replicate the jaw of a robotic
instrument grasper similar to the one used in the state-of-the-art da Vinci
Surgical System. Three attributes based on the behavioral aspect of the
strain gauges during experimentation are used to detect the deformation
of an object. The attributes are used to construct a software architecture
and a fuzzy sets-based classification system (FCS). The FCS is used to
classify objects into five di↵erent deformation categories: very soft, soft,
medium, hard, and very hard. The FCS have been validated using testing
data. The tests reveal that the proposed method is feasible.

Keywords: Tactile feedback · Robotic minimally invasive surgery · Strain
gauge· Haptic feedback.

1 Introduction

Robotics in the medical field domain, specifically in minimally invasive surgery

(MIS), plays an essential role in surgical procedures today. The implementation

of robotics in MIS has been researched since the 1980s [1]. Minimallly invasive

robotic surgery (MIRS) is performed by inserting a surgical instrument through

small incisions inside the patient’s body and is controlled remotely by the sur-

geon at the console. The use of robotics in MIS has improved the quality of

care for several surgical procedures [2]. Benefits include low blood loss, reduced

post-operative pain, more precise surgeries, less risk of infection, and shorter pa-

tient recoveries. These benefits allow procedures like cholecystectomy (removal

of gallstones that cause pain) to be performed more e�ciently [3].

We add to these contributions by proposing a hardware and software system

to improve a surgeon’s palpation capabilities, or relay tactile feedback to sur-

geons in MIRS. The hardware prototype design modifies a surgical instrument

by installing strain gauge sensors on its grasper jaws. Additionally, we designed

a fuzzy classification design to classify objects’ deformations into a set ranging

from very soft to very hard. This classification is integrated into a finite state ma-

chine that allows for real-time feedback during surgery. In general, the hardware

and software described in the paper investigate a potential solution to enable
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surgeons to recognize the softness or hardness of various anatomical structures

such as tissue and vessels.

2 Tactile detection design

We designed a hardware prototype that uses two strain gauge sensors attached

to the exterior jaw of scissor forceps to replicate the grasper portion on a sur-

gical instrument. The strain gauge measures the stress applied to the scissor

forceps when it closes on an object. The measurement is analyzed using an Ar-

duino IDE program to gather specific attributes. The attributes consist of The

Most-Frequent (MF), Average, and Range of the measurements over 20 sam-

ples in a one-second interval. These attribute values are then used to implement

a proposed Takagi-Sugeno-Kang fuzzy classification system (TSK-FCS), which

classifies the object we are trying to detect into one of five di↵erent categories.

The hardware and software designs are tested using various materials represent-

ing human organs, tissues, or bones.

Additionally, we proposed a state machine, which considered a surgeon’s

ability to detect deformation in real-time. This state machine consists of state A,

and state B. State A is regarded as the initial state where the FCS is idle during

surgery. State B activates the FCS and informs the operator of the deformation

of an object

3 Summary

The paper proposes a method to enable tactile feedback when performing min-

imally invasive robotic surgery. More specifically, it is a proposed solution that

allows surgeons to recognize the deformation of an object. This tactile feedback

has the potentoal to increase surgeon’s ability to recognize the tissue’s properties

during real time surgery.
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Abstract. The advanced scientific disciplines such as tissue slides digitalization 
– that deals with the massive amount of data – are progressing steadily in digital
pathology. The nowadays more and more widespread 2D slide visualization tools
help the pathologists for faster and more precise analysis. However, the virtual
reality revolution can assist and provide motivating factors that open new hori-
zons in this discipline. Over time, tasks of the pathologists are more and more
supported with computer-assistance, this latter decrease the delay and the burden
of tedious tasks. Besides the mentioned historical 2D digital tissue visualization,
further visualization in the 3D scene can occur, which mimic the original nature
of tissue samples. The challenging task in 3D visualization tools is the huge
amount of histological data, as its size reaches the scale of some gigabytes, and
thus takes a significant amount of time to be loaded into memory. The aim of this
paper is to describe a 3D viewer that targets digital tissue slides and combines it
with the advantages of a game engine and virtual reality. It allows loading two-
dimensional medical images and constructing a 3D representation of the given
tissue slides with its histological data annotations.

Keywords: digital tissue image visualization, digital pathology, virtual reality, 
3D visualization. 

1 Introduction 

We have developed a 3D visualization using VR, which can add a plus dimension for 
the pathologist’s work. The main advantage of this solution, that pathologists can see 
multiple slides and samples as combined 3D virtual objects.[1-3] The purpose of the 
program is to make a software that can display Mirax (.mrxs) slides, that is why we 
used their unique whole-slide image handler C++/C# based library. It is possible to 
zoom-in to a specific area, zoom-out from a specific area, or move to a specific zoom 
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level. [6,7] Digitized samples need to be built from voxels to enable the user to move 
between the slides in the virtual space to check the sample from different perspectives. 

2 Conclusion 

We have successfully created Godot Mono [8] based implementation, which use our 
library and is able to display digitized tissue images in 3D for more accurate analysis 
and a better experience in medical use.  Finally, in order to make our program as mod-
ular and robust as possible, we have further develop the solution namely in the follow-
ing points:  
• Handling different file formats, seamlesss compatibility with OpenSlide, [9]
• Improve performance, both in terms of hardware utilization and increasing FPS
numbers,
• Designing a more user-friendly interface.
• Reduce the number of displayed vertices to increase FPS.
• The controllability of the visualization is based on the file format we have developed.
We have successfully solved the image registration problem with calculating the ap-
propriate transformations for the cuts. Registration of tissue slides is a great challenge
as it may happen during the scanning phase, that the tissue samples can rotate, flip and
the orientation can be different on each of the slides.
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Extended Abstract

Motion analysis is a popular area of research that involves the detection, recog-

nition, and tracking of moving objects. Its application area is extensive, among

other things, including evaluation and assessment of balance and impaired stabil-

ity, patient treatment support (e.g. Parkinson’s disease), research in gait analysis

and assessment, orthopedic rehabilitation, sports science, training, and strength

and fitness. Modality is an element of the recording set of many parameters,

including anthropometric, kinetic, or kinematic. Collecting, viewing, processing,

and analyzing such a massive amount of data requires a unique platform.

Several years ago, we researched the work of the Association of Historical

European Martial Arts (HEMA). We focused on the single discipline longsword

fencing, experiencing a rise in popularity since the 1990s. HEMA focuses mainly

on reenacting fighting styles of the Late Middle Ages, and Renaissance [9]. In

our previous paper [5], we analyzed the detection of postures for five (5) German

Longsword Mastercuts belonging to the ancient European martial arts [3, 11].

Known methods of movement analysis in sports [4, 7, 6] focus on the classification

of movements that are significantly di↵erent. An example of a discipline where

the detection and evaluation of similar body postures are important is fencing.
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We thus have taken into account movements were analyzed of master strikes

such as Strike of Wrath, Squinting Strike, Cross Strike, Crooked Strike, and

Crown Strike. The obtained results were based on publications [1] as well as

consultations with coaches.

The proposed and described registration technologies for both longsword

mastercuts and fencing could also be applied to similar types of fighting such

as Kendo (Japanese fencing using Japanese sword), Naginata (Japanese pole

swords), and Jyojyutu (a battle using a long stick) [8]. Recognition of action dy-

namics in fencing footwork seems beneficial when Kendo’s actions are considered.

The main focus can be placed on tracking fast movement, paying attention to

even very minimal details, and learning motion patterns. The fencing knowledge

could be adapted from papers [1, 10] which was necessary for this research.

We proposed to provide real-time immersive feedback for fencing blade work

practice, visual cues, and practicing fencers by employing AR glasses [2]. There-

fore, fencers can correct their actions during practice rather than receive feedback

only afterward. The fencing knowledge required for this research will be based

on publications and consultation with the expert involved in the recordings.
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hQr�`/b #2ii2` K>2�Hi? bQHmiBQMb 7Q` +QMiBMmQmb
?2�`i `?vi?K KQMBiQ`BM;

C�M LBFQ/2K1[0000−0002−3748−9255]- EQM`�/ EHmr�F1[0000−0003−0983−2228]-
.Q`Qi� wvȐFQ2[0000−0001−9190−0052]- _vbx�`/ EH2KTQmb1[0000−0003−4889−0930]-
"`mMQ >`vKMB�F2[0000−0002−5093−4085]- C2`xv _Qx2M#HBi3[0000−0002−7348−4128]-

h?QK�b w2HMBF2`4[0000−0002−6444−8598]- �M/`x2D
qviv+x�F@S�`ivF�1[0000−0002−3073−4780]- J�i2mbx "Qʊ2DFQ- �M/ .�`Bmbx

C�;B2HbFB6[0000−0002−3066−4030]

1 q`Q+ƈ�r lMBp2`bBiv Q7 a+B2M+2 �M/ h2+?MQHQ;v q`Q+H�r- SQH�M/
2 h2�+?BM; .2TX 7Q` 1K2`;2M+v J2/B+�H a2`pB+2- q`Q+H�r J2/B+�H lMBp2`bBiv- SQH�M/

3 .2TX Q7 1H2+i`X �M/ *QKTmi2` 1M;BM22`BM; lMBp2`bBiv Q7 �`BxQM� hm+bQM- la�
4 .BpBbBQM Q7 *�`/BQHQ;v- J2/B+�H lMBp2`bBiv Q7 oB2MM�- �mbi`B�

5 q`Q+H�r J2/B+�H lMBp2`bBiv- SQH�M/
6 9i? JBHBi�`v >QbTBi�H- q`Q+H�r- SQH�M/

1ti2M/2/ �#bi`�+i

1H2+i`Q+�`/BQ;`�T?B+ 2t�KBM�iBQM Q7 i?2 ?2�`i- �p�BH�#H2 bBM+2 RNyk- Bb QM2 Q7 i?2
7mM/�K2Mi�H K2i?Q/b Q7 2t�KBMBM; i?Bb Q`;�MX Ai r�b BM i?2 }`bi v2�`b Q7 i?2
ir2MiB2i? +2Mim`v i?�i i?2 Rk@H2�/ 2H2+i`Q+�`/BQ;`�K T`2b2Mi�iBQM 2pQHp2/ �b r2
FMQr Bi �i T`2b2MiX �M BKTQ`i�Mi +QM+2Ti 7Q`K2/ �b 1BMi?Qp2Mǵb i`B�M;H2- r?B+?
�HHQrb i?2 `2;Bbi`�iBQM Q7 i?2 ?2�`iǵb �+iBpBiv rBi? QMHv i?`22 H2�/b Bb biBHH mb2/
BM +QMi2KTQ`�`v 1*: `2+Q`/2`bX *m``2MiHv- 2H2+i`Q+�`/BQ;`�T?v Bb �M 2bb2MiB�H
T�`i Q7 i?2 BMBiB�H 2p�Hm�iBQM Q7 T�iB2Mib T`2b2MiBM; rBi? ?2�`i T`Q#H2Kb (e)X >2�`i
`?vi?K �bb2bbK2Mi +�M QMHv #2 `2HB�#Hv Q#i�BM2/ rBi? i?Bb i2biX

.B{+mHiB2b BM �bb2bbBM; +�`/B�+ �``?vi?KB� �`2 K�BMHv `2H�i2/ iQ i?2B` 2TBbQ/B+
�M/ iBK2@HBKBi2/ M�im`2X 6Q` i?Bb `2�bQM- i?2 K2i?Q/b Q7 +QMiBMmQmb HQM;@i2`K
KQMBiQ`BM; Q7 1*: `2+Q`/BM;b �M/ `2+Q`/BM;b Q7 1*: BM i?2 T2`BQ/ Q7 bvKTiQKb
`2TQ`i2/ #v i?2 T�iB2Mi ?�p2 #22M BMi`Q/m+2/ BMiQ +HBMB+�H T`�+iB+2 (k)X lM7Q`@
imM�i2Hv- bm+? K2i?Q/b ?�p2 b2p2`�H Bbbm2bX h?2 H�+F Q7 2tT2+i2/ �``?vi?KB�b
Q++m``2M+2 BM � `2H�iBp2Hv b?Q`i Q#b2`p�iBQM�H iBK2- i?2 2TBbQ/2b Q7 �``?vi?KB�b
/m`BM; bH22T �M/ 7�BMiBM; /m`BM; �``?vi?KB�b �`2 i?2 K2i?Q/bǶ HBKBi�iBQMb rQ`i?
K2MiBQMBM;X P#i�BMBM; � ;QQ/ bB;M�H [m�HBiv Bb QM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi bB;MB}+�Mi i2+?@
MB+�H T`Q#H2Kb /m2 iQ i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 bFBM �M/ i?2 T?vbB+�H �+iBpBiv Q7 i?2
T�iB2MiX �MQi?2` Bbbm2 Bb i?2 `2HB�#H2 �M�HvbBb Q7 i?2 +QHH2+i2/ /�i� b2iX �+[mB`BM;
b�iBb7vBM; `2bmHib Bb Q7i2M TQbbB#H2 QMHv rBi? T`QHQM;2/ 1*: KQMBiQ`BM; (R- j)X
>Qr2p2`- �i i?�i TQBMi- i?2`2 Bb � H�`;2 b2i Q7 /�i� Q7 KQ`2 i?�M R8y J" iQ #2
�M�Hvx2/X hQ BM+`2�b2 i?2 T`Q#�#BHBiv Q7 `2+Q`/BM; �``?vi?KB�b- � HQM;@i2`K 1*:
`2+Q`/BM; Bb Q7i2M `2[mB`2/- 2X;X- 7Q` � r22F Q` 2p2M KQ`2X �b � `2bmHi- i?2 pQH@
mK2 Q7 Q#i�BM2/ 1*: `2+Q`/BM;b `�TB/Hv BM+`2�b2b iQ b2p2`�H :"b (8)X h?2`27Q`2-
i?2`2 Bb � M22/ iQ �miQK�iB+�HHv /2i2+i bm+? T2`BQ/b BM i?2 1*: i`�+2b i?�i K�v
BM/B+�i2 i?2 Q++m``2M+2 Q7 +�`/B�+ �``?vi?KB�b- r?B+? H2�/b iQ i?2 `2/m+iBQM Q7
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i?2 b+QT2 Q7 �M�HvbBb 7`QK b2p2`�H :"b iQ b2p2`�H J"bX h?Bb T�T2` rBHH T`QTQb2
T`2HBKBM�`v K2i?Q/b Q7 �M�HvxBM; 1*: `2+Q`/BM;bX � /2pB+2 7Q` i?2 BMBiB�H ?2�`i
`�i2 �M�HvbBb b?QmH/ T`QpB/2 � `2HB�#H2 �M/ +QMp2MB2Mi r�v Q7 `2+Q`/BM; i?2 1*:
bB;M�H r?BH2 K�BMi�BMBM; MQ`K�H /�BHv �+iBpBivX S�iB2Mib rQmH/ #2M2}i 7`QK MQM@
BMi`mbBp2 /2pB+2b i?�i /Q MQi `2[mB`2 �+iBp2 BMi2`p2MiBQMb U+HQbBM; i?2 +B`+mBi rBi?
� }M;2` �b BM Bq�i+? �M/ Qi?2` aK�`i q�i+?2b- 2i+XV (9)X Ai b?QmH/ �HbQ bB;M�H
�#MQ`K�H bi�i2b �b bmT`�p2Mi`B+mH�`- p2Mi`B+mH�` �``?vi?KB�b Q` #`�/v+�`/B�bX

_272`2M+2b

RX "2`Mbi2BM- _X�X- E�K2H- >X- :`�M;2`- *X"X- SB++BMB- CXSX- a2i?B- SXSX- E�ix-
CXJX- oBp2b- *X�X- wB2;H2`- SX.X- 6`�M+Q- LX*X- a+?r�KK- GX>X, 1z2+i Q7
HQM;@i2`K +QMiBMmQmb +�`/B�+ KQMBiQ`BM; pb mbm�H +�`2 QM /2i2+iBQM Q7 �i`B�H
}#`BHH�iBQM BM T�iB2Mib rBi? bi`QF2 �ii`B#mi2/ iQ H�`;2@ Q` bK�HH@p2bb2H /Bb@
2�b2, h?2 bi`QF2@�7 `�M/QKBx2/ +HBMB+�H i`B�HX C�J� jk8- kReNĜkRdd Ue kykRVX
?iiTb,ff/QBXQ`;fRyXRyyRfC�J�XkykRXe9dy

kX "`m;�/�- CX- E�i`BibBb- .X:X- �`#2HQ- 1X- �``B#�b- 6X- "�t- CXCX- "HQKbi`QK@
GmM/[pBbi- *X- *�HFBMb- >X- *Q``�/Q- .X- .27i2`2Qb- aX:X- .BHH2`- :XSX- :QK2x@
.Q#H�b- CXCX- :Q`2M2F- "X- :`�+2- �X- >Q- aXuX- E�bFB- CX*X- Em+F- EX>X- G�K#B�b2-
SX.X- a�+?2`- 6X- a�`[m2HH�@"`m;�/�- :X- amr�HbFB- SX- w�x�- �X, kyRN 2b+ ;mB/2@
HBM2b 7Q` i?2 K�M�;2K2Mi Q7 T�iB2Mib rBi? bmT`�p2Mi`B+mH�` i�+?v+�`/B�i?2 i�bF
7Q`+2 7Q` i?2 K�M�;2K2Mi Q7 T�iB2Mib rBi? bmT`�p2Mi`B+mH�` i�+?v+�`/B� Q7 i?2 2m@
`QT2�M bQ+B2iv Q7 +�`/BQHQ;v U2b+VX 1m`QT2�M ?2�`i DQm`M�H 9R- e88Ĝdky Uk kykyVX
?iiTb,ff/QBXQ`;fRyXRyNjf1l_>1�_hCf1>w9ed

jX :H�/biQM2- .XCX- q�+?i2`- _X- a+?K�HbiB2;@"�?`- EX- ZmBMM- 6X_X- >mKK2`b- 1X-
Ap2`b- LX- J�`b/2M- hX- h?Q`MiQM- �X- .Dm`B+- �X- am2`#�mK- CX- :`ɃM?�;2M-
.XoX- J+AMiv`2- qX6X- "2Mx- �XSX- qQM;- CX�X- J2`�HB- 6X- >2M2BM- aX- LB+?QH-
*X- *QMMQHHv- aXCX- >2�H2v- CXaX, a+`22MBM; 7Q` �i`B�H }#`BHH�iBQM BM i?2 QH/2`
TQTmH�iBQM, � `�M/QKBx2/ +HBMB+�H i`B�HX C�J� +�`/BQHQ;v e- 883Ĝ8ed U8 kykRVX
?iiTb,ff/QBXQ`;fRyXRyyRfC�J�*�_.APXkykRXyyj3

9X EBK- LX>X- EQ- CXaX, AMi`Q/m+iBQM Q7 r2�`�#H2 /2pB+2 BM +�`/BQp�b+mH�`
}2H/ 7Q` KQMBiQ`BM; �``?vi?KB�X *?QMM�K K2/B+�H DQm`M�H 8d- R UkykRVX
?iiTb,ff/QBXQ`;fRyX9ye3f*JCXkykRX8dXRXR

8X J2bBM- GX, >2�`i#2�i KQMBiQ`BM; 7`QK �/�TiBp2Hv /QrM@b�KTH2/ 2H2+i`Q@
+�`/BQ;`�KX *QKTmi2`b BM #BQHQ;v �M/ K2/B+BM2 39- kRdĜkk8 U8 kyRdVX
?iiTb,ff/QBXQ`;fRyXRyRefCX*PJS"APJ1.XkyRdXyjXykj

eX _�MFBM- �X*X- ZmBMM- 6X_X- _�2- �XSX, *HBMB+�H *�`/B�+ 1H2+i`QT?vbBQHQ;v- TTX RRjjĜ
RReRX aT`BM;2` GQM/QM- GQM/QM UkyRyVX ?iiTb,ff/QBXQ`;fRyXRyydfNd3@R@3933k@y9e@
jnk9
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h`�BMBM; bvbi2K 7Q` BKT`QpBM; T`Q+2/m`2b Q7
`2b+m2 QT2`�iBQMb �i i?2 bBi2 Q7 � K�bb BM+B/2Mi

Q` /Bb�bi2`

J�+B2D LBFQ/2K1- :�#`B2H2 a�Hp�iQ`2 /2 "H�bBQ3- C�M LBFQ/2K1- S�r2ƈ
:�rƈQrbFB2- _vbx�`/ EH2KTQmb1- �M/ �H2tBb Zm2b�/�@�`2M+B#B�3

1 6�+mHiv Q7 1H2+i`QMB+b- q`Q+ƈ�r lMBp2`bBiv Q7 a+B2M+2 �M/ h2+?MQHQ;v- q`Q+ƈ�r-
SQH�M/ &K�+B2DXMBFQ/2K- D�MXMBFQ/2K- `vbx�`/XFH2KTQmb'!Tr`X2/mXTH

2 .2T�`iK2Mi Q7 1K2`;2M+v J2/B+�H a2`pB+2- q`Q+ƈ�r J2/B+�H lMBp2`bBiv- SQH�M/
T�r2HX;�rHQrbFB!mK2/Xr`Q+XTH

3 AMbiBimi2 7Q` *v#2`M2iB+b- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 G�b S�HK�b /2 :`�M *�M�`B�- aT�BM
&;�#`B2HX/2#H�bBQ-�H2tBbX[m2b�/�'!mHT;+X2b

9

1ti2M/2/ �#bi`�+i

J�bb �++B/2Mib �M/ /Bb�bi2`b BMpQHpBM; � H�`;2 MmK#2` Q7 BMDm`2/ T2QTH2 �`2
2p2Mib- i?�i T�`�K2/B+b /Q MQi 2M+QmMi2` BM i?2B` /�BHv T`�+iB+2X _2+2Mi bm`@
p2v +QM/m+i2/ �KQM; T`Q72bbBQM�H T�`�K2/B+b BM i?2 +Biv Q7 q`Q+ƈ�r- b?Qrb
i?�i �KQM; `2bTQM/2Mib rBi? KQ`2 i?�M Ry v2�`b Q7 T`Q72bbBQM�H 2tT2`B2M+2- QM
�p2`�;2- � T�`�K2/B+ T2`7Q`K2/ irQ T`2HBKBM�`v i`B�;2 T`Q+2/m`2b /m`BM; QT2`@
�iBQMb rBi? � H�`;2 MmK#2` Q7 BMDm`2/ T2QTH2X h?2 i`B�;2 �`2� Bb r?2`2 HB72 �M/
/2�i? /2+BbBQMb �`2 K�/2- �M/ i?2b2 /2+BbBQMb b?QmH/ #�b2/ QM i?2 T`Q72bbBQM�H
FMQrH2/;2 �M/ 2tT2`B2M+2 Q7 i?Bb i`�BM2/ T�`�K2/B+ bi�z (R)X h?Bb BM/B+�i2b i?2
M22/ 7Q` +QMiBMmQmb i`�BMBM; BM i?Bb �`2� bQ i?�i- B7 M2+2bb�`v- i?2 H2p2H Q7 `2b+m2
QT2`�iBQMb rBHH #2 �i i?2 ?B;?2bi H2p2HX

h?2 T`QTQb2/ i`�BMBM; bvbi2K (9- 8) 7Q+mb2b QM i?2 K�M�;2K2Mi Q7 `2b+m2
i2�Kb �i i?2 b+2M2 Q7 � K�bb BM+B/2Mi BM Q`/2` iQ BKT`Qp2, i?2 BKTH2K2Mi�iBQM
Q7 h_A�:1 T`Q+2/m`2b- +QKKmMB+�iBQM bFBHHb- +QQ`/BM�iBQM Q7 �+iBQMb Q7 `2b+m2
i2�Kb- �M/ i?2 2z2+iBp2M2bb rBi? r?B+?- i?2 i2�K T2`7Q`Kb /B{+mHi BMi2`p2M@
iBQMb BM 2ti`2K2Hv bi`2bb7mH bBim�iBQMbX h?2 i`�BMBM; bvbi2K �HHQrb iQ 2t2`+Bb2 i?2
h_A�:1 T`Q+2/m`2b �i i?`22 H2p2Hb Q7 ?B2`�`+?B+�H +QKK�M/ K�M�;2K2Mi +?�BM
Ubi`�i2;B+- i�+iB+�H- �M/ 2t2+miBp2VX Ai T`QpB/2b +QMM2+iBpBiv �i i?2 b+2M2 #�b2/
QM "Hm2iQQi? GQr 1M2`;v U"G1V bi�M/�`/ �M/ AMi2`M2i +QMM2+iBQM rBi? i?2 mb2
Q7 KQ#BH2 8: +QKKmMB+�iBQM M2irQ`Fb BM7`�bi`m+im`2X

JQ/2`M Ah i2+?MQHQ;B2b �HHQr i?2 +QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 i`�BMBM; bvbi2Kb `2H�i2/
iQ 2t2`+BbBM; BM i?2 }2H/ Q7 i`B�;2 �M/ `2b+m2 QT2`�iBQM K�M�;2K2MiX AM T`Q@
TQb2/ i`�BMBM; bvbi2K r2 mb2 bBKmH�iQ`b Q7 pBi�H ?mK�M bB;Mb #�b2/ QM KQ#BH2
9 P_*A., J�+B2D LBFQ/2K[0000−0002−9242−2029]- C�M LBFQ/2K[0000−0002−3748−9255]

S�r2ƈ :�rƈQrbFB[0000−0003−4821−7770] _vbx�`/ EH2KTQmb[0000−0003−4889−0930]

�H2tBb Zm2b�/�@�`2M+B#B�[0000−0002−8313−5124]

:�#`B2H2 a�Hp�iQ`2 /2 "H�bBQ[0000−0002−6233−567X]
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/2pB+2bX h?2b2 /2pB+2b ;2M2`�i2 i?2 pB+iBKǶb HB72 +v+H2 T�ii2`M- +QMbBbiBM; Q7 i?2
p�Hm2b U?2�`i#2�ib �M/ `2bTB`�iQ`v `�i2b- bvbiQHB+ �M/ /B�biQHB+ #HQQ/ T`2bbm`2-
�M/ +�TBHH�`v `2}HH iBK2V mb2/ �b i?2 #�bBb 7Q` h_A�:1 +�i2;Q`Bx�iBQMX

h?2 mb2 Q7 bT2+B�HHv T`Q;`�KK2/ bK�`iT?QM2b �b bBKmH�iQ`b r�b � i2KTQ@
`�`v bQHmiBQM i?�i 7�+BHBi�i2/ bvbi2K bi�`imTX *m``2MiHv- i?2b2 bBKmH�iQ`b �`2
BKTH2K2Mi2/ QM i?2 #�bBb Q7 i?2 1aSjk +?BT- r?B+? 2M�#H2b i?2 +QMM2+iBQM Q7
K�Mv ivT2b Q7 2MpB`QMK2Mi�H b2MbQ`bX AM i?2 T�T2` r2 rBHH T`2b2Mi M2r p2`bBQM
Q7 i?2 pB+iBK bBKmH�iQ` #�b2/ QM i?2 1aSjk bvbi2K QM +?BT UaP*V- �M/ M2r
7mM+iBQM�HBiB2b bm+? �b ?2�`i `�i2 KQMBiQ`BM; �M/ +�bm�HiB2b TQbBiBQMBM;X

*�bm�HiB2b TQbBiBQMBM; Bb +`m+B�H /m`BM; `2b+m2 QT2`�iBQMb �i i?2 bBi2 Q7 �
K�bb BM+B/2Mi Q` /Bb�bi2`X �i i?2 b�K2 iBK2- BM KQ/2`M bQ+B2iv- �HKQbi 2p2`v
T2`bQM +�``B2b �M �+iBp2 U"G1- qB6BV KQ#BH2 T?QM2X h?2`27Q`2- r2 �`2 ;QBM; iQ
p2`B7v ?Qr Km+? i?2 mb2 Q7 i?Bb 2[mBTK2Mi �M/ "G1- qB6B i2+?MQHQ;B2b +QmH/
#2 2z2+iBp2 bQHmiBQM 7Q` TQbBiBQMBM; (j- k) i?2 +�bm�HivX

AM/QQ` SQbBiBQMBM; #�b2/ QM qB@6B �M/ "Hm2iQQi? GQr 1M2`;v i2+?MQHQ;B2b
?�b K�Mv �/p�Mi�;2b, MQr�/�vb qB@6B �++2bb TQBMib �`2 T`2b2Mi 2p2`vr?2`2
�M/ "G1 2KBii2`b Q` #2�+QMb �`2 2�bBHv /2THQv2/ BM �Mv 2MpB`QMK2Mi /m2 iQ
i?2B` bK�HH bBx2 �M/ HB;?i r2B;?i �M/ /Q MQi +QMbmK2 iQQ Km+? 2M2`;v- #2BM;
�#H2 iQ 2KBi 7Q` v2�`bX � ?v#`B/ qB@6Bf"G1 BM/QQ` TQbBiBQMBM; T`QpB/2b i?2
�/p�Mi�;2 i?�i rBi? qB@6B i2+?MQHQ;v Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ TQbBiBQM BM Ƕ;`QbbQ KQ/QǶ
Q` }`bi �TT`Q�+? �M/ rBi? "G1 i2+?MQHQ;v Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ T2`7Q`K � }M2`
TQbBiBQMBM; (j)X

_272`2M+2b

RX "�xv�`- CX- 6�``QF?B-JX- E?�MF2?- >X,h`B�;2 avbi2Kb BM J�bb *�bm�Hiv AM+B/2Mib
�M/ .Bb�bi2`b, � _2pB2r aim/v rBi? � qQ`H/rB/2 �TT`Q�+?X PT2M �++2bb J�+2/
C J2/ a+BX dUjV, TTX93kĜ9N9 XkyRN 62# R8X .PA, RyXj33NfQ�KDKbXkyRNXRRN

kX /2 "H�bBQ :X- _Q/`ő;m2x@_Q/`ő;m2x CX *X- :�`+ő� *X _X- Zm2b�/�@�`2M+B#B� �X,
"2�+QM@_2H�i2/ S�`�K2i2`b Q7 "Hm2iQQi? GQr 1M2`;v, .2p2HQTK2Mi Q7 � a2KB@
�miQK�iB+ avbi2K iQ aim/v h?2B` AKT�+i QM AM/QQ` SQbBiBQMBM; avbi2KbX a2MbQ`b
RNUR9V, jy3d UkyRNV

jX /2 "H�bBQ :- Zm2b�/�@�`2M+B#B� �X- :�`+ő� *X_X- JQHBM�@:BH CXJX- *�#�HH2`Q@:BH *X,
aim/v QM �M AM/QQ` SQbBiBQMBM; avbi2K 7Q` >�`b? 1MpB`QMK2Mib "�b2/ QM qB@6B
�M/ "Hm2iQQi? GQr 1M2`;vX a2MbQ`b RdUeV, RkNN UkyRdV

9X LBFQ/2K CX- LBFQ/2K JX- EH2KTQmb _X- :�rƈQrbFB SX, qB@6B +QKKmMB+�iBQM �M/
AQh i2+?MQHQ;B2b iQ BKT`Qp2 2K2`;2M+v i`B�;2 i`�BMBM;- �/p�M+2b BM AMi2HHB;2Mi
avbi2Kb �M/ *QKTmiBM;- AaaL kRN9@8j8dc pQHX RRdj- h?2Q`v �M/ �TTHB+�iBQMb
Q7 .2T2M/�#H2 *QKTmi2` avbi2Kb- Aa"L, Nd3@j@yjy@93k88@3c Nd3@j@yjy@93k8e@8-
aT`BM;2`- kyky- .PA, ?iiT,ff/tX/QBXQ`;fRyXRyydfNd3@j@yjy@93k8e@8n99

8X LBFQ/2K CX- LBFQ/2K JX- :�rƈQrbFB S- EH2KTQmb _X , h`�BMBM; bvbi2K 7Q` }`bi
`2bTQMb2 K2/B+�H 2K2`;2M+v ;`QmTb iQ ;mB/2 i`B�;2 T`Q+2/m`2b- 3i? AMi2`M�iBQM�H
qQ`Fb?QT QM AMMQp�iBp2 aBKmH�iBQM 7Q` >2�Hi? *�`2- AqAa>- .AJ1 lMBp2`bBi� /B
:2MQp�c .AJ1: lMBp2`bBiv Q7 *�H�#`B�- kyRNX Aa"L, Nd3@33@38d9R@je@kc Nd3@33@
38d9R@j8@8- ?iiT,ffiQ+XT`Q+22/BM;bX+QKf8y8eyr2#iQ+XT/7

eX 1aSjk h2+?MB+�H _272`2M+2 J�Mm�H- p2`bBQM 9X8 - 1bT`2bbB7 avbi2Kb- kykX
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Introduction

We are developing a tourism support application using Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) beacons in Nikko [1] and now expanding area to Senjogahara, Oku-Nikko
(in Tochigi Prefecture, Japan). A BLE beacon transmits location information
by advertising messages and is mainly used for indoor positioning. However, we
have been using them to provide tourism information outdoors. BLE beacon
consumes lower power than GPS, so that it is helpful to use it in mountainous
areas such as Senjogahara since there are no charging facilities. Also, we use a
BLE beacon with a solar cell to eliminate battery checks. However, ordinary solar
BLE beacons have a problem in the mountain since tree leaves block sunlight.

Newly designed beacon

Therefore, to solve this problem, we newly designed a solar beacon with dye-
sensitized solar cells [2]. This one can generate electricity at a higher efficiency
in low-light environments than silicon-based solar cells. BLE beacons with built-
in dye-sensitized solar cells have been attached to a waterproofed box and placed
along a trail in Senjogahara. Fig.1a shows the exterior of the new beacon, and
Fig.1b shows the interior of the new beacon.

Evaluation

The new BLE-solar-beacon was placed at the end of June 2021. We checked
the beacons several times, and they worked well. Fig.2a and Fig.2b show the
measured results of illuminance at each beacon. The red line is plotted at 300K
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Lux as the threshold of solar power to generate enough electricity to operate
the old beacon. At only two points, the old solar beacon works in summer. In
contrast, the new beacons generate and charge power at any location, making
them highly available. Also, we confirmed that the strength of the advertising
message was strong enough to work with our sightseeing support application.

(a) Appearance of the new beacon (size：
125mm x 80mm x 25mm) (b) New BLE beacon circuit

Fig. 1: Newly designed Beacon

(a) Aug.29,2021,Sunnyn (b) Sep.4,2021,Rainy

Fig. 2: Illuminance at each beacon location

Conclusion

We have been using a solar BLE beacon in Senjogahara. Usually, standard poly-
crystalline solar cells require strong light to generate electricity. However, they
did not work well in Senjogahara since the leaves of trees cover them. Therefore,
we changed from normal solar cells to dye-sensitized solar cells that can gener-
ate electricity without intense light, such as in a dark room without lighting. We
expected that this would generate power stably even in Senjogahara. As a result
of the measurements, the new beacon worked as expected.
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Mixed Reality HMI for Collaborative Robots
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Abstract. In flexible manufacturing systems, it is necessary to be able
to react quickly to changing products or processes, which human workers
usually do intuitively. The development of a Mixed Reality Human Ma-
chine Interface (HMI) with a Microsoft HoloLens 2 for an ABB GoFa was
the main objective of this work and should be investigated as an intuitive
robot user interface. It was investigated which data of the robot can be
displayed in which form in a Mixed Reality application and whether it
is possible to control the robot intuitively with the HoloLens 2.

Keywords: Mixed Reality · HoloLens2 · Digital Twin · Industrial Robot.

1 Problem and task definition

(Re-) Programming robots often requires well-trained workforce to be able to
react flexible in changing production environments. In order to make (re-) pro-
gramming of robots easier and more cost-e�cient, methods for simplifying pro-
gramming need to be explored. The primary goal of this project was the devel-
opment of an mixed reality application for an MS HoloLens 2 that enables the
robot to be programmed and controlled as intuitively as possible.

2 State of the art

In a digital age, it is a challenge to unite the real and digital worlds. Augmented
and mixed reality as described by [1] o↵er an approach to this. Digital twins [2]
are very well suited for the representation of complex contents of real systems in
augmented or mixed reality. One goal of digital twins is to also act bidirectionally.
When it comes to moving a robot intuitively, the focus is on kinesthetics, the
possibility of hand guidance, which, however, places special requirements on the
robot’s sensor technology. For robots that do not have such sensor technology,
[3] is researching ways to control the robot via gestures. possibilities to move the
robot via gesture control in Mixed Reality.
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3 Practical implementation

The practical implementation of the project can be divided into three parts:
ABB GoFa: The collaborative robot itself can be considered like an actuator
in this application, it provides the data for the digital twin and responds to
commands sent by the MS HoloLens 2.
Interface Application (PC): A desktop application for the PC was created,
which is the central part of the application and manages all commands and data
and forwards them to the participants.
Microsoft HoloLens2: The application for the MS HoloLens 2 can interact
with the digital content via gesture control and is used to visualise data, simulate
movements and as a graphical interface to control the robot.

4 Results

It was possible to develop a comprehensive control system for the robot via MS
HoloLens 2. Figure 1 shows individual impressions of the application. GoHolo
enables the visualisation of information, the intuitive control, the simulation of
movements while the real robot is still at standstill, the axis-by-axis movement,
fading in the workspace and creating waypoints in the MR.

5 Outlook

Based on the presented solution a comparative study will be carried out in order
to determine possible improvements during path programming of experienced
robot programmers, layman as well as undergraduate students.

Fig. 1. GoHolo - Industrial robot digital twin
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Abstract. The importance of digitization in production and training was recog-
nized and has found its way into many companies nowadays. Technologies as 
IoT, rapid prototyping, and digital twins can be used to advantage in these fields.  
In order to show the numerous possibilities of such technologies, a digital twin 
demonstrator was built [1] and extended to include virtual- and augmented reality 
for the control, data exchange, and data visualization. This demonstrator can be 
used for R&D topics as well as for teaching undergraduates and co-workers. A 
very flexible system configuration enables to adapt to many different tasks and 
can be easily reproduced. Future topics will be to exchange components, e.g., 
Python instead of MATLAB, alternatives to MQTT, etc. to increase the flexibil-
ity, and also to check for the latency of the data connection via the internet. 

Keywords: Internet of Things, Rapid Prototyping, Digital Twin, Virtual Real-
ity, Augmented Reality. 

1 System Configuration Digital Twin Demonstrator 

As published in [1], a demonstrator was built in order to show the important character-
istics of a digital twin on a simple system, which can be reproduced easily and cheaply. 
The physical system is a ducted fan driven by a DC motor with sensors for rotational 
speed, current, and temperature connected to an Arduino, as shown in Fig. 1. Further-
more, a Programming Logic Controller (PLC) or microcomputer, e.g., a Raspberry Pi, 
could be used instead of an Arduino microcontroller. The digital twin is a virtual replica 
of the demonstrator incorporating data acquisition and processing, system modeling 
and control, condition monitoring, and a remaining useful life model, all built in 
MATLAB®. Digital twins can be used advantageously along the product development 
process in the design-, build- and operate-phase as well as in production processes [2]. 
In this work, an extension of the digital-twin demonstrator using VR and AR technol-
ogies for human-machine-interaction and data-visualization is presented.  
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Fig. 1. Digital Twin Demonstrator - system configuration 

2 Teaching Aspect by Using the Demonstrator 

The demonstrator can be used for R&D as a very flexible system in retrofitting ex-
isting machines and production facilities, also for small and medium enterprises (SME) 
who may not be the experts in this field, and for teaching low-skilled workers on new 
production systems as well. 

Using the demonstrator for teaching students can be conducted in many different 
ways. What students learn from the simulation can be implemented on the real system 
for verification. In the meantime, the Internet of Things can be introduced through sin-
gle-board computers such as Arduino or Raspberry Pi. For the software of the Internet 
of Things, in addition to using commercial Thingworx, we can also introduce students 
Node-RED, an open-source tool contributed by IBM. Node-Red can be installed on 
Raspberry Pi so that the Raspberry Pi becomes a lightweight IoT gateway. Students can 
learn how to communicate with OPC UA-based machine controllers or Modbus PLCs 
using Node-RED installed Raspberry Pi.  

The future work for this project is to test the latency of the communication between 
Austria and Taiwan. The other issue that we will study is to use open-source software, 
such as Scilab or Modelica, for our teaching purposes.  Besides, we can install the OPC 
UA server on Raspberry Pi and OPC UA client on PC so that students can learn the 
OPC UA protocol. All are important scenarios that the students, or the perspective en-
gineers, will face when they work in industry. 
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1 Introduction and Motivation 

In the following extended abstract, an overview including motivation, objectives and 
expected results of the Interreg Austria-Bavaria project "KI-Net" (AB292; www.ki-
net.eu/) is summarized. The project develops a cross-border competence network that 
investigates, researches, and develops fundamental methods for AI-based optimizations 
in industrial manufacturing. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a key technology of industrial digitalization. Especially 
in the area of production, a great potential is present in the optimization of existing 
production processes, e.g., concerning resource consumption, energy consumption, 
emission reduction, quality improvements, predictive maintenance, and so forth. Some 
of this potential is addressed by methods of industrial analytics, which is in some sense 
beyond particular production technology, while another part of this potential is ad-
dressed by particular technological aspects in production systems, e.g., concerning 
mechatronics, robotics and motion control, industrial control and automation systems, 
etc. 

AI technologies bring significant advantages in the analysis of complex data as well 
as in supporting people in solving complex problems or relieving them of time-con-
suming tasks. The strength of AI technologies lies in their ability to detect complex 
correlations, to generalize and to independently extract information and policies from 
data without relying on explicit domain-specific knowledge. They are therefore indis-
pensable for evaluating data from a constantly growing number of sensors that are being 
installed as part of Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0, and thus generating added 
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value. At the same time, AI technologies are able to solve problems with a manageable 
number of algorithms and procedures, which cannot be solved with regular (i.e., re-
quirements-driven) programming procedures, in which the knowledge for solving the 
problem is made available in the form of an algorithm. 

The problem is that the field of AI includes so many research areas and methods that 
many companies are losing the overview of the methods that are necessary and appro-
priate for solving the company`s problems. The reasons for this are, on the one hand, a 
lack of expertise in AI and, on the other hand, high complexity and risks of use for the 
companies (especially for SMEs). As a result, many potentials cannot yet be exploited. 

2 Project Objectives 

The KI-Net project develops a cross-border competence network that investigates, re-
searches and develops fundamental methods for AI-based optimizations in industrial 
manufacturing. This is intended to facilitate access for companies, especially SMEs, to 
the targeted use of AI in production and maintenance processes. The project aims to 
clearly identify which AI methods are the most suitable for which industrial manufac-
turing tasks. The AI methods include in particular: (1) systems engineering processes, 
(2) digital twins and robotics, (3) knowledge representation and knowledge graphs, and
(4) data analysis, optimization and learning techniques.

The project members pool the necessary know-how to be a main contact for industry,
SMEs and other institutions on this topic. The public thus has the opportunity to obtain 
information and knowledge from a single competence network and thus access the 
knowledge of the project partners. 

3 Expected Project Results 

The cross-border approach (the project is conducted in five regions of Austria and Ger-
many) is also expected to open the way for a new research and innovation partnership 
and intensify cooperation between academia and the AI-based manufacturing and 
maintenance industry sector in the program area. 

Individual use cases are researched, developed, and prepared in a suitable form for 
the public. These best-practice examples are then be summarized in the form of an ap-
plication guideline for AI methods in industrial manufacturing and presented to the 
public at several knowledge transfer events. Furthermore, the results will be made avail-
able online (www.ki-net.eu/) and the developed knowledge will also be integrated into 
qualification modules of the project partners. 

Acknowledgement: The research reported in this paper has been funded by the Euro-
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1 Introduction 

As a part of the overarching project KI-Net (AB292) a robot cell including a delta kin-
ematic system is developed, which will act as a testbed for different software proto-
types. The board game “nine men´s morris” serves as an application, which can be 
implemented with simple pick-and-place movements of the robot. This application of-
fers different interfaces to further instances and thus forms a modularity to the outside. 

2 Testbed´s Hardware and Software implementation 

The design of the robot cell is based on the Plot-Bot-Project [1]. This offers a modular 
construction system, which enables educational institutions to develop a low-cost, but 
industrially suitable robot system. The hardware of the robot consists mostly of 3D-
printed parts and an industrial PLC of B&R. The modular structure of the industrial 
controller's development environment allows the control parameters to be adapted to 
individual robot configurations. While in standard Plot-Bot configurations the actuation 
is realized with inexpensive stepper motors, servo motors are installed in this project, 
to offer the opportunity for AI-based optimization of control parameters. In such an 
interdisciplinary system, the platform-independent and service-oriented communica-
tion architecture OPC UA1 [2] is used. 

The robot trajectory for the pick-and-place motion, is generated by a model-based 
reinforcement learning (RL) agent. Therefor a self-developed kinematic model of the 
robot was implemented. The RL agent receivers the current environment state at each 
step of the trajectory planning. The environment state is described through the current 
and target positions and velocities for the Tool-Center-Point (TCP). In addition, the 
environment also has information regarding obstacles in the working area that should 
be avoided. The TensorFlow Agent library [3] is used to implement the learning process 
using an actor-critic (AC) algorithm. Two algorithms where tested: Deep Deterministic 
Policy Gradient (DDPG) and Twin Delayed DDPG (TD3). Each of them requires two 
artificial neural networks. 

1  Open Plattform Communications Unified Architecture 
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Different digital representations [4] with individual characteristics serve in the pro-
ject as simulation models, which interact in interrelations, even in real-time with the 
real-world. The kinematic model used for the model-based RL agent described above 
is a model written with Python. It includes the direct- and inverse kinematics as well as 
hardware restrictions due to e.g. bearings. A digital shadow with the Industrial Physics 
software serves as a monitoring model and will later substitute the self-developed kin-
ematic model as a digital twin. Additionally, it offers possibilities as the interaction 
between the robot system and a HoloLens 2. Furthermore, the digital twin will be used 
as hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) setup in further issues. 

3 Conclusion 

The resulting test bed, consisting of the modular robot system can be expanded as re-
quired. Further research should investigate the validity and extendibility of the model-
based trajectory planning RL agent. Additionally, the test bed offers project opportuni-
ties for students and for following research projects. On the one hand, the model-based 
RL agent could optimize the trajectory of the robot for energy efficiency implemented 
with a digital twin. On the other hand, a similar AI-model could use for servo-control-
ler-parameters, e.g. to improve jerk reactions. 

Acknowledgement: The research reported in this paper has been funded by European 
Interreg Austria-Bavaria project "KI-Net (AB292)". 
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1 Motivation

Industry 4.0 is driven by demands like shorter time-to-market, mass customiza-
tion of products, or batch size one production. Reinforcement Learning (RL) has
been shown to possess great potential for process optimization in Industrial Con-
trol Systems (ICSs), allowing to cope with the above demands, cf. [2]. However,
some characteristics of Operational Technology (OT) impair the integration of
the standard setting [3] for RL, consisting of agents and environments, into OT.
In our paper, we present an OT-aware RL architecture that specifically addresses
the following OT challenges:

1. Geographical distribution: RL agents typically interact with local environ-
ments, whereas OT systems are often geographically broadly distributed.

2. Platform independence: The heterogeneous nature of OT systems, which
often use proprietary technology, makes the integration of a RL agent into
OT systems built by di↵erent manufacturers di�cult.

Besides those OT-specific characteristics, we also consider the following re-
quirements for the sake of general applicability. This way, our architecture also
addresses the needs of a framework for:

3. RL agent agnosticism: Relying on generally available RL agent implementa-
tions is important to reduce development e↵ort.

4. Digital representation: Using digital representations in the initial training
of the RL agent can lead to a significant reduction of overall training time,
helping to cope with real-time constraints of real control systems and the
lack of real-world samples [1].

? Georg Schäfer and Stefan Huber are supported by the European Interreg Österreich-
Bayern project AB292 KI-Net. Reuf Kozlica is supported by the Lab for Intelligent
Data Analytics Salzburg (IDA Lab) funded by Land Salzburg (WISS 2025) under
project number 20102-F1901166-KZP.
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2 Proposed architecture

Facing the challenges defined in Sect. 1, we propose an OPC UA-based architec-
ture. Fig. 1 gives a simplified overview. Essentially, the standard RL setting [3]
is extended by “OPC UA nodes”. In a certain sense, we combine the RL setting
with the setting of digital twins.

Two transport mechanisms are provided by OPC UA: A binary TCP protocol
optimized for performance and a firewall-friendly web service protocol. Require-
ment 1 is addressed by the latter. OPC UA is a vendor-independent protocol
that enables communication across the layers of the ISA 95 automation pyra-
mid, which addresses requirement 2. We demonstrated that OPC UA makes it
easier to support real hardware. Additionally, di↵erent kinds of simulations may
be addressed, thus allowing the architecture to fulfill requirement 4.

RL agent RL environment OPC UA nodes

action actuation

state, reward sensing

Fig. 1. Interaction between a RL agent and OPC UA nodes using a RL environment.

The RL action and state space is in a relationship with the OPC UA address
space and the corresponding translation is performed by the environment. In
particular, each agent action is turned into an OPC UA call by which actuators
are set using the OPC UA client-server model. Vice versa, the environment
is notified using the OPC UA PubSub on each sensor change. This triggers a
reward evaluation and state space transition, which is forwarded to the agent. By
preserving the standard RL setting, the agent can easily be substituted, fulfilling
requirement 3.

We have evaluated the proposed architecture using a hardware-in-the-loop
simulation. An exemplary sorting task based on a physical material flow sys-
tem served as a test bed. We have demonstrated that an optimal policy was
learned by the agent for this task, and we showed that the integration of a real
programmable logic controller relying on real communication is possible.
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1 Introduction

We investigate function approximation by Ck-continuous splines using gradient
descent optimization provided by the machine learning framework TensorFlow.
Our approach, initially motivated by cam design, is generically applicable.

There is a lot of prior work on neural networks for function approximation
[1] or the use of gradient descent optimizers for B-spline curves [2]. There are
also non-scientific texts on gradient descent optimization for polynomial regres-
sion. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no thorough evaluation of
gradient descent optimizers for Ck-continuous spline approximation.

Let us consider n samples at x1  · · ·  xn 2 R with respective values yi 2 R.
We ask for a spline f : I ! R on the interval I = [x1, xn] that approximates
the samples well and fulfills some additional domain-specific properties, like Ck-
continuity or Ck-cyclicity1. Let us denote by ⇠0  · · ·  ⇠m the polynomial
boundaries of f , where ⇠0 = x1 and ⇠m = xn. With Ii = [⇠i�1, ⇠i], the spline f
is modeled by m polynomials pi : I ! R that agree with f on Ii for 1  i  m.
Each polynomial pi =

Pd
j=0 ↵i,jxj is determined by its coe�cients ↵i,j , where

d denotes the degree of the spline and its polynomials.
We investigate the convergence of the model parameters ↵i,j of this spline

model with respect to di↵erent loss functions, specifically for L2-approximation
error and Ck-continuity, by means of di↵erent TensorFlow optimizers.

2 Gradient descent optimization

TensorFlow provides a mechanism for automatic gradient computation using a
so-called gradient tape. We implemented our own training loop in which we (i)
obtain the gradients @

@↵i,j
` for a loss expression `, (ii) optionally apply some

? Stefan Huber and Hannes Waclawek are supported by the European Interreg
Österreich-Bayern project AB292 KI-Net.

1 By Ck-cyclicity we mean that the derivative f (i) matches on x1 and xn for 1  i  k.
If it additionally matches for i = 0 then we have Ck-periodicity.
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regularization on the gradients and (iii) supply the optimizer with the gradients.
This requires a computation of ` that allows the gradient tape to track the
operations applied to ↵i,j in form of TensorFlow variables.

In a first step, we investigated mean squared error loss `2 = m
n

P
i |f(xi)�yi|2

for a single polynomial. Even for this simple setting, convergence is impaired for
the vanilla SGD optimizer. We introduced a degree-based regularization, which
enabled convergence for higher learning rates, higher polynomial degrees and
allowed for Nesterov momentum. Based on that, SGD with momentum was
almost competitive with the Adam optimizer for a small number of epochs.
For a large number of epochs, by far the best performance was achieved with
Adam, however, with significant, reoccurring phases of instability. The AMSGrad
variant of Adam eliminated this behavior.

On that basis, we investigated our general spline model. We introduced a
Ck-loss `CK =

P
i D(⇠i) where D(x) =

Pk
j=0 di,j(x)

2 measures the amount of

j-th discontinuities di,j(x) = p(j)i+1(x) � p(j)i (x) at the polynomial boundary ⇠i.
Experiments have shown that we do not need a regularization of di,j concerning
the order j of the derivatives. This loss `CK can be naturally extended towards
Ck-cyclicity/periodicity, say, for cam profiles. We obtain a total loss of ` = �`2+
(1� �)`CK, where � controls how much weight we put in Ck-continuity.

In our experiment with C2-splines of degree 5, we swept � from 0 to 1. Again,
AMSGrad has a better performance compared to SGD. For all tested 0 < � < 1
SGD and AMSGrad manage to produce splines of low loss within 10 000 epochs:
SGD reaches ` ⇡ 10�4 and AMSGrad reaches ` ⇡ 10�6. (Given an application-
specific tolerance, we may already stop after few hundred epochs.)

Additional terms in ` can accommodate for further domain-specific goals. For
instance, we can reduce oscillations in f by penalizing the strain energy `strain =R
I f

00(x)2 dx , which is turned into a closed formula that can be processed by
the gradient tape. In the above experiments, we started with the zero spline
to investigate convergence. To improve convergence speed, we do start with the
`2-optimal spline and let our method minimize the overall goal `. Interestingly,
here SGD outperforms AMSGrad clearly, because SGD actually converges faster
and cleaner on `CK alone. Indeed, in our test case, SGD reached negligible total
loss ` on double-precision numbers, namely below 10�11, after just 100 epochs.

In order to strictly establish Ck-continuity, i.e., to eliminate possible remain-
ing `CK, we apply corrective polynomials that enforce D(⇠i) = 0 at all ⇠i. Here
we require that d � 2k+1, i.e., a su�ciently large spline degree. Each correction
at ⇠i has only local impact, unlike the propagation for natural splines.
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Abstract. Increasingly more industrial applications incorporate artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) based systems, which require captured data from
real machines or digital twin simulations. But these data sets are often
small in size, imbalanced or for specific use cases only. Virtual sample
generators (VSG) are used to artificially construct new data, but tend
to ignore non obvious connections between features.
Therefore, we propose the inclusion of expert knowledge from engineers
in the sample generation process. They can judge how features are con-
nected, which value range is plausible or acceptable and which features
aren’t relevant. The evaluation of our approach in a Jupyter notebook
implementation and library shows first promising results.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence · Artificial Data · Software Develop-
ment · Virtual Sample Generator.

1 Toolkit Library

Useful information for the creation of a robust and e↵ective AI model [1] are not
only hidden inside existing samples, e.g. captured from digital twins [2], but also
in the minds of engineers and experts in the field. Here, we provide an example
on how to include this knowledge in AI training data generation by letting them
directly influence the generation process of artificial samples.
Our toolkit consists of two separate parts, one for visual analysis and one for
step wise generation of artificial data. In this paper we focus on the later.
To start generating samples the toolkit is initialized with the original data set
and chosen target label. Then separate instructions for each feature are added
to the generator. Each defines the method, which other features to consider and
method specific settings. For this, our prototype implementation includes five
generation methods and one placeholder to choose from. All Instructions have
to be placed in logical order, as methods can use already generated data for
their calculations. After all instructions are defined for all features, they can be
evaluated. For this an artificial data set is step wise generated. Then two SVMs
are trained on the original and artificial data set, and the results of the models
compared and displayed. Image 1 shows an example result, this gives a first
estimate on the instructions suitability. Last an indefinite amount of artificial
samples can be generated and returned as a new data set.

? Supported by Interreg Österreich-Bayern 2014-2020 as part of the project KI-Net
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Fig. 1. SVM Result View, 30% original data, NASA kc1

2 Evaluation Notebook

To demonstrate our proposed method and toolkit, experiments were performed
on small data sets for classification and regression problems.
Using the NASA kc1 data set, an ANN was trained on 70% random original
samples with 15% validation data and tested on the remaining 15%. Then 10%
to 50% of the original data were randomly chosen from the training set and ten
cycles of artificial data generation performed. Each cycle 10.000 new samples
were produced and a separate ANN trained on the artificial data set combined
with the percentage. Finally, the model results for all ten cycles were averaged
and compared. As shown in Table 1 our method resulted in an almost 40%
improved F1 score with nearly the same overall accuracy using the same test
set.

Table 1. Evaluation results for di↵erent original data ratios

NASA kc1
Percentage base 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
Accuracy 0.848 0.831 0.831 0.838 0.842 0.844
F1 0.061 0.461 0.431 0.435 0.438 0.433
Orig. Samples 1475 211 422 633 843 1054

Although it highly depends on the chosen instructions, order and other set-
tings for each feature, our experiments show promising results, generating suit-
ably artificial samples from a small original data count.
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Abstract. Manufacturing product failure is expensive: it costs money as well as time.

Due to this, it is essential to optimise the manufacturing process and reduce the likeli-

hood of failure by understanding the cause of the product failure. This paper presents

a strategy to reduce manufacturing product failure. The proposed strategy combines a

data-driven approach, such as structure learning of Bayesian networks, with a knowledge-

based approach, such as knowledge graphs.

Keywords: Manufacturing Product Failure, Bayesian Networks, Knowledge Graphs,

Structure Learning

1 Introduction and Project Objectives

The following extended abstract describes the goal and the expected results of one development
of the Interreg Austria-Bavaria project “KI-Net” (AB292)4. In the context of industrial digi-
tisation, standardised processes automated by artificial intelligence are a key technology with
high values in particular to process optimisation and reduce the rate of failures in small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).

To optimise the production process and minimise the failure rate, it is required to detect
anomalies automatically and timely identify possible root causes in monitoring manufacturing
systems of SMEs. Understanding log information of the processes by experts can be inaccu-
rate and incomplete [5]. To tackle this problem, diverse techniques can be employed including
classical and data-driven techniques.

The growing complexity of production systems in SME makes it di�cult to analyse the
systems through classical approaches [3]. To access a comprehensive and accurate analysis of
the complex systems, Bayesian networks (BNs) as a data-driven technique are widely used due
to their flexible structure in scope of uncertain knowledge representation and reasoning [1,4].

Since structure learning for BNs are not easily interpretable, they can not be su�ciently
informative about dependencies between the variables. Thus, knowledge graphs (KGs) are be
utilised to enrich semantic interoperability and exchange information between humans or ma-
chines.

This work targets at leveraging structure learning of BNs and KGs as part of a novel strategy
to reduce manufacturing product failure in SMEs. As shown in Figure 1, the input data which

4 https://scch.at/en/das-projects-details/ki-net
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is in a tabular format is taken along with the expert and a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
is generated though Bayesian structure learning technique such as [2]. Next, the generated
DAG is pruned and then a KG is constructed using Semantic Web technologies to provide
semantic interoperability. Finally, the KG is visualised to help both experts and non-experts to
understand the dependencies among the variables.

Fig. 1. Proposed Methodology

2 Expected Project Results

The anticipated outcome of this work is a software library capable of performing the tasks
described in Section 1, which we intend to publish as open source software. The software would
provide an easy way to integrate our research outcome into any other industrial setting to
optimise the manufacturing process with minimal change. This is due to the fact that KG is
domain-specific and requires input from a domain expert, which varies by domain.

Acknowledgment: The research reported in this paper has been funded by European Interreg
Austria-Bavaria project ”KI-Net (AB292)”.
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For the design and development of industrial automation systems multiple

technical standards exist. A technical standard is comprised of a set of require-

ments and recommendations that are relevant for specific kinds of systems in a

domain or for certain processes. To claim conformance to a standard all require-

ments defined by the standard must be fulfilled. Technical standards not only

help software developers in identifying relevant requirements, but also facilitates

system certification, i.e., to systematically assess that a system meets impor-

tant and critical requirements in fields like security, safety, and interoperability.

Considering technical standards in system design can be challenging for devel-

opers. Typically multiple standards are relevant for a single systems. E.g., for

designing an industrial automation system, the development team needs to con-

sider safety standards to assess that no workers are harmed during their work,

security standards to assess that no confidential information is exposed or that

the operation of machines can be interrupted by intruders, and interoperabil-

ity standards to ensure that machines can communicate with other systems in

an open and standardized way as it is envisioned by industry 4.0[1]. Conform-

ing to a technical standard requires that developers are familiar with dedicated

standard, and that they know how to address the specified requirements accord-

ingly. Standards mainly define requirements but typically remain vague on how

requirements are ideally addressed via proven, reusable solutions like patterns

and reference architectures or dedicated frameworks and technologies.

Recent advancements in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) allow the de-

velopment of novel kinds of systems and the automation of knowledge-intensive

activities that previously had to be carried out manually by humans. Also the

software engineering community researches how software engineering can be sup-

ported with AI-based technologies. This work explores how knowledge graphs

(KGs) can be used for supporting software developers in the design of complex

industrial systems. KGs are an emerging technology for the development of ex-

plainable artificial intelligence (AI) applications. KGs are used for semantically

modelling a complex domain [2], and use reasoning- and AI-based methods for

the development of knowledge-based systems like question-answering (QA) [4]
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and decision support systems [5]. A strength of KGs is their support for the in-

tegration di↵erent heterogeneous data sources (knowledge fusion) and to derive

new knowledge by analyzing relations between these data sources [3].

Based on the example of an industrial system we illustrate how system de-

sign can be supported with KGs. We discuss how project-generic knowledge (e.g.,

technical standards like IEC 62443-4-2 standard on Security for industrial au-
tomation and control systems (IACS) – Part 4-2: Technical security requirements
for IACS components) as well as project-specific knowledge (i.e., the description
of a concrete system) can be described as a KG by means of corresponding on-

tologies. We illustrate how reasoning can be used to evaluate a system against

requirements, and how architects can be supported during the design process

(e.g., by proposing corresponding patterns and architectural styles). Driven by

the example system we discuss the feasibility of automating activities of the ar-

chitecture design process and we identify open research challenges that require

further research.
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1 Motivation

In this work, we investigate two standard methods of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
applied to the well-known task of the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP).
These investigations have initially been motivated by a material-flow optimiza-
tion problem concerning the commissioning task of a high-bay storage system.
From an algorithmic point of view, in the plane, this reduces to TSP.

The AI library mlrose already provides a mapping of the TSP to a set of
implementations of well-known AI methods, which makes it a favorable can-
didate for our commissioning task from an engineering point of view. In this
work we present algorithmic improvements of two underlying optimization tech-
niques, namely Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Hill Climbing (HC). While at first
motivated by the TSP task, these improvements are applicable to a set of prob-
lems beyond classical TSP application. At a meta level these investigations also
demonstrate that we shall be careful when taking AI libraries as fire-and-forget
black-box solutions.

Given a set of n locations p0, . . . , pn�1 in the plane, TSP asks for the shortest
closed tour on R2 that visits all points p0, . . . , pn�1. In this work, we represent a
tour as a permutation ⇡ : {0, . . . , n�1} ! {0, . . . , n�1}. Furthermore, by `(⇡) we
denote the length of ⇡, which is to be minimized for TSP. For the commissioning
problem, movements in certain directions (e.g., vertical versus horizontal) may
be faster than in others or cannot happen at the same time. This aspect can be
accommodated by the metric space in which the tour is resides. That is, ` may
not necessarily denote the Euclidean length of ⇡.

2 Genetic Algorithm and Hill Climbing for TSP

Analogously to natural evolution, GA keeps a population of candidate tours. A
sequence of populations (generations) is formed by two genetic operators, namely

? Stefan Huber was supported by the European Interreg Österreich-Bayern project
AB292 KI-Net and Martin Uray by the FFG-COIN project 884130 Retailization 4.0
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mutation and recombination. In mlrose the recombination of two parents, ⇡1

and ⇡2, results in a tour ⇡ that contains a random subset of locations in the
occurrence order of ⇡1, which is then completed to a full tour by taking the
missing locations in the occurrence order of ⇡2.

However, this recombination operator does not take into account that a tour
⇡ and its reversed counterpart ⇡⇤ are essentially equivalent concerning TSP,
and in particular with respect to `. In the worst case, an optimal tour ⇡1 and
its reversed counterpart ⇡⇤

1 would be recombined to form a very unfit o↵spring1,
because the operator is not aware of the fact that the second parent should be
reversed to be compatible with the first parent. We propose a reversal-invariant
operator by actually considering two candidate o↵springs: o↵spring ⇡0 from ⇡1

and ⇡2 and ⇡00 from ⇡1 and ⇡⇤
2 . We then compare the fitness values of the two

candidate o↵springs, i.e., we compare `(⇡) and `(⇡0), and keep only the better
one as the recombination result.

HC is a simple and most widely known optimization technique, cf. [2]. When
phrased as a minimization problem of ` over some domain, HC moves stepwise
downward along the steepest descent until it reaches a local minimum of `. The
domain is given by the transposition graph G = (V,E) over the vertex set V of
permutations ⇡, where E contains an edge (⇡,⇡0) between ⇡ and ⇡0 i↵ we can
turn ⇡ into ⇡0 via a single transposition.

In themlrose implementation, when HC reaches local minima, it would resort
to a restart. Our modification allows for a single upward step from a local mini-
mum to overcome local minima of so-called prominence 1 to prolong descending
paths, along a further improvement to avoid revisiting known paths.

3 Results

The modification on the GA lead to a reduced overall tour length. With a shared
parameter set, the mean achieved tour lengths is 84% of the original implemen-
tation by mlrose, while, the computation time increased by a factor of 2.5.

The modification on the HC shows a similar result. Lower overall tour lengths
were achieved, also to the expense of a computational slowdown. For the config-
uration with one restart, the mean tour length decreased to 0.97 of the original
implementation, while computational time increased to 1.07. Similar results are
observed with 0 restarts (0.95 of tour length; 1.12 increase of computation time).
The mean computation time from 0 to 1 restart increased by a factor of 1.9.
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The paper presents the approach to mechatronic design of a mobile cobot platform  in 
the formal basis of Hierarchical Systems (HS) [1,2]. Conceptual (CD) and detailed 
design (DD) phases create the design stage of a mechatronic object in its life cycle 
[2,3]. In the given work the CD is recognized as the task of creation of the systemic 
model of the object being designed – mobile cobot platform in our case – on the early 
stage of its life cycle. This task is particularly actual for CAD/CAM systems [3]. 

To define conceptual model of a mobile cobot platform it is necessary to describe 
in the common formal basis: system (cobot platform) dynamics and its structure; 
system environment; their processes; coordinator and its coordination (design & 
control) strategies. Besides, conceptual model should take into account the connected 
formal descriptions of a cobot platform mechatronic subsystems of different nature, 
i.e. mechanical (mobile platform, manipulator), pneumatic and electromechanical
(actuators), electronic and computer (design, control and sensors subsystems). HS
technology [1,2] was chosen in the work as the formal basis to create the model.

According to HS formal model [1,2] cobot platform being designed oSl
, its

subsystems of l-1 level, environment system εSl
 and their processes πSl

, are described

in aggregated dynamic form ωl
 by dynamic systems (ρ,φ)l

 [2,5]. Cobot platform 

structure includes dynamic realizations (ρ,φ)l-1
 of subsystems and their connections γσ.

Structural σl and dynamic ωl 
presentations are connected by coordinator S0 which

realizes interlevel relations by performing design (synthesis and analysis) and control 

tasks on its selection, learning and self-organization strata at both CD and DD phases. 

The result of the synthesis task performing in RobWork [6] environment for the 
case of the cobot platform design is presented in Fig.1a. Here the platform structure σl  
is synthesized from its elements ωl-1 by realizing structural connections γσ. This task is
described at CD phase as the following coordinator S0  task: 

S0:{ωl-1 , γσ} →σl    (1) 

Geometric parameters of the mobile cobot platform are described by constructive 
dimension and connections defect, introduced by numerical positional system [2,4,7].   

At the DD phase the synthesis task is performed by coordinator (human-computer 
system) by selecting particular elements of the cobot platform, i.e. Smart mobile 
platform, UR3 manipulator, trakSTAR sensor, Kinect or RealSense2 cameras, etc. 
Exemplary cobot platform designed and constructed in Robotic Systems (RS) Lab., 
Bialystok University of Technology (BUT), Poland is presented in Fig.1b. 
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a)   b)  

Fig. 1. a) mobile cobot platform design – RobWork system screenshot, b) cobot platform 
constructed in RS Lab., BUT; mobile cobot platform structure σl synthesized from its elements 
ωl-1: 1) Smart mobile platform, 2) control system, 3) UR3 manipulator, 4) Kinect camera, e) 
Mid-Range Transmitter (MRT) of trakStar sensor, etc.  

The analysis tasks are kinematics and dynamics tasks. At the CD phase kinematics 
and dynamics models of the cobot platform are presented in (ρ,φ) form [2,5]. At the 
DD phase the models are concretized and transformed to concrete ODE equations.    

Therefore, the main contribution of the paper is the application of HS technology 
in creation of conceptual model of the mobile cobot platform and mechatronic design 
process formalization. HS technology allows description of mechatronic subsystems 
of different nature in common formal basis. Including of dynamic systems (ρ,φ) [5] as 
elements of conceptual model allows easy transfer to DD phase and model 
concretization. Numeric and geometric characteristics introduced [2,4,7] allows 
coordinated calculations of the cobot platform parameters at both CD and DD phases.  
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Abstract. It proves useful to refine the hitherto common division of
systems into linear and nonlinear by defining two types of linear models:
local and ultra-local, or in other words, according to the number of Taylor
series expansion members taken into account in approximating internal
plant feedback, first- or zero-degree linear models. Commonly used (lo-
cally accurate) linear models have a long-standing place in the control
of generally nonlinear systems. We typically obtain them by identifying
plants and designing controllers o↵-line. Their special case represent the
integral models of systems, which we get from them by placing coef-
ficients calculated using partial derivatives according to the individual
phase variables of the output to be zero. However, we get such models
even if we do not calculate partial derivatives at all, i.e. we are satisfied by
using only the zero member of Taylor’s expansion of the considered non-
linearity. Their advantage is simpler calculation (identification) of model
parameters, which favors them in applications that require refinement
of model parameters during system operation, forced by mostly variable
system properties (whether over time or when changing the operating
point or inputs). For ultra-local models, the design of controllers tends
to be simpler, which is especially important for more complex systems or
more complex tasks such as constrained control, time delays, or distur-
bances compensation. The self-adjusting regulators obtained require only
the setting of the sampling period when used. If necessary, this step can
also be automated. So far, they have been practically verified when con-
trolling systems with dominant first and second order dynamics (speed
and position servo systems). However, the promising results also point
to the possibility of considering higher-order systems. The designed con-
trollers do not require a detailed dynamic model of the controlled object
and are not demanding on the accuracy of the performed operations (if
necessary, the more demanding multiplication can be replaced by shifting
the numbers represented in the binary system), which allows their use
to control fast processes. The simplification of the concept of ultra-local
linear models also simplifies the incorporation of robust control methods
called active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) or model-free control
(MFC), as well as the design of nonlinear systems using exact lineariza-
tion. However, it can be shown that their definition is beneficial for a
number of other methods of analysis and synthesis of nonlinear, robust,
self-adjusting and adaptive systems.
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1 Summary

Simple applications of the self-tuning control based on ultra-local linear models
and also their hidden use in other existing approaches as the traditional PID
control [2], through the state-space approaches [1], disturbance observer (DOB)
based approaches [6], active disturbance rejection control ADRC [4], nonlinear
control [5] or model free control MFC [3] will be given. Impact on the resulting
performance and robustness will be shown.
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Extended Abstract 

Fifty years ago professor Mihajlo Mesarovic together with D. Marko and Y. Taka- 
hara, all from the “Systems Research Center”, Case Western Reserve University, 
Cleveland, Ohio, USA, published 1970 the important book “Theory of Hierarchi- 
cal, Multilevel, Systems”. In this book for the first time a general mathematical 
foundation for the modelling of complex systems has been given. However today 
this important scientific contribution seems to be forgotten and citations of it 
are rather seldom. This paper should help, that this important contribution of 
Mesarovic and his co-workers to the field of systems theory, there especially to 
mathematical systems theory, becomes again our attention. In this paper the 
concepts of “Multi Strata Models” and of “Multi-Echelon Models” are, as de- 
fined in their book of 1970, have our main interest. 
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Extended Abstract 

We aim to contribute to improving the management of pandemic crises from 

a complexity stance.  

“Only Variety can absorb Variety” is the classic and inexorable Law of 
Requisite Variety, which stems from the eminent cybernetician Ross Ashby. 

The implication of that Law is that the regulator of a system must have a 

variety (repertoire of behavior) that matches the variety of the system 

regulated. We are using the Covid-19 crisis for the case study in this paper. 

In this context, the system regulated is the crisis, and the regulator is the 

organization that has been created to manage this crisis. 

If Ashby’s Law is inexorable, as claimed at the outset, then it must also be 

unachievable. Variety is a technical term for Complexity, and Complexity 

can never be fully understood nor mastered in a literal sense. However, this 

contribution is not grounded in a technocratic hubris that assumes the 

possibility of total control of complex systems. Take a pandemic: If the virus 

seems under control, mutants can emerge, which might call into question all 

previous successes. Yet, all that Ashby’s Law does, is establish a condition 

under which control can occur. It does not assert that control can occur in 

any case. Therefore, “mastered”, as used above, is a relative term. 

The purpose of this contribution is to shed light on the Covid-19 Pandemic 

from the cybernetic stance of Variety absorption, and draw lessons to 

improve the state of crisis management. We are building on a case study. 

Our focus is on federal systems, as these are particularly powerful in coping 

with environmental complexity.  Using the case of the Swiss Federation, we 

have studied the Covid-19 pandemic in that country for more than one year. 
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The Swiss Federation has been chosen as a case study, - for two reasons: 

First, Switzerland has built an effective response system for coping with the 

crisis. Second, and more important, the form of state here is the federation 

and the form of governance is democracy. Both are classical approaches to 

enabling the survival of social systems: Federal structure and democratic 

participation are the two pillars of viability. 

To be concrete, this research concentrates on three research questions: 

1.) How is the management of the Covid-19-Crisis organized in 

Switzerland?  

2.) How effective is this organization in coping with the dynamics of 

emergency?  

3.) What lessons can be learned for the design of a crisis management in the 

future?  

In sum, we address the question of how the crisis organization within a 

country must be designed for mastering the crisis. This can only be achieved 

if the Variety of the organization equals the Variety of the environment, 

which in our case is the pandemic. In other words, that organization must 

develop Requisite Variety, i.e., a repertory of behaviors that matches the 

repertoire of that pandemic. 

We apply the Viable System Model (VSM) by Stafford Beer as a framework 

for our study. That model is based on the Law of Requisite Variety. It has 

been widely used for both diagnosis and design of organizations. It also 

embodies the structural concept with the most rigorous theoretical claim. 

We carefully elaborate a diagnosis and a design for the management of 

pandemic crises. Both the analysis and the synthesis of our study are based 

on Ashby’s Law. The VSM is a conceptual tool that is particularly strong 
for analyzing federal systems. Hence, substantial insights have surfaced to 

orientate a future crisis management. In a nutshell, the implication is what 

we call “Variety Engineering”. 

Keywords: Crisis Management, Complexity, Requisite Variety, Variety 
Engineering, Organization, Viable System Model, Diagnosis, Design, 
Covid-19 Pandemic 
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Systems Thinking can help to solve complex problems in different domains. Train-
ing in Systems Thinking is recommended for individuals of all ages and all stages of 
professional and personal development, and it is strongly advocated that decision-mak-
ers are trained in Systems Thinking. Concurrently, simple stock-and-flow mechanisms 
have been shown to often be not well understood and the respective problem-solving 
performance to even have a tendency of decreasing during higher education [1]. There 
are extensive efforts to teach, promote and apply Systems Thinking as early as kinder-
garten and school age [2, 3], in Higher Education at universities throughout the world 
[e.g. 4, or for a comprehensive list: 5], as well as in a wide range of professional fields 
[6]. Different frameworks have been proposed for the development and assessment of 
Systems Thinking competencies (e.g. [7, 8]), which typically reflect learning outcomes 
related to both qualitative and quantitative competencies’ aspects. While such develop-
ment frameworks enable skills assessment, they do not necessarily prescribe a path for 
teaching. Kunc [9] distinguishes two approaches to develop improved understanding of 
dynamically complex problems: One is Using Models and the other is Modelling, as in 
creating both qualitative and quantitative models. 

For an engineering master’s program, we designed a seminar course to teach Sys-
tems Thinking based on system archetypes and qualitative modelling. The seminar 
spans a time of 15 weeks, encompasses 90 hours of students’ workload and is a follow-
up to a 180 hours workload System Dynamics lecture course that is to a large extent 
based on the textbook by Sterman [10].  

In this paper we describe design considerations based on existing Systems Thinking 
teaching literature and on theory on students’ motivation to learn [11, 12] as well as on 
our own experience with running seminar courses. We then describe the details of the 
course design (outlined in table 1), and we report findings from running it.  

Based on students’ evaluation and the materials they produced throughout the 
course, our findings (1) support our design assumptions regarding student motivation, 
(2) give insights on students’ struggling with understanding and applying system ar-
chetypes, and (3) suggest further development of course design. With this we want to
provide a course blueprint and contribute to the discussion of how to teach Systems
Thinking in Higher Education.
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(Stage), Week Period, milestone Description Format 
(1) 1 Kick-Off Introduction and assignment description Plenary 
(2),  1-4 Proposal preparation Students prepare two proposals each Self-study 
(3) 5 Proposal presentations Presentations, feedback, proposal choice Plenary 
(4) 5-9 Final presentations prep Elaboration of chosen proposals Self-study 
(5) 7 Tutoring session 1 Work-in-progress presentations, feedback Plenary 
(6) 10 Final presentations Feedback Plenary 
(7) 10-15 Final essay preparation Essays in a scientific paper format Self-study 
(8) 12 or 13 Tutoring session 2 Essays’ Work-in-progress presentations, feedback Plenary 
(9) 15 Final essay submission Final essays are graded

Table 1: Outline of the seminar course on qualitative modelling with system archetypes 
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Abstract 

The proposition of a data-sharing concept deals with governing the processes of 
personal biometrical data interchange. The data sharing concept proposed the 
mechanisms enabling data produces to govern the data, they produce. It opens a 
series of research questions: exploring the interactions between the society stake-
holders and its effect on their relations; invoking distributed data storing and 
analysis concepts; redefining the data governance processes; introducing AI-
supported data negotiating mechanisms to name a few. Data sharing can result in 
a new level of social dynamics, in which individuals and organisations negotiate 
on each data sharing interaction and thus dynamically redefine the relationship 
between the transparency of society and the privacy of individuals.  
The proposed data sharing concept posts multiple implications. Amongst them to 
individuals by providing new means for data self-governance, to organisations 
and data researchers by adapting to the distributed data gathering strategies, and 
to the regulators for redesigning the social frameworks and policies design pro-
cesses.  
As the proposal induces significant disruption to the fabric of society, it poses 
several challenges. For the data researchers and practitioners, the insights to dis-
tributed data and analysis software design and development are provided; for so-
cial researchers, the AI-supported transdisciplinary participative research; for the 
managers, insight on how to organise data negotiation processes into business 
processes. 

Keywords: CyberSystemics, data sharing, data ownership, artificial intelligence, 
GDPR 

1 Introduction 

CyberSystemics is a nearly borderless concept, ubiquitously present and at the same 
time ignored in all facets of society. Hybrid reality (HyR), examining the co-existence 
of society and AI technology, was one of the four topics of the WOSC 2021 Congress. 
HyR focus is set on upholding the level of activity of all stakeholders in society by 
providing a safe digital environment. 
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In a situation where every smart device, every app, and every website streams de-
tailed biometrical data, the variety of data interactions, some of them potentially con-
flicting, significantly exceeds the limited capacity of existing regulative frameworks 
and mechanisms. Based on the dynamics of interactions in HyR, where the virtual and 
real-world interchange, we can safely assess that the currently used data collecting con-
cepts will result in the development of serious pathological behaviour patterns by the 
organizations in possession of this data. 

The proposition of a data-sharing concept in which data governance and data own-
ership are assigned to the data producers instead of the data collectors is to be systemi-
cally examined. Data sharing concept opens a series of relevant research questions: how 
to define interactions between the society stakeholders and thus their relations; how to 
develop distributed data storing and analysis concepts; how to redefine the data gov-
ernance processes, how to invoke AI-supported data negotiating mechanisms, to name 
a few. Thereby, we can foresee a new level of social dynamics, in which individuals 
and organisations negotiate on each data sharing interaction and thus dynamically re-
define the relationship between the transparency of society and the privacy of individ-
uals.  

The extended abstract is structured as follows: in the second paragraph, data sharing 
concept backgrounds are elaborated; in the third paragraph method for data sharing 
examination is introduced; in the summary, the discussion is provided. 

2 Discussion 

The currently used data collecting concepts can lead to several pathologies, such as data 
misuse, manipulation, extortion and exploitation etc. The risk of misconduct in data 
governance expands in HyR by invoking new types of data in the analysis processes: 
biometric data streams, continuously feeding AI technology with detailed biometrical 
data, opening the capacity for successful behaviour predictions and prescriptions. 

In our attempts to preserve the activity of all HyR stakeholders, the data sharing 
concept is proposed. On a conceptual level, it proposes the framework and processes, 
aimed at delivering data governance to the data producers, based on a wide moral, eth-
ical and legislative base of support.  

In the proposed research a VSM model is used to examine the viability of both con-
cepts on a theoretical and practical level, using 2. Order cybernetics concepts of self-
observation in the examination process.  

From the research, we expect to receive focus points for further research and devel-
opment, such as intelligent data sharing negotiation concepts, capable of assessing 
if/how data can or cannot be shared in a particular interaction.  

This research may have a significant impact on the design of intelligent dynamic 
data sharing negotiation protocols. Data sharing negotiating protocols can have a major 
impact on the research processes in ethically ambiguous situations within the research 
laboratories, in the business environment and personal communication.  
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1 Extended Abstract

Although today’s operational quantum computers cannot yet solve major real-world
computing problems, there have been significant advances in quantum computers in re-
cent years. In this sense, cryptographic schemes are among the first systems that will
have to be changed or adapted when quantum computers are fully operational. On the
one hand, the quantum Grover’s algorithm [1] speeds up attacks against secret-key al-
gorithms, so it is necessary to increase the key length to secure them against a quantum
adversary. On the other hand, Shor published in 1994 the paper [2] with an algorithm
for quantum computers that can be used to solve in polynomial time the two underlying
problems on which most of the current Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is based: the
factoring problem and the discrete logarithm problem.

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is one of the most widely used pro-
tocols today [3] to protect communications because it is used to protect information
exchanged over the Internet between web clients and servers around the world. Fur-
thermore, it has found wide acceptance in the Internet of Things (IoT) domain as well.
While TLS is secure against today’s classical computers, it must be transformed to sup-
port Post-Quantum (PQ) cryptography schemes because the public-key cryptography
based on PKI and present in TLS is vulnerable to future attacks with quantum com-
puters. Specifically, the public-key cryptography in TLS is vulnerable in two phases:

– Key exchange: The server and client exchange cryptographic messages using public-
key key exchange algorithms such as RSA and ECDH to derive a symmetric key
that is used to encrypt the rest of the session.

– Authentication: During this step, the server, and optionally the client, prove their
identity using the public key of their certificates, which involves signature algorithms
such as RSA or ECDSA.

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) began an evalu-
ation and standardization process in 2017 [4] to select the next generation of standard
public-key cryptographic primitives for the post-quantum world. In the third round of
the process there are 7 finalist algorithms, 4 of which are key exchange algorithms and
3 digital signature algorithms. One of the main consequences of this process will be the
? Research supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation y Universities (MCIU), the
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integration of post-quantum algorithms in TLS and the consequent overheads it could
introduce.

Indeed, post-quantum TLS is not yet standardized and the TLS 1.3 standard does
not provide any support for post-quantum algorithms. One of the approaches is the one
by the NIST, which is considering different post-quantum Key Encapsulation Mech-
anisms (KEMs) to obtain symmetric encryption keys from asymmetric keys. Another
approach to adapt TLS to PQ is to use a PQ cryptographic fork of OpenSSL, which is
an open-source implementation of the TLS protocol. For example, the Open Quantum
Safe OpenSSL repository contains a fork of OpenSSL 1.1.1 that adds quantum-resistant
key exchange and signature algorithms using the liboqs library [5] for prototyping pur-
poses. This library supports hybrid and post-quantum key exchange and authentication.
Different post-quantum key exchange algorithms FrodoKEM [6] and SIKE [7], and
the signature algorithms Picnic [8] and qTESLA [9], co-developed by Microsoft, are
integrated into the Open Quantum Safe project [10].

The primary goal of the TLS protocol is to provide server-side authenticity, con-
fidentiality, and integrity in communications. To establish the cryptographic parameters
that provide them, the handshake protocol is used. One of the main characteristics of
this protocol is its speed to perform the exchange of keys and verification of signature.
However, the use of post-quantum cryptography will slow down the protocol. There-
fore, the challenge is to be able to use post-quantum algorithms in the TLS protocol
without this increase in size and time. In this sense, there are already several propos-
als. For instance, the work [11] presents a post-quantum hybrid implementation using
a hybrid key exchange where the handshake uses well-known and fast protocols (RSA,
elliptic curve) for the establishment of the session where quantum cryptography is used.
There is another proposal that seeks to apply the post-quantum primitive in the hand-
shake protocol [12], which claim that post-quantum key exchanges are smaller than
post-quantum signatures, so signatures can be replaced with this key exchange.
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1 Extended Abstract

The objective of this work is to design and develop a totally secure blockchain system
with a web for electronic voting [4], [5], [6], but using homomorphic encryption [8] to
encrypt the vote and ensure its confidentiality and integrity in all counting and identi-
fication operations throughout the electoral process. Specifically, the application must
have the ability of creating elections, registering candidates, voters and administrators,
and performing the counting and custody of the votes in a totally decentralized and se-
cure way, guaranteeing the anonymity of the votes. It seeks to find the acceptance of the
authorities, since they imply a commitment with the transparency, authenticity and in-
tegrity of the entire process. In this way, the technology must overcome the challenges
of the electronic voting process, and reduce the doubts and suspicions of fraud that
elections in general can receive. The blockchain will allow to follow the count directly,
and track the destination of each vote. This thanks to the structure of Merkle trees [1]
cryptographically linked, which gives immutability properties to the whole process, a
quality that is required in any voting process.

The reliability of plebiscite processes is a very important quality in any demo-
cratic standard [2]. The technology exposed in this work tries to transform voting into
a telematic process where:

– Each vote is stacked on a chain of blocks restricted to modifications by a system of
cryptographic keys. Thanks to this feature, the suspicion of tampering is consider-
ably reduced.

– All voters can observe the votes accumulated by each candidate in real time, without
revealing the voting direction of each voter.

– All the information of users authorized to cast their preference is stored in a distrib-
uted manner, and it is verified that the vote has been cast in a unique way to avoid
falsifications.

– The Administrators Commission is public, and has a series of powers available to
organize the vote.

– The opening and closing period of the election can be consulted in advance, and
once it is finished, access to the voting application is blocked, and the counting
phase is carried out.
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Therefore, a web application will be created for the Ethereum [3] platform that,
through smart contracts, provides the necessary mechanisms to hold a secure election.

There are three types of users in the application: Voter, Candidate, and Adminis-
trator. The permissions and limitations of each role are as follows:

– Voter (V): You can only send the vote once, you must be registered by the Admin-
istrator in one or more elections to have the right to vote.

– Candidate (C): It has incompatibility to act as Administrator simultaneously. The
candidate can make use of his/her right to vote. He/She must be registered by the
Administrator to present his/her candidacy.

– Administrator (A): Has permissions to create elections, and register candidates and
voters in them.

The way the application works consists of three steps. First, the election must be
created, then the candidates and authorized voters are declared, and finally, the voting
process begins, and once the deadline has expired, the final results are published.

The requirements of each election are specified in a contract electronic that collects
the permissions and privileges of all the participants of the elections: voters, candidates
and administrators.

For the development of the system, the following technologies have been used, Re-
act and Material-UI for the web environment, Truffle and Ganache for the development
of decentralized applications. Firebase for the database and Metemask as a browser
extension to run Dapps without the need for a server.

This work in progress is the seed for a development of a more complex voting sys-
tem with mechanism to ensure the privacy of users and decentralization and efficiency
of the system.
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1 Extended Abstract

Wireless and mobile communications have transformed the digital society. Mobile com-
munication networks started with the second (2G) and third (3G) generation. The en-
cryption systems used to protect confidentiality were the stream cipher A5/1 and its
A5/2 version for the 2G/GSM and the Kasumi block cipher in the 3G/UMTS standard
[6]. Serious weaknesses in these ciphers were identified and allowed to break them with
very modest computational resources.

The fourth generation Long Term Evolution (4G/LTE) have been an important ad-
vance in terms of confidentiality and integrity protection. The encryption system was
changed using the stream cipher SNOW 3G [1]. SNOW 3G streaming encryption guar-
anteed the confidentiality and integrity protection over communication systems. It uses
the UEA2 confidentiality algorithm and the UIA2 integrity protection algorithm in LTE
[1].

Finally, the next generation system called 5G improved LTE with the version LTE-
A (LTE-Advanced). 5G systems carry out a high demand for cryptographic algorithms
used for overhead encryption. Ericsson Research and Lund University analyzed the
design of SNOW 3G to detect security vulnerabilities, updating it to a new faster en-
cryption called SNOW-V, which could be used to protect 5G systems and the future
mobile systems[2]. 5G systems are being implemented rapidly in different industries
around the world. Considering the wireless and mobile purpose, the security of these
communications is crucial.

SNOW-V is a stream cipher proposed by Ekdahl et al. [3] with an objective to be
deployed as the encryption primitive in 5G systems. The ”V” stands for virtualization.
This paper present a theoretical study and a practical analysis of the new SNOW-V
generator. The aim is to evaluate its implementation and performance in mobile devices.

This cipher is based on SNOW 3G stream encryption. It was proposed as the 256-
bit version of the SNOW stream generators 5G to meet the requirement of encryption
speed and security levels. In addition, it meets the security, performance and flexibility
requirements demanded in 5G systems [4].

Designing encryption algorithms for 5G, certain considerations must be taken into
account:
? Research supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities (MCIU),
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– Virtualization, since much of the 5G components can be virtualized, including ci-
phering layers. 5G development implementations requires to bear virtualization to
avoid compatibility problems in the future. Encryption algorithms are expected to
run in a cloud environment hence, challenges arise based on the type of algorithm
to be used. In a cloud environment, it might not be possible to use hardware accel-
erators and dedicated ASICs for encryption functionality. Therefore, the algorithms
must be able to reach the 5G target speed using only software[5].

– Performance, it is expected that 5G reaches a speed of 20 gigabits per second or
even more. In order to avoid bottlenecks, the encryption algorithms should handle
speeds around 20 Gbps, being able to reach 40-50 Gbps. Likewise, it is also essen-
tial that algorithms run quickly at software levels, otherwise virtualization cannot
happen[5].

– Security, 5G is expected to increase level security to 256-bits in order to mit-
igate cryptanalysis, such as quantum attacks. Regarding security, it has been in-
creased the size of the encryption keys from 128-bits to 256-bit. So the encryption
algorithms must be adapted to this new key size, and must be strong enough to
guarantee the security level required[5].

In summary, this article provides an analysis from a practical point of view of the
Snow-V. The aim will be provide different software implementations and perform sev-
eral experiments, comparing the obtained results. Hence, it will be possible to analyze
the possibility of improve efficiency through the software optimization.
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1 Introduction

In this work, a service to track mobile devices is presented. The service integrates in-
formation protection mechanisms to guarantee confidentiality and integrity.

2 Description

The service consists of an Android application and a backend, hosted in the cloud,
which deploys a web server. It follows a microservice structure over containers allow-
ing a simple management and distribution. The Android application implements two
modes of operation: the client mode, intended for the devices that are tracked and, the
tracker mode executed by a smartphone on board a Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA)
(see figure 1). The application running on the clients uses the Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) beacon mode to transmit information related to their positioning and traject-
ory (latitude, longitude, height, bearing and speed) along with a randomly generated
Unique IDentifier for each client device. The on-board smartphone will allow to trans-
mit the collected data, using 4G/5G communications, to a web server to be represented
and exploited. This system can be deployed in different scenarios to respond to multiple
situations such as supervision and control of risk situations in crowded areas, tracking
and tracing people in isolated environments.

The beacon communication mode does not require prior pairing between parties.
However, given the restrictions defined in the communication frames, an adhoc encod-
ing scheme was defined. The specific protocol used by client devices is Eddystone,
defined by Google as a standard for Bluetooth beacons.

The data mining module in the backend will allow us to represent the current pos-
ition of each client, as well as their track record over time. Adding bearing and speed
information would facilitate new module development using AI for event monitoring to
detect possible dangerous or risky situations.

? Research supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation y Universities (MCIU), the
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Figure 1. Esquema global del sistema.

3 Security: Integrity and confidentiality

The confidentiality and integrity services have been implemented using cryptographic
primitives belonging to Lightweight Cryptography. In the implementation we have
chosen to use Chaskey [4] as the Message Authentication Code (MAC) generator and
ChaCha20 as the encryption scheme. In this way an authenticated encryption [3] scheme
has been generated using the Encrypt-then-MAC approach.

Chaskey is included as part of the ISO/IEC 29192-6:2019 [1] standard and is defined
as a permutation-based MAC algorithm using the Addition-Rotation-XOR (ARX) design
methodology. The use of the ARX approach together with the reduced length of the gen-
erated codes (they can have a minimum length of 64 bits) make it suitable for the system
designed in this work.

Chacha20 [2] is a stream cipher, present in TLS, composed of 20 iterations that
process the initial state through the quarter-round function using a key of length 256
bits. Given the constraints of the scenario deployed, an adhoc implementation of both
procedures has been performed
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Abstract. This contribution presents research for obtaining epidemiological in-
formation in the context of the intercity road transport system of Gran Canaria 
Island that annually moves around 20 million passengers. This information is 
obtained by mining the data generated from trips made by transport users. From 
a methodological point of view, the methodological proposal is complete, since, 
starting from a formalization of the problem based on epidemiological concepts 
and the transport activity itself, all the necessary steps to obtain the required ep-
idemiological knowledge are described and implemented. The epidemiological 
information obtained is frequency and duration of interactions between travel-
lers at risk of contagion, co-occurrence matrices of close interactions and the 
patterns of close interactions along line routes. 

Keywords: Intelligent transport systems, Data mining, Network epidemiology, 
Contact patterns, COVID-19. 

1 Introduction 

As a result of the COVID 19 pandemic, public transport operators have had to deploy 
measures to prevent infection among their users. As a result of the application of these 
measures and the public's perception of the risk of contagion associated with the use 
of public transport, transit systems have suffered a considerable loss of passengers, 
which in some cases has reached 90%, jeopardizing the role of public transport sys-
tems as facilitators of social equity [1]. This contribution presents the results of an 
investigation aimed at obtaining useful epidemiological data in the context of the 
interurban road transit system on the island of Gran Canaria. With these data it is 
possible to identify the routes with the highest risk of contagion and to evaluate the 
impact of different measures aimed at minimizing this risk. 
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2 General description of the methodology 

To achieve the objectives of this research, a methodology based on Data Mining has 
been developed and implemented to estimate data that are unknown but are necessary 
to obtain epidemiological data. The background to the proposal of this study is pro-
vided by research into the mobility patterns of transport system users with the aim of 
inferring the network of contacts that are produced and thus understanding the role of 
the transport systems in disease spread [2-3]. The methodology uses the definition of 
close contact [4] and from this definition and entities belonging to conceptual data 
models of public transport, defines the concept of interaction with risk of contagion, 
called close interaction. The processes that make up the methodology are organized in 
two phases.  
The first phase, called the Data Preparation Phase, aims to obtain a complete, and 
consistent dataset representing the close interactions that have occurred in the transit 
system over a period. To obtain this data set, we estimate data that are not known, but 
are necessary to estimate the close interactions. These unknowns are the destination 
stop for those trips where this data is unknown and how far a passenger has been from 
the other passengers with whom he has coincided in his trip. Once the data set repre-
senting the close interactions has been obtained, the epidemiological data are estimat-
ed by the Modeling Phase. These data are frequency and duration of interactions, co-
occurrence matrices of close interactions and the patterns of close interactions along 
the routes of the lines. To conclude, it should be noted that the above-mentioned epi-
demiological data referring to trips made during the whole month of December 2019 
in the interurban transit system of Gran Canaria have been obtained using this meth-
odology. 
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This paper aims to discuss the recent developments in the radar odometry

field. It explains the motivation, advantages and drawbacks when using radar

as a source for odometry. Moreover, the di↵erent approaches for achieving radar

odometry are categorized and their algorithmic principles are revealed.

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) consists on the problem of

an agent which is placed in an unknown environment and is able to create a

representation of the environment, e.g. a map, while it localizes itself in that

environment [4]. Approaches to achieve SLAM are varied and include [6, 7]. Of-

ten, in order to achieve accurate results, the SLAM algorithm expects that the

provided odometry is as close as possible to be errorless. In mobile robots and

vehicles, odometry is usually calculated based on proprioceptive sensors, e.g.

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and wheel encoders. Nonetheless, it is not al-

ways possible or meaningful to use wheel-encoders in robots, e.g. in drones; also,

IMU odometry estimations are a↵ected by errors which are accumulated over

time; thus, a commercial IMU alone is often not enough for achieving highly

accurate estimations. Therefore, besides proprioceptive sensors, it is often sensi-

ble to include exteroceptive sensors for increasing the accuracy of the odometry

estimation.

Exteroceptive sensors used for odometry estimation include camera, lidar,

and radar. Even though, camera and lidar have advantages over radar, e.g. higher

resolution from lidar, these two sensors have limitations with regards to their

performance in several environments, e.g. environments which fog is present.

Therefore, due to its environmental robustness as well as its long measurement

range capabilities, radars have recently received attention from researchers with

regards to its use for odometry estimation [3].

Radar odometry can be categorized in direct and indirect methods [1]. In the

former, the odometry estimation is calculated without the extraction of salient

keypoints, e.g. by applying the Fourier-Mellin Transform (FMT) in order to

register two radar images [2, 10]. On the other hand, the latter performs the ex-

traction of keypoints followed by data association between the consecutive mea-

surements; in order to extract the keypoints, a Constant False Alarm (CFAR)
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detector can be used. CFAR is a widespread technique for detecting targets in

radar signal processing; popular CFARmethods include Ordered-Statistic-CFAR

and Cell-Averaging-CFAR [5]. Moreover, radar odometry methods can also be

categorized by the type of radar which is used. For example, in [2] a scanning

Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar was used, while in [8]

a static FMCW radar was used. Finally, it is discussed in this paper that radar

odometry is often combined, or fused, with another source of odometry, com-

monly with an IMU, in order to obtain more accurate estimations. The fusion

between radar and IMU is frequently denoted as Radar-Inertial odometry in the

literature [9].
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Extended Abstract 

Data collection in fingerprinting-based Indoor Positioning Systems is a time-
consuming and labor-intensive process [1, 2]. This paper presents the design and 
structure of different modules of a robotic system for the automatic acquisition of 
radiofrequency (RF) signals in indoor environments: such a system would greatly 
reduce the inspection time of an indoor environment. This system would consist of 
the following modules or components: a locomotion system that allows a total free-
dom of movement in the XY plane, a positioning system that acts as a ground truth, a 
meteorological module to collect humidity, temperature, and luminosity data, since 
those meteorological variables affect RF signals, a device for mounting the receiver of 
those signals, and a module to orient this receiver, since the positioning accuracy 
depends on the orientation [3, 4]. To coordinate all these modules there would be a 
controller-module. As a complement, a system to design and plan the routes of the 
automatic acquisition system of RF-signals is proposed. 
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